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FICTION
BEST-SELLERS 2010
Khadra,Yasmine: L’OLYMPE DES INFORTUNES
(Julliard/Robert Laffont, janvier 2010, 234 pages)
200,000 copies sold in France and still on bestsellers lists!
Wedged between a garbage dump and the sea, Olympus of the Unfortunate is an open field populated
with vagabonds and rejects who have chosen to turn their backs on society. There lives One-Eyed Ach, Junior
the Simpleton, Mama the Ghostly, The Pasha, its court of drunks and other outcasts who are as dark as they are
endearing. It is a land of illusions and great solitude that absorbs disgraces and the most terrible secrets. OneEyed Ach has taken Junior under his wing. He is a young and naive bum who vows an unlimited admiration to
Ach while at the same time subscribing to Horr’s philosophies. Horr is a self-made bum who voluntarily rejects
society’s values: money, work, family. Horr is free of any connections or ties. But when a profound affection
takes root between the members of this homeless community, any detachment turns out to be a mere illusion.
Though they may be immoral and decaying in their own decline, the characters in this tale remain heroic. The
spirit of solidarity and the sense of camaraderie that reigns over Horr’s followers contrast with the violence and
individualism of modern society. Olympus of the Unfortunate is a metaphor that forcefully denounces our
civilization’s decadence. Yasmina Khadra poses as a moralist of our time and the conclusion he delivers is not
flattering: the lost souls are not those we thought them to be, and hell is never where we expect to find it.
Following CE QUE LE JOUR DOIT À LA NUIT (425,000 copies sold), his biggest success in what
was already a wildly successful career, Yasmina Khadra uses his powerful eloquence in this fable which takes us
headfirst into the world of the homeless.
Yasmina Khadra’s novels have been sold to 37 countries – among which US (Nan A. Talese), UK
(Heinemann), Spain (Alianza), Denmark (Gyldendal), Finland (WSOY), the Netherlands (Atlas), Iceland (JPV
Utgafa), Norway (Gyldendal Norsk) and Sweden (Alfabeta), and have been awarded numerous literary prizes:
LES AGNEAUX DU SEIGNEUR (1998), A QUOI RÊVENT LES LOUPS (1999), L’ÉCRIVAIN (2001,
Académie Française), LES HIRONDELLES DE KABOUL (2002), L’ATTENTAT (2005, Prix des Libraires,
film rights optioned to Focus Features) and LES SIRÈNES DE BAGDAD (2006).
“On retrouve l’humanisme généreux de Khadra dans cette utopie tragi-comique.” Le Nouvel
Observateur
“Sa description de la solidarité et du sens de l’entraide de ces laissés-pour-compte est une façon de
vilipender l’individualisme et la violence des société modernes.” Livres Hebdo
“Derrière l’intrigue simple de ce petit conte philosophique, l’ancien officier de l’armée algérienne
reprend ses thèmes fétiches – fraternité, souffrance de l’humiliation, culpabilité, obscurantisme- pour servir un
récit touchant et profondément humaniste.” Direct Soir

Binet, Laurent: HHhH
(Grasset, January 2010, 448 p.)
Prix Goncourt du Premier Roman 2010 - First Novel
60.000 copies of the trade edition sold in France
The novel’s title, HHhH, refers to an acronym invented by the SS: “Himmlers Hirn heißt Heydrich”, or
“Himmler’s brain is called Heydrich”. The novel, retracing events from 1938 to 1942, consists of short chapters
recounting episodes from different times and places, all converging towards the fateful day of the assassination
in Prague.
All the characters really existed – indeed, some are still alive. The author has recounted the facts as
faithfully as possible, resisting the temptation to embroider the truth. How should History be narrated? The
author himself becomes a character in the book, detailing his own uncertainties, doubts, and hesitations. The
search for historical truth is an obsessive and endless quest.
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Laurent Binet was born in Paris and is now 37. He was posted to Slovakia for his military service and
now divides his time between Paris and Prague. He teaches at both high school and university. HHhH is his first
novel.
Foreign rights sold: Castilian (Seix Barral), Catalan (1984 Editions), Chinese complex characters (YeRen), Czech Republic (Argo), Dutch (Meulenhoff), English World (USA: Farrar, Straus & Giroux / UK: Harvill
Secker), German (Rowohlt), Hebrew (Kinneret), Hungarian (Europa), Italian (Einaudi), Japanese (Tokyo
Sogensha), Norwegian (Gyldendal Norsk), Polish (Wydawnictwo Literackie), Portuguese (Brazil: Companhias
das Letras / Portugal: Porto Editora), Slovakia (Marenčin).
Laurent Binet travels back and forth in time and space, between his own personal comments and
historical documents, gradually putting together a puzzle that reveals an ever clearer picture of what happened
that day, together with a few faces” Nouvel Observateur
“The heart of his project is this: above all, avoid dressing historical characters up as fictional ones; do
not reduce their lived experience to mere narrative material; refuse to strike a pose on the pretext of defending
their cause.” Le Monde

Kim Thúy: RU
(Librex, January 2010, 143 pages)
Awarded the Prix RTL/Lire 2010
Shortlisted for numerous prizes in France and Quebec: Prix Nicolas Bouvier 2010, Prix OuestFrance/Étonnants Voyageurs 2010 and Prix Première (RTBF).
42,000 copies sold in Quebec and already 55,000 copies sold in France
Ru is an intimate journey in the untidiness of memories, a nostalgic evocation of the Vietnam that
relates the itinerary of a Vietnamese who left Saigon after the communists have arrived. Composed by a series of
linked vignettes, Ru is more than a simple “slice-of-life” account. It draws connections between the events
experienced by the narrator : her birth in Vietnam during the war, her exodus with the boat people, her
introduction to a small Quebec town, her studies, family ties, the birth of her autistic child, etc. As she recounts
her story - filled with charming, unusual people and difficult or absurd situations—she shifts effortlessly from
tragedy to comedy, from the everyday to the deeply spiritual, carrying the reader along with her.
Written in a warm and poignant style, this first autobiographical novel, reveals the writer’s ability to use
her memories first as an invitation to play, then as a gateway to reflection. The story of a likeable survivor, this
book is a testimony to the richness of life.
Kim Thúy left Vietnam as a boat people at the age of 10, and arrived in Quebec. She has been living in
Montreal for 30 years now, working as a seamstress, interpreter, lawyer, restaurant owner and also as film
director before devoting herself to writing.
Foreign rights sold to: France (Liana Levi), Italy (Nottetempo), Sweden (Sekwa), Germany
(Kunstmann), Spain and Latin America (Alfaguara), the Netherlands (Van Gennep), Portugal (Objectiva)
Canada (World English rights : Knopf) and Czech Republic (Emitos)
“Kim Thúy nous berce autant qu'elle nous bouleverse.” Elle
“La romancière se dévoile, mais avec grâce et pudeur.” Télérama
“Fragments de mémoire poétiquement entremêlés.” La Vie
“Ru est plus qu'un livre, une révélation.” Les Echos
“Peu de descriptions, et, pourtant, des images fortes qui viennent se greffer dans l’esprit du lecteur.
Une remarquable entrée en littérature.” L’Express
“… elle refuse en effet l'apitoiement, travestit le misérabilisme, ignore la rancoeur et se moque de la
chronologie. Même le malheur, elle le traite à la légère… “ RU”est du jamais lu” Le Nouvel Observateur
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Grémillon, Hélène: LE CONFIDENT
(Plon, August 2010, 302 pages)
1975. After her mother’s death, Camille receives a letter from an unknown correspondent. Every week
new letters arrive, further weaving a tale that began thirty years earlier, at the beginning of the war, until the last
one reveals a dreadful secret that directly concerns her. According to the mysterious Confidant, at the beginning
of the Second World War, a bourgeoise, dying to have a child from the man she loved, asked a 17-year-old
ambitious artist from a modest background to be their surrogate mother. This request didn’t go without
consequence. It led to a terrible confrontation between two characters that left four destinies broken when the
final denouement brutally occurred. Little by little, Camille begins to piece together the puzzle and is shocked to
realize that this story has a direct bearing upon her own life.
Alternating Camille’s story and the mysterious letters from the unknown correspondent, the author
transports us to the years between 1939 and1943. Never Manichean, the psychological approach takes the reader
to the heart of the motives and secret past of the characters who narrate this intriguing and touching story
alternatively. A highly original first novel that blends historical novel and psychological suspense with brio and
virtuoso literary style.
Hélène Grémillon is 32 and has graduate degrees in literature and history. She worked in advertising
and as a programming assistant in television before becoming a journalist at Le Figaro. LE CONFIDENT is her
first novel.
Rights already sold to: Italy (Mondadori), Poland (Albatros) and Serbia (Alnari), The Netherlands (De
Bezige Bij), Poland (Albatros), Serbia (Alnari) and very strong interest in Spain and Germany.
“Le talent d’Hélène Grémillon éclate dans ce premier roman, tant par le style, les précisions
historiques que par le suspense qui se prolonge jusqu’au dernier paragraphe. Quant aux personages… ils sont
tous complexes, imprévisibles et surtout charismatiques. Une lecture limpide et palpitante.” Le Nouvel
Observateur
“Avec ce premier roman, Hélène Grémillon nous entraîne dans une histoire bâtie autour de la Seconde
Guerre mondiale, facile et agréable à lire.” Page

Diome, Fatou: CELLES QUI ATTENDENT
(Flammarion, August 20I0, 336 pages)
Arame and Bougna are mothers respectively of Lamine and Issa, two clandestine emigres. No longer in
the spring of youth, each one has taken on the role of selfless sentinel devoted to looking after her family, the
pillar who has had to support a house constructed on galleries hollowed by absence. But how is it possible to
convey the pain of a mother who awaits her child without the certainty of ever seeing him again?
Coumba and Daba, on the other hand, are just starting out: young and beautiful, they dream of destinies
different from those of the village elders. Thirsty for love, the future and modernity, they hurl themselves
unreservedly onto the path of happiness that little by little becomes a long road of suffering.
Married, respectively to Issa and Lamine, Europe is their greatest rival. Abandoned, they can either
remain faithful to their empty bedrooms or succumb to temptation. But life does not wait for those who are
absent; the emigres have left behind love of fluctuating intensity and a growing list of family secrets; betrayals,
big and small, will feed village gossip and determine the circumstances in which the families will be reunited.
Fatou Diome was born in Senegal. Arriving in France in 1994, she has lived in Strasbourg ever since.
She is the author of a collection of short stories LA PREFTRENCE NATIONALE (Presence africaine, 2001) as
well as three novels, LE VENTRE DE L'ATLANTIQUE (Anne Carriere, 2003), KETALA (Flammarion, 2006),
and INASSOUVIES, NOS VIES (Flammarion, 2008).
Her work has been translated in the UK and the US, Italy, Germany, Japan, Portugal and the
Netherlands.
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Gaudé, Laurent: OURAGAN
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 190 pages)
Over 100,000 copies already sold in France!!!
As the Hurricane is roaring by, flows of refugees are running away from New Orleans. Going against
the current is one man, Keanu. The announcement of this meteorological catastrophe has awoken him from the
apathy he was plunged into after a dramatic accident on the oilrig where he was working. He has realised that he
has to get back to Rose, the woman he loved and who is about to brave the storm. Rose has a child, the fruit of
her failed love, as she puts it. As those two destinies are going to be reunited, we also hear the voices of other
outcasts, black people that no one really cares to help out of the inferno: Josephine, almost one hundred years
old, the living memory of the city, a priest whose faith is going to be trialled, a silent boy, a group of prisoners
who have been abandoned in jail after the guards have fled… The dikes are destroyed, alligators invade the city
but the characters will be confronted with monsters of a different kind: fear, violence, stupidity, indifference…
In this apocalyptic context, Laurent Gaudé wrote an ambitious novel that studies human behaviour at its
climax with his usual delicacy and beautifully crafted style, in the vain of CRIS and ELDORADO.
Born in 1972, Laurent Gaudé is a novelist and a playwright. He has published five novels with Actes
Sud: CRIS (2001), LA MORT DU ROI TSONGOR (2002, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, Prix des Libraires), LE
SOLEIL DES SCORTA (2004, Prix Goncourt), ELDORADO and LA PORTE DES ENFERS (2008) along with
a collection of short stories, DANS LA NUIT MOZAMBIQUE (2007).
“Puissant. L’adjectif sied parfaitement au nouveau roman de Laurent Gaudé… Passant avec virtuosité
d’une voix à l’autre, Laurent Gaudé explore ces âmes confrontées à l’apocalypse.” Le Figaro Magazine
“Jamais Laurent Gaudé n'a été autant en symbiose avec son sujet, jamais il n'a réussi à porter aussi
violemment le choc en nous.(…) Une force intérieure qui ne s'explique pas mais se lit intensément.” Le Soir
“L'écrivain ose le lyrisme absolu, sans jamais s'essouffler.(…) Il a toujours le mot juste. (…) Livre
après livre, Laurent Gaudé s'impose comme un de nos meilleurs conteurs du monde moderne.” Les Échos
“Un roman haletant qui mène au cœur de la tourmente et du chaos. Une vraie belle réussite que vous
n’êtes pas prêts d’oublier.” Lire

Despentes, Virginie: APOCALYPSE BEBE
(Grasset, August 2010, 400 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Goncourt, Renaudot, Fémina
Virginie Despentes's affectionate yet provocative portrait of an angst-ridden yet headstrong teenage girl
is a powerful work of fiction. She dissects the cruelties of modern society with her characteristic deadly accuracy
and inimitable voice. An angry, highly controversial book that speaks to the rebellious teenager in all of us!
Lucie, a thirty-year-old private detective sick of a job she has little talent for, has been hired by
Valentine Galtan's grandmother to keep track of her wayward, secretive granddaughter. But Lucie displays her
usual ineptitude by losing sight of her target in a crowded metro station, and now Valentine is missing. Lucie's
only clues are a set of photographs showing Valentine in flagrante with a succession of young men.
Has Valentine set out for Barcelona to find the mother she has never met? Lucie's best hope is to join
forces with the Hyena, a fellow private eye with a fondness for doling out her own brand of summary justice.
The Hyena is a powerful, lithe woman with a flair for sudden and extreme violence. Cash in hand, no questions
asked: the Hyena and Lucie are a team. They make an odd pair - one a volcanic lesbian, the other straight but
sexless - as they set out on a road trip that takes them from Paris to Barcelona on the trail of the rebellious
runaway.
Virginie Despentes has written a novel that reads like a road movie. Apocalypse Bebe cuts a swathe
through a range of social microcosms, from the botoxed bourgeoisie trembling with fear in their gated
communities to the scummy estates where disaffected youth dream of the glorious neoliberal Islamic future,
from far left and extreme right radicalism to lesbian backrooms. A masterful blend of ultra-contemporary crime
thriller and deeply corrosive social satire.
The novelist and film director Virginie Despentes has written a number of novels, all since adapted as
screenplays, including BAISE-MOI (1993, co-directed by Despentes and Coralie Trinh Thi), LES JOLIES
CHASES (1998), TEEN SPIRIT (2002), BYE BYE BLONDIE (2004), and one work of nonfiction, KING
KONG THEORIE, all published by Grasset.
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Foreign rights for previous works sold to: Bulgarian (Serna Publishing House), Castilian (Melusina),
Danish (Tiderne Skifter), Dutch (Standaard Uitgeverij), English (Grove/Atlantic, Serpent'S Tail), Finnish (Like
Publishing), German (Rowohlt Verlag, Berlin Verlag), Greek (Libro Editions, Kastalia), Hebrew (Babel
Publishers), Hungarian (Ulpius Haz), Italian (Einaudi Editore), Japanese (Hara-Shobo), Korean (Book World,
Magobooks), Norwegian (Spartacus Forlag), Romanian (Trei Editura), Russian (Ultra Culture), Serbian
(Laguna), Swedish (Tiedlund Forlag).

Tuil, Karine: SIX MOIS, SIX JOURS
(Grasset September 2010, 256 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Goncourt
Juliana Kant is a discreet, reserved woman of impeccable moral standards. She is also the heiress to
Germany's greatest fortune, soiled by a history of sordid dealings with the Nazis. Juliana Kant falls head over
heels in love with a man about whom she knows next to nothing. She has no idea that their passionate affair is
the work of a master manipulator drawn by the promise of fabulous wealth ... Karine Tuil has drawn on a recent
scandal that rocked German society to write a powerful, superbly constructed novel that spins a skilful web of
deceit.
Juliana Kant, heiress to Germany's greatest fortune, appears to lead a life of blameless virtue. Yet
appearances can be deceiving. Juliana is embroiled in a secret affair. Her lover, Herb Braun, is a gigolo who
preys on vulnerable, rich, lonely women. He reels them in with romantic assignations in hotels, then threatens to
spill their love affair to the gutter press. Juliana learns with horror that all their secret trysts have been filmed.
But she does the one thing that Herb never expected her to do: she goes to the police. Herb is sent to prison as
Juliana, clutching the shreds of her tattered dignity, strives to retain her place in society.
Karine Tuil has taken a real-life scandal and turned it into a gripping novel that explores the background
to Juliana's fall from grace. How did her family make its fortune? Why was her grandfather - Magda Goebbels's
first husband and a leading Nazi - never arrested? Why do so few people know that Magda Goebbels was the
adopted daughter of a Jew? Why have the Kants never agreed to an inquiry into their industrial links with the
Third Reich? And, most intriguingly of all, was Herb Braun's father really once interned in the camp at Stocken?
Might the affair have been a matter, not of money, but of revenge?
Karine Tuil was born in Paris in 1972. She has written eight novels, including TOUT SUR MON
FRERE (2003), QUAND J'ETAIS DROLE (2005), DOUCE FRANCE (2007, film rights sold) and LA
DOMINATION (2008), all published by Grasset.
Foreign rights sold to previous works: Italian (Voland Edizioni).

Chevallier, Gabriel: MASCARADE
(Le Dilettante, October 2010, 320 pages)
By the same author of LA PEUR (1930; 2008)
France Loisirs (French book club) has sold over 33,000 copies of LA PEUR
LA PEUR will come out in French paperback at Le Livre de Poche imprint in September 2010
LA PEUR will be made into a movie, to be produced by GMT Productions
In this collection of five tales, first published in 1948, we find the electric prose of the author of that
wonderful novel, LA PEUR. Tales in which the reader savours his deftness of stroke, his harshness of language,
his sense of pace.
It’s all a masquerade, so the title tells us, but other titles would have done just as well: The Killing
Game, The Monster Show, etc. In 1948, eighteen years after LA PEUR (1930), the grandiose memoirs of a
soldier in the trenches macerated in the juice of terror, fourteen years after CLOCHEMERLE (1934), a
provincial glorification of the guzzler, the merry womanizer and below-the-belt blows, Gabriel Chevallier served
up another meticulous, voracious oeuvre in which he portrays a number of colourful characters. So, let the
cavalcade commence! First in line, Colonel Crapouillot (Colonel Toad), one of the hardest nuts of the
(supposedly) war to end all wars, who “wants victims” to make a good impression, and whose homicidal mania
the front liners, by means of cunning stratagems and fraternal collusion, manage to eschew; close on his heels,
Tante Zoé dubbed “the Giraffe”, a farting spinster; next comes Ernest Mourier, a little grey man, a familymurder expert who ends up, at the termination of his lease, haunted by madness and the chitter-chatter of a male
parrot; followed by J.-M. Dubois, a salesman of shoe wax as black as the market where he finally fulfils his
potential and dies; and bringing up the rear, an old man dubbed “old man”, clutching his gold. That’s the lot!
Convinced? It’s called Masquerade, but it could have been called Drop the Mask! or Ecce Homo: Mankind in all
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His Glory. And as the author says: “Life is not a dream, you can’t escape by simply playing the guitar.” - We got
the message!
Son of a solicitor's clerk of Lyon Gabriel Chevallier studies in diverse establishments, of which a
religious middle school. He enters the Beaux-Arts School of Lyon in 1911. From 1925, he dashes into the
romantic writing by using his own experiences. With The Fear, he testifies of his soldier's atrocious Calvary. It is
still the own life which he exploits to write DURAND COMMERCIAL TRAVELLER or, in memory of his
terrible schooling, Saint-hill. It is with CLOCHEMERLE, a rustic column rabelaisienne published in 1934, that
he knows the success.
Foreign rights sold to previous works: which has been sold to: Italy to Adelphi (March 2011), to Spain
to Acantilado, to Cataluña to Quaderns Crema, to Germany to Nagel & Kimche/Hanser Verlag, to Holland to
Cossée, and to UK to Serpent’s Tail/Profile Books (a Malcom Imrie translation in October 2011)

Lapeyre, Patrick: LA VIE EST BRÈVE ET LE DÉSIR SANS FIN
(P.O.L, August 2010, 335 pages)
25,000 copies already sold in France
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt 2010 and for the Prix Femina 2010
Offer from Italy
“Life is Short and Desire Endless” is a book about the throes of love, seen from a masculine point of
view. Two men, one married, in Paris, and the other single, in London, are in love with the same rather
enigmatic woman, who goes from one to the other. One man hesitates and the other keeps on waiting. They both
suffer. What does it mean to choose? And who should one choose? This novel is the story of inexhaustible,
ineluctable suffering in love, more powerful than anything else. It is told in Patrick Lapeyre’s inimitable manner,
displaying the wrong side of life. His discreet touch of keen intelligence leaves us astounded. Apparently
insignificant events are described with totally unexpected metaphors, which are in reality a way of thinking
about the world. His humour is profoundly lucid, human and generous. Each sentence is like an electric arc
establishing a relationship between thinking and emotion. Why does one smile, constantly smile, when reading
this book of such deep melancholy? Maybe because of the happiness we feel in being recognised.
Born in 1949, Patrick Lapeyre is the author of six acclaimed novels, all published by POL, including
L’HOMME SOEUR that was awarded the Prix du Livre Inter in 2004. His previous novels were translated in
Spain (El Funambulista), the Netherlands (Wereldbibliotheek), Egypt (Charqeyat), Romania (Roumania Press),
Greece (Empeiria Ekdotiki), and Taiwan (Crown).
“Roman d’une incroyable subtilité sur la perte et l’attente, LA VIE EST BRÈVE ET LE DÉSIR SANS
FIN est le roman le plus ambitieux et le plus accompli de Patrick Lapeyre.” Lire
“Il y a quelque chose de fascinant dans ce que Lapeyre, par petites touches, remarques infimes, aussi
drôles que mélancoliques, parvient à capturer: une vision masculine et contemporaine de l’amour, c’est-à-dire
parfaitement antihéroïque… Patrick Lapeyre excelle à lever le voile sur les détails les plus prosaïques pour en
révéler une vérité qui échappe au premier regard.” Les Inrocks
“L’humour, l’angoisse, la fragilité de l’instant, son intensité: tout tient au rythme, à l’image née d’une
extrême concentration, très précise. On a rarement suggéré avec tant d’adresse la maladresse de vivre et avec
tant d’émotion la souffrance de ne pouvoir manifester l’émotion.” Le Journal du Dimanche

Courtemanche, Gil: JE NE VEUX PAS MOURIR SEUL
(Boréal, May 2010, 163 pages)
Within one week, a man learns that his wife is leaving him and that he has cancer. The death of his
marriage and his own personal demise- which is the greater blow? Why should he fight for his life. This book,
the author’s most personal to date, depicts a man facing life and death alone- a man whose hearbreaking cry of
pain is an urgent plea not to let go of life. Above all, this book is an extraordinary declaration of love.
Gil Courtemanche is a journalist, essayist and novelist who lives in Montreal. His first novel, UN
DIMANCHE A LA PISCINE A KIGALI (Boréal, 2000), was an international success and was translated into
more than 20 languages and made into a film. His second novel, UNE BELLE MORT, was also warmly received
and turned into a motion picture. His experience at the Hague as a consultant to the Chief Prosecutor of the
International Criminal Court inspired his novel LE MONDE, LE LEZARD ET MOI (Boréal, 2009) which tells
the story of child-soldiers in Africa.
“A vibrant cry from the heart, a long declaration of love.” Le Droit
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“Certainly the author’s best book.his most powerful. His masterpiece.” Le Devoir
“The writer has found the right words, the truest expression, and the perfect balance between beauty
and tragedy in this requiem for faded love.” Le Libraire

Echenoz, Jean: DES ÉCLAIRS
(Éditions de Minuit, September 2010, 175 pages)
Bringing Echenoz’s biographical trilogy to a close after RAVEL and COURIR, DES ÉCLAIRS tells the
story of Croatian inventor Nikola Tesla, regarded as the most imaginative creator of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries. He was one of the most important contributors to the birth of commercial electricity, and is best
known for his many revolutionary developments in the field of electromagnetism. By the end of his life, he had
received some 700 patents for his inventions and felt he had invented everything that would be useful for
centuries to come. Unfortunately, being more interested in science than profit, he dealt with the financial aspects
of his business less skilfully. Unscrupulous people took advantage of him, stealing everything and leaving him
with nothing but the birds and the lightning.
With his inimitable sense of humour, Jean Echenoz draws the portrait of a man of outstanding
intelligence, with incredibly human flaws. Once again, he uses fictional biography to get closer to the essence of
genius.
A writer and screenwriter, Jean Échenoz has published twelve books with Les Éditions de Minuit and
has been awarded numerous literary prizes, including the Prix Médicis in 1983 for CHEROKEE and the Prix
Goncourt in 1999 for JE M’EN VAIS. His books have been translated in over 15 countries.
His previous novel, COURIR sold over 75,000 copies in France, and translation rights have been sold
to: the US (New Press), Italy (Adelphi), Germany (Berlin Verlag), Spain (Anagrama), Norway (Aschehoug),
Greece (Polis), the Netherlands (De Geus), Portugal (Objetiva), Brazil (Alfaguara), Finland (Tammi), Denmark
(Per Kofod), Czech Republic (Mlada Fronta), Poland (Noir sur Blanc), China (Art et Littérature du Hunan),
Korea (Open Books), and Turkey (Kitap Yayinevi).
“Echenoz écrit de manière Romanesque, drôle et libre sur le savant hongrois Tesla. Un livre réussi.”
Le Républicain Lorrain
“C’est un livre traversé d’éclairs. Et cette écriture élégante et joueuse, ce style jamais à court
d’invention, font merveille. Une lecture jubilatoire.” Sauramps
Rigths sold to: the Netherlands (De Geus), the US (New Press), Greece (Polis), China (Art et Littérature
du Hunan), Poland (Noir sur Blanc), Italy (Adelphi) – Offers from Spain and Germany

Enard, Mathias: PARLE-LEUR DE BATAILLES, DE ROIS ET D’ELEPHANTS
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 153 pages)
Over 32,000 copies already sold in France
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt 2010, Grand Prix of the Academie française
On May 13, 1506, a certain Michelangelo Buonarotti disembarks in Constantinople. In Rome, he has
left unfinished his plans for a tomb for Julius II, the poorly paying, bellicose pope. Michelangelo is responding to
an invitation from the Sultan, who wants to entrust him with the plans for a bridge over the Golden Horn, a
project that was taken away from Leonardo da Vinci. Working under pressing deadlines, in a whirlwind of
meetings, seductions, and dangers of Byzantine strangeness, Michelangelo, the man of the Renaissance, sketches
a sublime but foiled meeting with the Orient.With a sensuous writing that spectacularly brings back to life the
cosmopolitan and colourful XVIth-century Constantinople, Mathias Enard invents the missed encounters,
productive distractions and failed meetings of a disoriented creator. He gives life to an artist with a fascinating
personality as physically ascetic as intellectually exalted and trying to seize the essence of his genius, he writes a
brilliant reflection on the creative process itself and the symbolism of an unfinished gesture towards the banks of
another civilisation.
Born in 1972, Mathias Enard studied Persian and Arabic, and spent many years in the Middle East. He
lives in Barcelona and has had three novels published by Actes Sud: LA PERFECTION DU TIR (2003, awarded
the Prix des cinq continents de la francophonie), REMONTER L’ORÉNOQUE (2005) and ZONE (2008) that
was awarded the 2008 Prix Décembre and the 2009 Prix du Livre Inter, and was translated in the US (Open
Letter), Germany (Berlin Verlag), Italy (Rizzoli), Spain (Belacqva), Greece (Elenika Grammata), Lebanon (La
Librairie orientale), Portugal ( Dom Quixote), and Serbia (Stylos art).
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Foreign Rights already sold to: Turkey (Can), Spain (Mondadori), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Turquie
(Can), Italie (Rizzoli), offre en Serbie (Geopoetika)
“Avec ce court roman, magnifiquement écrit, dont l’apparente modestie dissimule un projet ambitieux,
ce jeune auteur réussit une remarquable parabole sur un monde en mutation, les conflits de religion (de
civilisation, aussi), les méandres de la création et la place de l’artiste.” Lire
“C’est un voyage merveilleux auquel nous convie l’auteur, rythmé par les clameurs et les
chuchotements, baigné de couleurs et de parfums.” Télérama
“Il n’y a pas que le style qui soit envoûtant dans le livre de Mathias Enard, ni cet art qu’il a de varier
ses métaphores et de faire alterner les points de vue. Il y a aussi cette façon de brouiller la frontière entre le rêve
et la réalité.” Le Magazine littéraire
“Un très beau livre, sensible, dosé, réflexif, ouvert :le pont, c’est lui.” Page

Blas de Roblès, Jean-Marie: LA MONTAGNE DE MINUIT
(Zulma, August 2010, 180 pages)
By the author of LA OU LES TIGRES SONT CHEZ EUX, Prix Médicis 2008, whose rights are sold in
Germany (Amann), The Netherlands (De Ailantus), Poland (Sonia Draga), Croatia (Novela Media), Czech
Republic (Host), Greece (Polis), Italy (Frassinelli), Spain (El Funambulista), Romania (Trei), Korea (Open
Books) and Brazil.
In LA MONTAGNE DE MINUIT, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès takes us to Lhasa for a fascinating
exploration of knowledge and illusions. At the heart of this novel is a most unusual character: Bastien, the
caretaker of a Jesuit School and secret admirer of all things Tibetan and Lamaism. For obscure reasons, those
around him avoid him, so the old man leads a more solitary life than a Buddhist monk.
The adventure begins in Lyons when the wise old man meets Rose, who has just moved in with her
young son, Paul. Charmed by the strangeness of this character, Rose becomes fond of him to the extent of giving
him the opportunity to undertake the journey of a lifetime with her. Twenty years later, Paul, Rose’s son, decides
to write a book on what he witnessed then, during a journey that deeply affected his mother…
This latest novel by Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès interchanges narratives and epochs, covering the tracks
as it takes us all the way to Tibet. We read the manuscripts Paul sends his mother and her comments as she
corrects misconceptions and gives her son the explanations he needs… Another fascinating read in store from
the author of the ambitious and acclaimed LÀ OÙ LES TIGRES SONT CHEZ EUX (Prix Médicis 2008).
Born in 1954 in Sidi-Bel-Abbès, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès is a cultured traveller and a field
archaeologist specialized in the Libyan deserts. A veteran conjuror of imagination’s wiles, he leads us to the
discovery of our most disturbing fascinations with a style that recalls the subtle motifs of the mandala.
Foreign rights are alredy sold: Germany (Fischer), Italy (Frassinelli), Czech Republic (Host), The
Netherlands (De Ailantus).

Foenkinos, David: LENNON
(Plon, November 2010, around 200 pages)
What if John Lennon had decided to go see a shrink? Foenkinos draws an intimate and original portrait
of John Lennon, musical icon of the 20th century, imagining what he might have said during a series of fictive
psychoanalytic sessions and concentrating on a little-known period of his life. The novel focuses on the time
period between September 21, 1975 when he decided to interrupt his carreer, and December 7, 1980, the eve of
his assassination. In the form of an extended monologue, Foenkinos takes the universal symbol represented by a
lead artist of the Beatles and offers the reader an intimate portrait of the man. Much more than a biography, this
book is above all the work of an accomplished writer.
David Foenkinos is the author of several novels, including LA DÉLICATESSE (2009), NOS
SÉPARATIONS (2008), QUI SE SOUVIENT DE DAVID FOENKINOS? (2007) and LE POTENTIEL
ÉROTIQUE DE MA FEMME (2004), for which he was awarded the Prix Roger-Nimier.

Leroy, Gilles: ZOLA JACKSON
(Mercure de France, January 2010, 140 pages)
August 2005, Mississippi Delta. Hurricane Katrina is imminent. Zola, a retired black schoolteacher lives
alone with her old dog, Lady. Zola has had her share of hurricanes. No way she is going to flee before this one…
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Anyhow it’s been ten years since she’s been scared, ever since Caryl died of cancer… He was her pride, her
reason for living, her only son turned a brilliant professor. She loved him dearely but couldn’t understand him
and felt betrayed when he fell in love with a young white man and moved to Atlanta. Before his death, he’d left
her Lady. She was only a pup then. Outside the storm is raging. The muddy and putrid waters are rising, and
Zola and Lady take refuge upstairs. In the morning, corpses are floating beneath the windows. Trapped by the
floodwater and in the trouble waters of her memories, the old woman unwinds the thread of her life. Will she
survive Katrina?
Thanks to Gilles Leroy's subtle writing, Zola Jackson becomes much more than a mater dolorosa, a
brave woman, a touching mother and wins her place in the small world of romantic heroins. With his incredibly
elegant and intense style, Leroy develops a rare strength of evocation and emotion.
Gilles Leroy is the author of several novels published by Mercure de France, including ALABAMA
SONG, which received the prix Goncourt in 2007 and has been translated into 25 langages.
Foreign rights sold to: Germany (Kein & Aber) and the Netherlands (Cossée) - Offers from Catalonia
“Gilles Leroy a construit son roman avec son habileté coutumière.” Livres Hebdo
“Grâce à l’habile construction d’un récit qui avance par glissements successifs, au gré des flash-backs
et des associations d’idées, Gilles Leroy livre l’autoportrait d’un personnage dont on n’oublie ni la force de
caractère ni les fêlures.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Le livre de Gilles Leroy est, de manière surprenante et discrète, un livre politique. Avec en filigrane,
au-delà de l’horreur de l’ouragan et du scandale de sa gestion, toute l’histoire de cette région, la question de
l’émancipation des Noirs et celle, complexe, du métissage.”La Croix
“Plus de deux ans après son pris Goncourt (ALABAMA SONG, Mercure de France), Gilles Leroy signe
un huis clos poignant.” Le Monde
“C’est le combat contre l’adversité qu’incarne la vieille femme, en même temps que la douleur
universelle.” La Vie
“(…) c’est d’une écriture vive, épurée, que l’auteur confie les pensées de cette femme. Rendant plus
forts les sentiments de déroute, de solitude, parfois aux limites de la folie. Gilles Leroy (…) nous offre ici un
livre poignant (…).” Le Magazine Littéraire

Nothomb, Amélie: UNE FORME DE VIE
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 170 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt 2010
UNE FORME DE VIE starts with unusual mail. One morning, Amélie receives a letter of a totally new
kind, from an American soldier based in Iraq. Melvin Mapple is suffering and has apparently decided to confide
in her. Why did he choose her? She responds, in astonishment and a correspondance starts between the obese
American man and the French anorexic writer. Letters travel from one side of the world to the other, linking two
radically different persons, who experiment for themselves the healing power of words. That is until Melvin
stops sending news…
Amélie Nothomb wrote a bittersweet novel, where the boundaries between reality and fiction are in a
blur. She offers us a tender tale on human suffering and redemption, written with intelligence and wit.
Amélie Nothomb was born in Japan, daughter of the Belgian consul, and has transformed her unusual
childhood into four best-selling autobiographical novels, including STUPEURS ET TREMBLEMENTS, Grand
Prix de l’Académie Française that was adapted into a film. She has also written numerous other novels, which
have been translated into more than 40 languages. Her previous book, LE FAIT DU PRINCE, sold over 350,000
copies in France alone, and was translated in the Netherlands (Standaard), Germany (Diogenes), Spain
(Anagrama), Turkey (Dogan Egmont), Korea (Munhakseguesa), Italy (Voland), Greece (Alexandria), Croatia
(Vukovic & Runjic), Albania (Mesonjetorja E Pare), Russia (Inostranka), China (Shanghai Translation
Publishing House), Bulgaria (Colibri), Serbia (Paideiea) and Poland (Muza). Russian rights are under option
with Azbooka-Atticus.
Rights already sold to: Spain (Anagrama), Russian rights are under option
“Ce livre résonne d’une sincérité qui dévoile Nothomb sous un jour inédit: celui de l’artiste qui doute,
de l’écrivain qui ne supporte aucune forme de mépris, de la femme allergique au juste milieu et finalement, bien
en peine avec elle-même. Incisif, percutant, inattendu.” Elle
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“Amélie Nothomb peut encore surprendre. Une invitation à lire, à écrire, bref, à vivre. C’est son
meilleur roman.” L’Express

Castillon, Claire: LES BULLES
(Fayard, August 2010, 208 pages)
Claire Castillon’s short stories brush up a variety of portraits : the undecided woman who can’t seem to
be able to choose between her several partners ; the confident wife whose naivete concerning her husband’s
extracurricular activity is sad; the self-centered partner who doesn’t listen ; the adventures whose vision of the
world is a caricature…
Sporting their habits like shields, their certitudes like shadows, their bad faith like a parachute, Claire
Castillon’s characters are all living in bubbles, going from one whim to the next, unable to see the reality through
the cracks of the surface… Unless, of course, the bubble turns into a magnifying glass of sorts, helping them
make out the truth…
An ironic and funny vision of human interactions. Castillon is not afraid to delve into the darker sides of
love, not leaving out tenderness and humor.
Since the publication of her successful first novel LE GRENIER (Anne Carrière, 2000), Claire
Castillon’s readership has continued to expand both in France and abroad. INSECTE (Fayard) has been
translated into 18 languages. She has written 9 books translated into 17 languages including the latest one LES
CRIS.
“Claire Castillon construit une œuvre cohérente: l’amour dans tous ses ébats et ses états. Peu importe,
au fond, la bassesse des sentiments pourvu qu’il y ait l’ivresse de son ton et de ses phrases pointues.” ELLE
“Quel régal que cette galerie de portrait que nous propose Claire Castillon en cette rentrée ! On peut
picorer ou lire l’intégralité des nouvelles au gré de nos fantaisies, on sera toujours impressionnés par la justesse
des propos.” Page
Foreign rights sold to: the Netherlands (Ambos/anthos) and Finland (Gummerus)

Némirovsky, Irène: LE MALENTENDU
(Denoël, 2010, 135 pages)
Yves Harteloup is the offspring of a wealthy upper class family, but the Great War left him emotionally
crippled, and penniless, an “outcast” socially estranged with his original class. During a vacation in the Basque
country, he meets a married woman, Denise, who belongs to the very same high bourgeoisie world he grew up
in. Soon Denise falls madly for him, but as her feelings grow intense, Yves becomes more and more aloof and
melancholic. Without thinking for a moment that it could alter her relationship with Yves, she accepts, almost
like a past time, to spend some time with another man. Yet, by doing so, she is going to lose forever the man she
loves…
Written when the author was only 18, this love story set in Paris in the 1920s already displays her
trademark writing made of short yet sensitive sentences. A disillusioned tale upon a woman and a man who don’t
understand one another and long for different things, in spite of their mutual feelings, it is the very first and very
impressive manifestation of a major talent in the making.
Irène Némirovsky was born in Kiev in 1903, and died in Auschwitz in 1942. She leaves behind her
what is arguably one of the major legacies of French literature in the XXth century. Since 2004, and the
publication of SUITE FRANÇAISE, which received a posthumous Prix Renaudot and met with international
praise and success, Denoël has undertaken the republication of her whole works, novels and novellas.

Frèche, Emilie: CHOUQUETTE
(Actes Sud, February 2010, 133 pages)
20,000 copies sold in France!
Offer for film rights
Nowadays, which sixty-year-old woman would like to be called “ Granny »? Definitely not Chouquette,
who decided to “recycle” the nickname of her young years. This is not much to the taste of her daughter Adèle
who would like her mother to be the perfect grandmother to her son Lucas, and to look after him over the
summer holidays. But free-spirited and spoiled Chouquette wants her customary holidays in Saint-Tropez to be
as selfish and heedless as always. But under “Saint-Trop” blazing sun and its somewhat decadent parties, the
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only fly in the (sunscreen) ointment is that Chouquette is waiting for her long-indifferent husband. She makes a
point of pretending he hasn’t left her for one of the many “others” he has had an affair with. Little by little,
Chouquette shows her weaknesses, wounds and doubts, and reveals an endearing woman, a loving and loveable
grandmother. In a light and humorous tone, Emilie Frèche draws the nuanced portrait of a modern woman. A
fast-paced, timely read that should appeal to many women, ageing or not!
A novelist and screenwriter, Emilie Frèche has just written her first play. She has also launched Les
Editions du Moteur. Her interest in cinema can be strongly appreciated in this novel, and unsurprisingly
CHOUQUETTE movie rights have already been sold! Aged 33, Emilie Frèche is the authour of four novels, LES
VIES DENSES (Ramsay, 2001), UNE FEMME NORMALE (Ramsay, 2002), LE SOURIRE DE L’ANGE
(Ramsay, 2004) et LE FILM DE JACKY CUKIER (Anne Carrière, 2006).
“Ce nouveau roman d’Emilie Frèche ravit en alliant légèreté et profondeur.” Le Monde
“Avec ce roman aigre-doux, Emilie Frèche nous dresse un portrait au vitriol d’une certaine
communauté. Elle met le doigt là où ça fait mal, pose un regard, qui fait grincer des dents, sur une société en
crise, sur le déni, le regard en arrière, la vie.” Le Magazine Littéraire
“Le Botox passé au vitriol? Une vraie réussite.” Elle

Bauchau, Henry: DÉLUGE
(Actes Sud, March 2010, 176 pages)
Critically ill, Florence quits her Paris teaching job and moves to the south of France. There she works
with Florian, a crazy old “pyromaniac painter” who burns his work. A circle of friends gradually grows around
Florian, the iconoclast, who decides to involve them all in a monumental work illustrating the Flood.
In Henry Bauchau’s latest novel, it’s almost as though Orion, the psychotic young hero of L’Enfant
bleu, had grown old. Florence, the vulnerable narrator, is protective of him, while at the same time learning from
him what she lacks: loss of control, acceptance of the unexpected, the irrational… everything that she had
clumsily excluded from her studious earlier life.
But Bauchau’s readers know that madness is never far from art, which opens the way to the forces –
both negative and positive – of the unconscious. Ephemeral art; disease; vulnerability and hope appearing amidst
incertitude, dreams and delirium; the inexorable violence of modern times; the cycles of disaster through which
humanity destroys itself and is reborn: these are the paths Bauchau wanders for our reflection, illuminating them
with a writing as deep as it is magnificently fluid…
Henry Bauchau, analyst, poet, playwright, essayist and novelist, has written one of the most remarkable
oeuvres of our times. In March 2009, Actes Sud published his POÉSIE COMPLÈTE and, in September 2009, a
new volume of his diary, LES ANNÉES DIFFICILES (1972-1983). His previous novel, LE BOULEVARD
PÉRIPHÉRIQUE, won the 2008 Livre Inter Prize.
“(…) Henry Bauchau, quasi centenaire, signe une nouvelle œuvre limpide dans sa facture, tourmentée
dans ses péripéties, profonde dans son propos, qui brasse les thèmes de l’art, du rêve, du délire nécessaire et
redoutable, de l’abîme, du désastre et de la renaissance.” Le Magazine Littéraire
“Ceux qui ne connaissent pas son œuvre seront peut-être heurtés, croyant lire par moments une fable
ou un conte pour enfants. Mais les “ bauchaliens », amateurs ou professionnels (…) boiront du petit-lait,
trouvant dans DÉLUGE du grand Bauchau, avec les dimensions mythologiques et psychanalytiques de ces romans
précédents.” Le Monde des Livres

Fermine, Maxime: LE PAPILLON DE SIAM
(Albin Michel, March 2010, 196 pages)
The novelised biography of an unknown explorer: Henri Mouhot who discovered the ruins of Angkor.
Student, Henri Mouhot is dreaming of exploring and traveling. As an adult, his desire for escape still
follows him: he wants to go to Siam. An exploration company decides to finance a mission for him to bring back
a very rare species, the Siamese butterfly. When he arrives in Bangkok, Henri is welcomed by a French
missionary bishop, author of the travel tales about Siam that were at the origin of his vocation. The bishop warns
him about the capture of this sacred insect, the reincarnation of the first King of Siam. But Henri is stubborn. His
obstinate pursuit of the lepidopteran will lead him in 1860 to the discovery of the Angkor ruins in the jungle and
its legends. As usual, one is seduced and carried away with delight by Maxence Fermine’s storywriter talent.
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Born in 1968, Maxence Fermine lived in Paris before movinig to Africa. He now lives in Haute-Savoie
with his family. Among his numerous novels, we could name NEIGE, L’APICULTEUR (Prix del Duca and Prix
Murat in 2001), OPIUM and AMAZONE (Prix Europe 1 2004). His works have been translated in several
countries, among which Italy, where he is a bestseller. Russian rights for the previous books sold to Symposiun
Publishers.

LITERARY FICTION / MASTER’S WRITING
Arnaud, Claude: QU 'AS-TU FAIT DE TES FRERES?
(Grasset, September 2010, 384 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Renaudot, Fémina, Médicis
A thoughtful novel of crystalline purity that pays homage to the author's late brothers. Claude Arnaud's
paean to a family shattered is also a nostalgic portrait of a time when society still believed in utopian ideals. A
magical novel with cross-generational appeal.
Caught in the shadow of his impossibly glamorous older brothers, Pierre and Philippe, twelveyear-old
Claude escapes the monotony of his daily routine by losing himself in books. But the year is 1968, and his world
is soon shaken to the core as Paris is gripped by a popular uprising.
Before long, Claude finds himself swept up in the protests. His fellow demonstrators introduce him to
the heady delights of sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll. He leaves home and moves in with an ever-changing stream of
lovers, both male and female, shedding his name and adopting the mysterious pseudonym Arnulf instead. He
embraces the revolutionary ideal and becomes a night owl, making friends with transvestites and influential leftwing thinkers before moving in with a psychoanalyst in open conflict with society.
Yet despite this sombre backdrop, Qu 'as-tu fait de tes freres ? is far from a family tragedy. Rather, it is
an uplifting portrait of a period which witnessed the birth of rock, free love, and a freer, more tolerant society. It
is the story of a family marked by fate and a tender chronicle of growing to manhood in an age of excess.
Claude Arnaud is a novelist, essayist, and literary critic. He has been awarded a number of prizes for his
writings. His works include the noted biographies CHAMFORT (Robert Laffont, prix de l'Essai de l'Academie
Française, 1988) and JEAN COCTEAU (Gallimard, 2003). Grasset has published two of his novels, LE
CAMÉLÉON (1994, Prix Femina du premier roman) and LE JEU DES QUATRE COINS (1998), and the essay
QUI DITJE EN NOUS ? (2006, Prix Femina de l'essai).

Harang, Jean-Baptiste: NOS COEURS VAILLANTS
(Grasset, September 2010, 192 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Médicis
The narrator, a writer in his early sixties, is gradually losing his memory. When he sets out to put
together a mental scrapbook of pictures from his past, he receives an anonymous letter from a friend
complaining that he has never featured in our hero's books. Suddenly, a host of long-forgotten memories from
decades past come flooding back. A tender, nostalgic novel on the passage of time, hovering between comedy
and emotion.
This novel begins with a letter full of complex, contradictory emotions - friendship and bitterness,
camaraderie and resentment, sharp nostalgia, pain, secrets, and suspicion. Jean-Baptiste Harang recognises the
author, although the letter is unsigned: it comes from a childhood friend who complains that he has never
appeared in any of Harang's books.
The letter brings back a host of memories in a flash, peopled with ghosts from the narrator's past. They
file past his mind's eye: the first girl he loved, the first man he knew who died, school friends and casual holiday
acquaintances. He remembers the scenes of his youth in forgotten 1950s Paris and the shady depths of a rural
valley in eastern France where he suffered the burdensome affection of the local priest - still a powerful local
figure in those days.
A wave of emotion breaks down walls of silence that have stood for decades. NOS COEURS
VAILLANTS is a faithful account of one man's honest exploration of his own failing memory and his attempts
to understand aspects of his life that have long since slipped from his grasp.
Jean-Baptiste Harang was born in 1949. He was a journalist at Liberation for many years and also
contributes regularly to Magazine litteraire. Grasset has previously published his novels LE CONTRAIRE DU
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CATON (1993), LES SPAGHETTIS D'HITLER (1994), GRAS CHAGRIN (1996), THEODORE DISPARAFT
(1998), and LA CHAMBRE DE LA STELLA (2006).

Audiard, Michel: LA NUIT, LE JOUR ET TOUTES LES AUTRES NUITS
(Denoël, June 2010, 250 pages)
Total sales since 1978 (all editions): 48,000 copies.
At once the account of a night spent wandering and reminiscing, a requiem, a torch song and a
hallucinated dream, LA NUIT, LE JOUR ET TOUTES LES AUTRES NUITS evokes a long gone and
quintessentially Parisian underworld. Frail silhouettes with a mostly tragic destiny: Tooth, whose parents owned
a coal and liquor store on rue Saint-Jacques, who had all her hair shaved off on the last day of August 1944;
Mirette, an oyster-grey eyed prostitute who was lynched by an angry mob or big Sophie Clodomir, the narrator’s
first love, a former basket ball champion and a banjo player. The shadow of a beloved son who killed himself in
a motorway crash. Out of this crowd of dearly departed emerge various stories that constitute a narrative thread
enhanced by the anarchistic wit, the nostalgic poetry and the ferocious verve that are the trademarks of the man
who wrote the dialogues of French movie classics such as Les Tontons Flingueurs and Mélodie En Sous-Sol.
Initially published by Denoël in 1978, and hereby published for the second time, Michel Audiard’s best
novel.
Writer and film-maker Michel Audiard (1920-1985) is the author of numerous films, screenplays and
film dialogues that have become legendary.
“Un livre noir éclairé des fulgurances de l’auteur.” Libération
“Un long sanglot retenu, entre Céline et Modiano. Un des plus beaux livre français.” Madame Figaro
“Derrière ses qualités narratives et sa tendresse de dur, ce livre est passionnant et cruel. A
redécouvrir.” Le Figaro Magazine

Blas de Roblès, Jean-Marie: LA MONTAGNE DE MINUIT
(Zulma, August 2010, 180 pages)
In LA MONTAGNE DE MINUIT, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès takes us to Lhasa for a fascinating
exploration of knowledge and illusions. At the heart of this novel is a most unusual character: Bastien, the
caretaker of a Jesuit School and secret admirer of all things Tibetan and Lamaism. For obscure reasons, those
around him avoid him, so the old man leads a more solitary life than a Buddhist monk. The adventure begins in
Lyons when the wise old man meets Rose, who has just moved in with her young son, Paul. Charmed by the
strangeness of this character, Rose becomes fond of him to the extent of giving him the opportunity to undertake
the journey of a lifetime with her. Twenty years later, Paul, Rose’s son, decides to write a book on what he
witnessed then, during a journey that deeply affected his mother…
This latest novel by Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès interchanges narratives and epochs, covering the tracks
as it takes us all the way to Tibet. We read the manuscripts Paul sends his mother and her comments as she
corrects misconceptions and gives her son the explanations he needs… Another fascinating read in store from
the author of the ambitious and acclaimed LÀ OÙ LES TIGRES SONT CHEZ EUX (Prix Médicis 2008).
Born in 1954 in Sidi-Bel-Abbès, Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès is a cultured traveller and a field
archaeologist specialized in the Libyan deserts. A veteran conjuror of imagination’s wiles, he leads us to the
discovery of our most disturbing fascinations with a style that recalls the subtle motifs of the mandala
By the author of LA OU LES TIGRES SONT CHEZ EUX, Prix Médicis 2008, 100,000 copies sold in
France, whose rights are sold in Germany (Fischer), The Netherlands (De Ailantus), Poland (Sonia Draga),
Croatia (Novela Media), Czech Republic (Host), Greece (Polis), Italy (Frassinelli), Spain (El Funambulista),
Romania (Trei), Korea (Open Books), Brazil (Record) and UK/US (Dedalus).
Rights already sold to: Germany (Fischer), Italy (Frassinelli), the Netherlands (Ailantus), and Czech
Republic (Host)
“Une réflexion aux résonnances profondes sur les pouvoirs et les dangers de la fiction. L’une des
grandes forces de ce livre est de poser pus de questions quelle n’y répond.” Le Monde
“Un texte rare d’une profonde légèreté. Quête de sens, fausse théorie, mise en abîme, incidence de
l’Histoire sur nos vies privées : autant d’ingrédients que l’auteur réutilise à merveille dans un style précis et
poétique. Il souligne en 200 pages tout le pouvoir qu’a l’écrit de s’acoquiner avec la vérité. Il s’agit de la
littérature qui avance, qui creuse et qui nous réjouit.” Page
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“Le véritable guide de cette histoire est la plume de Jean-Marie Blas de Roblès, extrêment précise et
évocatrice… On peut lire un récit où il est question d’inhumanité et dire que c’est sublime.” Le Figaro
Littéraire

Bober, Robert: ON NE PEUT PLUS DORMIR TRANQUILLE QUAND ON A UNE FOIS
OUVERT LES YEUX
(P.O.L, August 2010, 284 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Médicis 2010
In Paris, back in the early Sixties, Bernard, the narrator, is brought – apparently by chance, although
chance doesn’t exist in these matters – to dive into his family’s recent history. Their story is not quite
commonplace. Bernard’s father was deported to Auschwitz, never to return. Bernard’s mother remarried a
childhood friend who, after giving her another son, died in a plane crash. Bernard’s life changes when he meets
up with a certain Robert who was his summer camp supervisor. Robert is François Truffaut’s assistant on the set
of his movie Jules et Jim, and proposes a walk-on part to Bernard. Later on, Bernard takes his mother to see the
movie, and this event triggers off the plot of the story. While Bernard is engaged in his personal investigation on
family origins and his father’s as well his step-father’s death, another enquiry takes him and the reader to Poland,
as well as to Paris during and just after the Second World War.
An extremely minute evocation of a world we know longer have any idea of, except maybe from photos
by Robert Doisneau or Willy Ronis. Droll and terribly sad, animated, lively and nostalgic – all these aspects
nourish Bernard’s quest. One is reminded of this sentence in Patrick Modiano’s Livret de famille, which Bober
has chosen as an epigraph: “I was only twenty, but my memory preceded my birth.”
Born in 1931 in Berlin, Robert Bober is a film and stage director and writer. For the television, he has
directed over 120 films. He is the author of five books, including RECITS D’ELLIS ISLAND (1980) with
Georges Perec and QUOI DE NEUF LA GUERRE (1993) for which he was awarded the Prix du Livre Inter. His
former work were translated in Germany (Antje Kunstmann), Israel (Kinneret), Russia (Texte), Italy (Marsilio
Editori), the Netherlands (Arbeiderspers) and UK (Penguin).
“ON NE PEUT PLUS DORMIR TRANQUILLE… est le roman d’un apprentissage. Tout y est vrai, réel,
tout est vivant.” Libération
“Tout ce roman est découverte épicurienne, exhortation à savourer les petits bonheurs instantanés, à
rendre grâce aux éblouissements évanouis.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“L’échange entre art et réalité est chaotique, funambulesque, mais aboutit au miracle d’un livre grave
et léger, d’une force aérienne.” Télérama
Rights sold to: Germany (Antje Kunstmann)

Claro: COSMO Z
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 485 pages)
Long-Listed on the Prix Wepler 2010 and the Prix de Flore 2010
They were born in 1900, not in this world but in a writer’s imagination, simple characters in a novel
entirely devoted to fantasy: The Wizard of Oz. But the century summons them at once, they are immediately
released into a reality that flirts with apocalypse, they are exhibited but also threatened, undesirable orphans
searching for a lost paradise.
Separately and then together, these characters roam across Europe and the United States, trying to reach
the end of the rainbow of possibilities: Dorothy, a naïve young woman, Nick Chopper, an amputee from the First
World War, and Oscar Crow, his alter ego who has no memory, along with Elfeba, a female aviator who dreams
of writing across the sky, Avram and Eizik, two dwarves pursued by the FBI… History sees them as “freaks”
and knows they are different, and cruel new policies close ranks to deny them access to the human race.
One by one, Dorothy and her companions are claimed by war, circuses, asylums and camps; they are
manipulated by every kind of charlatan, and have to keep searching for signs of this mythical Oz where they
were born, in the ludicrous, irrational hope of finally becoming what they truly are. Is the world just starting or
coming to an end? Will the impending tornado save them or destroy them?
COSMO Z describes the first fifty years of the Twentieth Century as it is seen, experienced and
reinvented by a group of interlopers in a universe populated by genuine torturers and fake healers, in which the
only magic still worthy of the name is resisting the nightmare. In this anti-fairy-tale about metamorphoses on the
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boundaries between imagination and reality, Claro offers the reader a fearsome journey to the very limits of
wonderment and anxiety.
Born in Paris in 1962, Claro has written some fifteen novels, including LIVRE XIX, MADMAN
BOVARY and CHAIR ÉLECTRIQUE (éditions Verticales) and a collection of essays, LE CLAVIER
CANNIBALE (éditions Inculte).
He is also a translator (with over 100 translations of works by W. T. Vollmann, William Gass, Salman
Rushdie, William Gaddis etc.), co-director of the “Lot 49” collection for the Cherche-Midi publishing company,
and a member of the “Inculte” collective. He writes a regular literary blog, “Le Clavier cannibale II”.
“Féerie et réel se croisent et se mélangent pour donner une dimension narrative originale. Claro nous
bouscule, nous galvanise. Qu’on se le dise, CosmoZ est un bel ouvrage, le plus abouti de cet écrivain français
brillant.” Page

de Montaigu, Thibaut: LES GRANDS GESTES LA NUIT
(Fayard, September 2010, 341 pages)
“We listened to jazz in Saint-Germain. We danced the cha-cha in Montparnasse. And when we wanted
a change of scenery, we went down to the Côte by night train or thumb. It was the fifties, after all, and being
young meant living it up.” Antoine, a rich businessman from an elegant Parisian neighbourhood, could easily
have ignored such wicked delights had he not met Francine and her irresistible crowd. To offer Francine the
never-ending party she is longing for, Antoine divorces from his aristocratic wife and squanders his fortune on
the founding of Eden Beach, a club in St. Tropez. He wants to make it the place to be - and succeeds. The club is
soon a legend, patronized by the likes of Bardot and Sagan. Little by little, Antoine is drawn into a spiral of
excessiveness, until he meets the most jealous mistress of all: heroin. He will introduce it to Francine and it will
be their ultimate downfall.
With delicate strokes, through the evocation of music or thanks to his delightful sense of dialogues,
Thibaut de Montaigu superbly manages to recreate the euphoria of those post-war years. LES GRANDS
GESTES DE LA NUIT is reminiscent of movies such as Godard’s Breathless, and shows with a similar talent an
urge to live so overbearing that it leads to self-destruction.
A graduate in political science and journalism, Thibault de Montaigu writes for a number of magazines.
LES GRANDS GESTES DE LA NUIT is his third novel.
“Montaigu restitue à merveille la folie des années 60. Une merveille.”L’Express
“Ambitieux et maîtrisé, LES GRANDS GESTES DE LA NUIT séduit d’un bout à l’autre avec son air
délicieusement vintage, sa musique jazzy et mélancolique.”Livres Hebdo
“Non content de restituer l’ambiance de cette époque, il l’incarne magnifiquement avecdes
personnages passionnés et désespérés.”L’Express

Palou, Anthony: FRUITS ET LEGUMES
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 160 pages)
The father, a fruit and vegetable merchant at the Food market of Quimper, gets up at dawn and wakes
the whole neighbourhood up with his old 2CV van. Not a salesman by nature, he took over the business of his
grandfather Antonio, who arrived from Majorca in 1936 and made his fortune selling Catalan soup and citrus
fruit. In 1976 tragedy stroke when a fire broke out in the Food market, and bankruptcy ensued. Between
nostalgia and irony, a bittersweet portrait of ordinary people who have slaved all their lives only to see their
dreams shattered. They started out with nothing... and ended up no better off. A tender family tale about changes
and disillusions that go with it.
Anthony Palou, journalist with the Figaro, received the Décembre prize for his first novel, CAMILLE,
published in 2000 by Editions Bartillat.
Rights sold to: Germany (Hanser)
“Un roman infiniment tendre au délicieux parfum seventies. Une galerie de portraits hauts en couleur
que l’auteur brosse en un style rapide et incisif pour l plus grand plaisir du lecteur.” Page
“Le passé a ce gout de légumes. Une époque se fissure sous nos yeux comme une banquise. Palou
aligne une série de Polaroïd en noir et blanc.” Le Nouvel Observateur
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Beinstingel, Thierry: RETOUR AUX MOTS SAUVAGES
(Fayard, August 2010, 300 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt 2010 and the Prix Wepler 2010
You'll never see his face. You won't even know his real name, because the company that hired him has
given him another. He is a call centre agent. «Eric speaking. How may I help you?» Eric? You may as well
forget the name; next time you call, it'll be someone else on the line. John, Paul, George or Ringo. Any old name
will do. Their answers, however, will all be the same. They're all right there, on the computer screen, organized
by theme. A series of suicides is a painful reminder that employees are not machines, however. To avoid a
similar fate, Eric decides to break the rules: one fine day he dares to call a client back on his own initiative.
In RETOUR AUX MOTS SAUVAGES, Thierry Beinstingel continues with his explorations on the
theme of work. He questions the economic sector's attempts to control language and to create a new type of man,
the Service Worker.
Born in 1958, Thierry Beinstingel is a telecommunications CEO. He is the author of eight narratives
including CENTRAL (2000), COMPOSANTS (2002) and CV ROMAN (2007).
“Thierry Beinstingel détruit les apparences, décape ce qui brille, attaque les fausses valeurs dans une
langue souvent ironique ou caustique.” La Quinzaine littéraire
“Fort d’une langue précise, inventive, voire poétique, d’un sens aigu de l’observation, le romancier
cherche à dynamiter une réalité emplie de sigles, de discours, de mots creux: le monde du travail. Il lui redonne
par la grâce de la littérature, une forme sinon noble, du moins humaine.” Le Figaro
“Un roman très rythmé, très bien écrit, profondément inscrit dans l’actualité. Thierry Beinstingel est un
témoin de son temps.” Page

Pessan, Eric: INCIDENT DE PERSONNE
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 183 pages)
In a train stuck in the middle of the open countryside between Paris and Nantes after a “passenger
incident », i.e. a suicide, the narrator, tired and a bit dejected, doesn’t want to comment the event with his
neighbours, although he cannot but notice the lovely blond who is sitting next to him. But in the claustrophobic,
confessional-like wagon, rather than seducing her, he is going to talk to her, at first rather matter-of-factly, then
about more and more profound subjects. As he unveils his story, he also tells the lives of the many men and
women he have met through their writings as a creative writing teacher. A repository for other people’s misery,
he needs to offload. By talking about others, he will tell about him, with nostalgia and melancholy, evoking the
ghosts of his childhood. During those hours of waiting in the night a bond is created between these two
passengers, until eventually the train starts up again
With an astonishing narrative device, Eric Pessan has written an intelligent and subtle novel reminding
us that we all belong to a common – most often suffering – humanity.
Born in 1970, Eric Pessan has written 5 novels, 3 plays and radio fictions for France Culture.
“Eric Pessan construit son exploration d'essayiste à la façon d'un romancier, en offrant corps et âme à
un personnage que rien ne laisse insensible, qui fonctionne comme une éponge - comme tout écrivain ?”
Télérama
“Un sixième roman d’une grande qualité littéraire, par un auteur qui sait manier les mots. Il réussit ici
un tour de force en nous livrant un récit à l’écriture fluide, tout en conservant un rythme saccadé.”Page

Rykner, Arnaud: LE WAGON
(Editions du Rouergue, September 2010, 144 pages)
In July 1944, one of the last convoys of deportees took three days to go from Compiègne to Dachau.
More than 2,000 men were crammed into 22 wagons, over 500 died on the journey. With this historical fact,
experienced by a member of his family, Arnaud Rykner takes on a literary challenge by inventing the monologue
of a 22-year-old man who describes this hell on earth as it unfolds. “And all the rest is literature”: Arnaud
Rykner’s novel – because it is a novel – begins with this Paul Verlaine quote which immediately establishes the
challenge he set himself. How can literature dare to tackle a historical fact as difficult to describe as deportation?
As the last survivors pass away, “concentration camp literature” written by victims is gradually replaced by
“pure” fiction. LE WAGON belongs to this new family of work. Rykner knew about this train from a member of
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his family who was one of the deportees. For a long time he thought it would be “obscene” to write about it,
then, that he could no longer spare himself from it.
An essayist and theater director, Arnaud Rykner was born in 1966 and lives in Toulouse. His previous
novels include MON ROI ET MOI (1999), JE NE VIENDRAI PAS (2000), BLANCHE (2004), NUR (2007,
short-listed for the Prix France-Culture/Télérama) and LES ENFANTS PERDUS (2009).
Rights sold to: Italy (Mondadori)
“Ecrire à la première personne le “spectacle étrange”de ce “peuple de zombies”était risqué. Rykner
s’en est fort bien tiré. Cela tient sans doute à son style, d’une juste sobriété.une belle surprise de cette rentrée
littéraire.” Le Monde

Vallejo, François: LES SŒURS BRELAN
(Editions Viviane Hamy, August 2010, 287 pages)
Judith, Marthe and Sabine: the Brelan girls are three inseparable sisters. Shortly after the Second World
War, their father dies, leaving them on their own in the beautiful designer house he conceived. United by a fierce
feeling of fraternity – it seems they don’t need to talk, one finishing the sentence of the other –, the Brelan sisters
convince the judge to emancipate them. Over the three decades that will follow, sisterly love will strongly bind
them together, as they don’t believe in any other kind of love. Marthe briefly finds love with a man who is dying
of tuberculosis; Sabine, breaking the pact that unites the three women, marries a man who fell in love with the
three pairs of grey eyes; and Judith, the youngest, but also the wildest, has a crush on a rapist and murderer who
refuses to touch her. Men don’t have the leading role in this story.
Through these three characters, François Vallejo gives a brilliant portray of woman’s condition as it
emerges in its modern aspect: Marthe is the devoted mother – to her sisters –, Sabine is the successful
businesswoman and Judith is the idealistic child-woman. A fascinating metaphor that is enhanced by François
Vallejo’s sharp and elegant writing.
Born in 1960, François Vallejo is the author of several award-winning or short-listed novels for the
most prestigious prizes (including the Goncourt). OUEST (2006) won the famous Prix du livre Inter, and stayed
on the bestseller lists for one year (85,000 copies sold).
Foreign rights on previous books: Italy (Sellerio), Spain (Salamandra), Germany (Aufbau), Romania
(Historia), South Korea (Woongjing), China (Horizon Media) and Taiwan (New Sprout).
“Dans ce nouveau roman brillant et joueur, François Vallejo délaisse le huis-clos qu’il affectionnait,
emmène ses personnages parcourir le monde et un bon morceau du XXe siècle. Un roman enthousiasmant et
frondeur.” Lire
“François Vallejo offre de beaux portraits de femmes dans un siècle en mutation. Une narration à trois
voix sur la liberté.” Page

Vasset, Philippe: JOURNAL INTIME D’UNE PRÉDATRICE
(Fayard, August 2010, 206 pages)
The Ice Queen has come to the melting Arctic, looking for oil, diamonds and natural gas. She
manipulates the Inuit, laughs off governments and upsets the environmentalists. Every time an iceberg melts, her
empire grows up. She is well aware of the unprecedented business opportunities presented by global warming.
Yet her path to fortune is soon to be crossed by a formidable rival who has had the idea to speculate… on the
ecological awareness!
In a novel evoking both Jules Vernes and Bret Easton Ellis, two predatory women confront each other
until the bitter end. Indeed, the riches of the North are avidly coveted by many, and Philippe Vasset's close-knit
narrative of fact and fiction reveals the true stakes of the present day race to the North Pole and they are far from
the sanctimonious well-wishing of the Copenhagen Climate Conference.
Journalist born in 1972, Philippe Vasset holds a degree in geography. He is currently the editor-in-chief
of the newsletter Intelligence Online, a magazine specialized in industrial and political intelligence. His works
published with Fayard include EXEMPLAIRE DE DÉMONSTRATION (2003), CARTE MUETTE (2004),
BANDES ALTERNÉES (2006), UN LIVRE BLANC (2007) and JOURNAL INTIME D’UN MARCHAND DE
CANON (2009).
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“Par-delà cette question qui se résout d'elle-même (toute bonne fiction se rend réelle à son lecteur),
parions que ce texte inventif, baroque et grinçant, qui semble écrit par un Bret Easton Ellis claustré dans un
igloo, apporte à Vasset la consécration que son talent mérite.” Le Point
“Entre grand spectacle, business et fonte des glaces, Philippe Vasset réussit à libérer le roman du
romanesque tout en décrivant un monde naufragé où les personnages semblent hantés par une seule chose:
dépasser les apparences.” Télérama

Ferney, Alice: PASSÉ SOUS SILENCE
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 199 pages)
These are troubled times for the Old Country: attempts to pacify the Southern Land are failing, the
Army is floundering and public opinion is divided. These exceptional circumstances offer an opportunity for
former war hero General de Grandberger to reclaim power. He has secretly chosen to act, while everyone is
expecting him to behave with the dignity and honour of his status. One of his admirers, Colonel Donadieu, has
even stronger expectations. To him, Grandberger embodies the righteousness of the army, and values of a
bygone time. Donadieu will be so disappointed by the General’s lack of fortitude that he will join in a plot to
assassinate Grandberger. In this confrontation, two world views clash, as History is made by men’s actions.
Based on real events, PASSÉ SOUS SILENCE doesn’t reveal them explicitly, but prefers to use them
as symbols. Alice Ferney’s emphatic style creates a striking atmosphere. Donadieu refers to himself as “you”,
taking the reader inside his tormented mind, while Grandberger is “He”: placed on a pedestal, a victim-to-be, yet
someone who will go down in History. PASSÉ SOUS SILENCE is masterfully structured to achieve a single
goal: questioning to what extent Reasons of State are simply individuals’ wishes and desires.
Alice Ferney is the celebrated author of, among other works, LA CONVERSATION AMOUREUSE
(2000), which sold over 150,000 trade copies in France alone and was translated into more than twenty
languages (including English). LES AUTRES, published in 2003, was long-listed for the Prix Medicis, Prix
Femina, Prix Goncourt and the Prix Goncourt des Lycéens.
“C’est le roman que certains attendaient de lire depuis 1963.” Le Figaro Magazine
“Alice Ferney délivre un roman particulièrement fort qui, sous les dehors de la fiction, met en scène les
acteurs de l’attentat manqué du Petit-Clamart avec une finesse rare” Page

Ferrari, Jérôme: OÙ J’AI LAISSÉ MON ÂME
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 140 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Wepler 2010
1957. In Algiers Captain André Degorce meets up with Lieutenant Horace Andreani with whom he
experienced the horrors of combat and detention in Indochina. Prisoners now pass from Degorce’s hands into
Andreani’s, from one bully to another: one-time victims have become torturers. Andreani has fully embraced his
new status, but Degorce has lost track of who he is and only finds peace when he is with Tahar, a commander in
the National Liberation Army held in a cell which acts as a confessional with the jailor opening up to his
prisoner…
In this desolate setting, ravaged by wind, sand and blood, in the humid caves of Algiers where jailors
gather around their naked victims, Jérôme Ferrari describes three characters brought together by History and
each suffering his own brand of pain. Above and beyond good and evil, his incandescent, sumptuous writing
strives to understand the impossible truth of man living through hell on earth.
Born in Paris in 1968, Jérôme Ferrari worked as a professor of philosophy at the international lycée in
Algiers for four years before moving to Corsica where he has been teaching since 2007. He has had three other
novels published by Actes Sud: DANS LE SECRET (2007), BALCO ATLANTICO (2008) and UN DIEU UN
ANIMAL (2009).
Foreign rights sold to: UK/USA (MacLehose Press), offer in Italy
“Dans une somptueuse poésie du désastre, déjà sensible dans UN DIEU UN ANIMAL, son précédent
roman, Jérôme Ferrari dit le délitement des âmes.” Le Magazine Littéraire
“Jérôme Ferrari nous livre ici un envoûtant et bouleversant roman psychologique sur les réactions des
hommes face à l’atrocité de la guerre.” Page
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“Une fois le livre refermé après 154 pages d’une rare intensité, on tient encore, entre les mains jointes,
durant de longs instants Là où j’ai laissé mon âme.l’alternance d’une narration simple des faits avec du lyrisme
donne à ce très bel ouvrage une dimension de tragédie. Quelque chose d’incandescent.” Page

Gallay, Claudie: L’AMOUR EST UNE ÎLE
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 351 pages)
In France 95 000 copies sold!
A polyphonic novel, L’AMOUR EST UNE ÎLE intertwines several passionate fates, with sensitivity
and sensuality. La Jogar is a famous actress who returns to her hometown, Avignon, where a man has been
waiting for her for ten years. That man is Odon Schnabel. He owns a theatre where the work of a young
playwright who died under mysterious circumstances is currently being performed. The playwright’s sister,
Marie, happens to be in Avignon for the summer. A young misfit living in a trailer, Marie finds out that the play
is being staged. Yet she knows that her brother committed suicide because he hadn’t heard from the director he
had sent his manuscript to. The protagonists meet – or meet again –, get to know each other, and sometimes try
to avoid each other… Over a background of a heat wave and tensions running high due to a strike, Marie, La
Jogar and Odon dance a sensuous ballet. All three are lively, high-strung and tormented. In this overheated
atmosphere, the reader is pulled in by a finely crafted plot that highlights the ambiguity of human behaviour.
Born in 1961, Claudie Gallay lives in the south of France. She has had five novels published by Le
Rouergue including L'OFFICE DES VIVANTS (2000), MON AMOUR MA VIE (2002), DANS L'OR DU
TEMPS (2006) and LES DÉFERLANTES (2008), the bestseller that made the author a household name (winner
of the Grand Prix des Lectrices de Elle 2009, over 265,000 copies sold in France.
Rights for LES DÉFERLANTES sold to: the UK (MacLehose Press), Germany (btb), Spain (Duomos
ediciones), Italy (Bompiani), Finland (Avain), the Netherlands (Bezige Bij), Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrand),
Brazil (Objectiva), Poland (Foksal), Norway (Oktober), and Taiwan (Business Weekly Publication), film rights
sold to TF1 International).
Rights for L’AMOUR EST UNE ÎLE sold to: the Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), UK/USA (MacLehose),
Finlande (Avain), NL (De Bezije Bije), Chine populaire (Shangai 99), Pologne (Foksal).
“Claudie Gallay sait créer une atmosphère…. Ses phrases claquent comme les trois coups d’une
représentation théâtrale. Et cette folle énergie ne manque pas d’insuffler à tous ses personnages une véritable
profondeur. Sans jamais basculer dans la facilité, Claudie Gallay avance en habile funambule. Avec à la clé,
sans doute, le succès renouvelé.” Le Figaro Magazine
“La plume singulière de Claudie Gallay a la faculté de rendre attachants tous ses personnages. Un
roman moite et fascinant.” Page
“Dépouiller les artifices pour mettre à nu personages et émotions. Ainsi a soufflé la tornade Claudie
Gallay.” Le Figaro

Gregor, Jean: TRANSPORTS EN COMMUN
(Fayard, September 2010, 300 pages)
The suburbs of Paris in the 1980s. Boris Manzarek was proud of his grandfather's Citroen CX. He
despised the old Renault 4L, however, that his father – a onetime social reformer who would drive any old tin
can on wheels – drove. Boris's shame at being carted to school in the antiquated clunker was only made worse
when Sylvie Caron got out of her mother's BMW. Then one day, the two adolescents are struck by tragedy. A
quirk of fate has Boris's father and Sylvie's mother both die in a high-speed car accident. Boris and Sylvie are
marked for life. They grow up remote from one another, haunted by a shared memory and fear of motorized
vehicles. Will fate have their paths cross once again?
PUBLIC TRANSPORT is the novel of both a generation and its magical object: the automobile,
compared in Roland Barthes's Mythologies to the Gothic cathedral. Jean Grégor deftly shows how cars reflect
the personality and social background of their owners and sometimes how they can seal their fates.
Born in 1968, Jean Grégor has worked as a courier, a fireman, a train waiter, a clothes salesperson, a
consular employee and a minivan driver. He is currently employed at an airport. He is the author of two short
story collections and six novels.
“Ce roman vous rappellera une période de votre vie : c’est un livre témoin. La fantaisie, l’originalité de
l’auteur est d’établir un lien fort entre ces modes de transport, de consommation et donc de communication,
avec les existences des personnages et le fonctionnement de la société. Un plaisir de lecture.”Page
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“Un roman jubilatoire et profound à la fois, plein d’humour et tendre, qui fait une épatante comédie à
la française.” Livres hebdo

Alexakis, Vassilis: LE PREMIER MOT
(Stock, August 2010 464 pages)
When did men first speak?; What was the first word? The harder a problem is to solve the more it
makes us dream ... so it takes a novel to tackle it properly. The Fint Word is, essentially, the story of one man,
Miltiadis, who works as a professor of comparative literature in Paris. Before he dies, he would like to know that
word, but sadly he does die before discovering it. It is his sister who takes on the challenge of solving the
enigma. She meets scientists who tell her about the human brain, baby language, chimpanzees and Homo
sapiens, Darwin and the creationists, Rousseau and an Egyptian king who had his children raised far from the
civilised world to see what language they spoke spontaneously.
Several characters emerge around her: Aliki, her late brother's wife; Theano, his daughter; JeanChristophe, his life-long friend; Bouvier, his aging mentor, a Romanian beggar woman and Audrey, a young
deaf girl. The passion this woman puts into her exhaustive investigations is a gauge of her distress. Because she
cannot fail, she will succeed.
After PARIS-ATHENES, LA LANGUE MATERNELLE (Prix Medicis, 1995),JE T'OUBLIERAI
TAUS LES JAURS, LES MOTS ETRANGERS AND AP.J.-C (Grand Prix du roman de l'Academie franc;:aise,
2007, translated into six languages), with THE FIRST WORD, Vassilis Alexakis confirms the highly individual
nature yet universal qualities of his work.
Foreign rights are under option in: Croatia, Italy, Romania, Russia, Serbia Rights reserved for Greece

Claudel, Philippe: L’ENQUÊTE
(Stock, September 2010, 288 pages)
“It is by not looking that you will find.” How could the Investigator in Philippe Claudel’s new book
have guessed? How could he have known that this routine investigation would be the last of his life? The
Investigator is put in charge of explaining the causes of a wave of suicides in a company. He gradually succumbs
to signs of anxiety: the hotel he moves into plays host not only to cheerful noisy tourists but also distressed
displaced people. At the company where the staff are meant to be expecting him to come and resolve his enquiry,
no one is waiting for him and everyone is hostile. Has he fallen into a trap, is he prey to a real-life nightmare? He
is not allowed to drink or sleep or eat, his questions are only ever answered by more questions. Even the staff
keep changing, sometimes affable, sometimes threatening. As he makes new discoveries, the Investigator begins
to wonder whether he himself will be the next victim of an infernal machine poised to crush him as it has others.
We begin to understand that the Investigator’s powerlessness in concluding his enquiry reflects our own
powerlessness in the face of a world we ourselves have built for our own destruction.
Faithful to his favourite themes, and having evoked the traumas of past wars in LES ÂMES GRISES,
LA PETITE FILLE DE MONSIEUR LINH and LE RAPPORT DE BRODECK, in this painfully prophetic
novel Philippe Claudel explores a war without allies or enemies that threatens us now and in the future.
Philippe Claudel is the author of LES AMES GRISES (winner of the 2003 Renaudot prize and the Elle
reader’s 2004 literary Grand Prix, and was Lire magazine’s 2003 Book of the Year) which has been translated
and published in more than 30 countries; LA PETITE FILLE DE MONSIEUR LINH (Stock, 2005); and LE
RAPPORT DE BRODECK (winner of the 2007 Goncourt des lycéens). He is also a playwright and film
director.
“S’éloignant des sujets de ses livres précédents, Philippe Claudel signe avec L’ENQUÊTE un récit à
mi-chemin du fantastique et du policier qui rappelle l’univers du Procès de Kafka et de Huis clos de Sartre…
Une narration enlevée, déroutante, jamais pesante, qui offre un épilogue assez inattendu aux forts accents de
philosophie idéaliste.” Lire
“Claudel nous emmène dans un univers cauchemardesque où les personnages sont pris dans des
engrenages absurdes et destructeurs. Il est toujours là où on ne l’attend pas. Et le défi est relevé.” Page

Engel, Vincent: LE MARIAGE DE DOMINIQUE HARDENNE
(JC Lattes, 250 pages, August 2010)
Maillard, Bizot and Hardenne, three soldiers whose mission is to feed the troops, roam in a hopeless
land, devastated by war. After his two companions are killed, Dominique Hardenne, perhaps the last survivor of
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the apocalypse, true to his rural upbringing, wishes to return to his land. When he arrives, he discovers that war
has destroyed everything, leaving only perfectly conserved corpses, frozen in their last position, a macabre
testimony to their violent deaths.
Hardenne begins a desperate race against the clock in the midst of the villagers' decaying cadavers. It is
a race against the putrefaction of human flesh, against the proliferation of insects and the madness born of
solitude. As he stubbornly refuses to surrender to the bugs who feed on rot, Hardenne finds humanity in his fears
and fundamental dreams.
This is the story of a survivor of an apocalypse and his return home where only death awaits him. Can
life begin anew? What kind of life?
Professor of contemporary French literature, Vincent Engel is a novelist, chronicler, playwright and
screenwriter and has earned several literary awards.
"A vindictive text, elegant and dark." Le Monde des Livres

Hanotte, Xavier: DEUX FEUX FRAGILES DANS LA NUIT QUI VIENT
(Belfond, September 2010, 336 pages)
There is an island, and the mainland, and an absurd war that is dragging on far away. Pierre Berthier is
in the army and tries to make sense of it all. In the midst of this confusion, he meets Frédérique Jeunehomme,
who offers a glimpse of humanity and hope. But there is no time for love as tragedy strikes the island. Pierre has
decided to believe in the war he is fighting for. An allegorical fable on personal engagement.
Xavier Hanotte is a Belgian writer and translator who has written several novels for Belfond, which
haveall been critically acclaimed.
“Far more than an action or war novel, Xavier Hanotte weaves a fascinating and illusory novel. His
writing is luminous, inspired and immediate.” Page des Libraires
“Voilà un auteur capable de créer et de maintenir une atmosphère. Avec ses personnages solides, ce
roman baigné de nuit a le potentiel d’un grand film.” Télé 2 semaines
“Une fable de haute ambition.” L’Humanité
“Il n’y a pas plus cinématographique que ce roman envoûtant. Un grand livre.” Le Parisien

Bertholon, Delphine: L’EFFET LARSEN
(JC Lattès, August 2010, 360 pages)
For more than a decade, Nola has been living with a shadow, a part of her that up to now she has been
able to avoid. But, at age thirty, the time has come to face her ghost. She rewinds her life back to the summer
that left the most endurable impression on her existence. In August 1998, the heat is sweltering in a deserted
Paris. Nola, 18, has just lost her father and has to manage her mother’s grief and her own anger. Forced to move
into a “mutant building”, the architectural reflection of their disassembled lives, the two women try to rebuild
themselves. And yet, as soon as they step foot in their new apartment, Nola’s mother, Mira, begins to feel the
strangest symptoms. She becomes intolerant to the slightest noise, paper being crumpled sounds like an
explosion, a dripping faucet sends her into hysterics. Nola is a helpless witness to her mother’s mental
breakdown. With the hope of relieving Mira of the infinitely heavy burden she seems to carry, Nola begins an
unusual investigation into her family’s history. A very touching portrait of a young woman, forced to grow up
too fast, but also a profound reflection on grief, memory and guilt
Delphine Bertholon was born in Lyon in 1976. She is a novelist and screenwriter. After CABINE
COMMUNE and TWIST, both published by Lattès, L’EFFET LARSEN is her third novel.
“A novel full of Love with a capital L. Bravo !” Version Femina
“One of the master-strokes of the Fall literary harvest.” Le Parisien
“Tout en intelligence et en empathie, Delphine Bertholon meten place les éléments d’un mystère
passionnant.”Elle
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Chedid, Andree: L'ETOFFE DE I'UNIVERS
(Flammarion, September 2010, 140 pages)
In her latest collection, Andree Chedid looks back on her life. In her brief poems evoking the mystery of
our passage on Earth, she once again demonstrates her taste for adventure despite the shadows of rootlessness,
old age and lurking death.
Reading Saint Augustine, Dante, Shakespeare, but also Rilke, Dylan Thomas and Rene Char, the
poetess sheds light on her own texts; referring them to a higher tradition, she endeavours to pinpoint her origins.
And above all:
"Make no mistake/I am only here in passing/A fictive being on a journey/Without an itinerary/I push the
doors/That open/Onto life/And other doors/That lead I don't know where."
Born in 1920 in Cairo to Lebanese parents, Andree Chedid is a novelist and poetess. Among her books
that have met with great success in France and overseas are L’ENFANT MULTIPLE, LE SIXIEME JOUR, and
L'AUTRE. The great return of the author, after the fine success of Le Message in 2000 (30,000 copies in large
format, 50,000 in paperback Her work has been translated in 15 countries.).

Faye, Eric: NAGASAKI
(Stock August 2010 112 pages)
Already in first selection for the Prix FNAC
Shimura-san lives alone in a quiet house opposite Nagasaki's shipyards. He curses the chanting cicadas
every morning on his way to the city's weather station, has lunch alone and goes home early to a retirement
devoid of colour except for the bland shades of order and regularity.
For some time now, he has kept a scrupulous record of levels and quantities of food stocked in each of
his kitchen cupboards. In this world where even the unpredictable can change nothing, something extraordinary
has happened. Thanks to a camera, Shimura-san eventually spots the intruder. There really is someone in his
house. He watches her, waits till he is sure. Is it a hallucination, a ghost from his previous romantic failures, a
bitter and vengeful former lover; In the end he calls the police. The guest is taken away and locked in a cell.
At the time of the trial we learn that this woman who is barely older than her host found refuge in his
house on her travels. He would go out without locking the door, the only concession in his life of control. This
woman with no past sensed danger, detected the sound of footsteps and bolted for cover, taking shelter. She
asked for nothing more than to be here, in no one's way.
We discover plenty more: about the memories a place has and about memory in general, in the final
letter that the "hideaway" writes to the owner of those now deserted premises.
Eric Faye has had several books published by Stock: CROISIERE EN MER DES PLUIES (1999), LES
CENDRES DE MON AVENIR (2001), LA DUREE D'UNE VIE SANS TOI (2003), MES TRAINS DE NUIT
(2005), LE SYNDICAT DES PAUVRES TYPES (2006), L'HOMME SANS EMPREINTES (2008) and NOUS
AURONS TOUJOURS PARIS (2009).

Mordillat, Gérard: ROUGE DANS LA BRUME
(Calmann-Levy, January 2011, 462 pages)
A passionnate love story and highly visual portrait of the modern working class.
Thirty-some-odd Carvin is a mechanic at a factory in northern France. His wife, Chantal, has just left
him, taking their four-year-old daughter, Océane, with her. She dreams of comfort and sunshine and can no
longer bear the hardships of their daily life. Anath, also in her thirties, is the human resources manager of the
factory where Carvin works. She is married to a university professor who little by little has chosen books,
alcohol and guilty secrets over their relationship. Nothing on the surface seems to indicate that Carvin and Anath
would one day get together. They seem to be worlds apart.
Then, a terrible storm breaks out, shaking the trees and houses of the town. Shortly thereafter, the town
is stricken by a more metaphorical storm – the factory is abruptly shut down by its American shareholders
wiping out 400 jobs in one fell swoop. The storms of outrage and hard times draw Carvin and Aneth’s destinies
together. Meanwhile, the factory workers have risen up and taken over the site, burning the work shops, the
stock and even the moving trucks coming to remove the machinery. The fire of the rebellion, fanned by the
winds of hope, encourages the strikers to join protesters in a second and then a third factory... What if the entire
country followed suit?
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In the midst of this revolution, Anath and Carvin fall for each other, their mutual struggle forging the
bonds of a surprising and heedless love. Whether crazy, criminal or merely foolish, they have nothing left to
lose, and a newfound life to win. In an era of prevailing madness, they will have stood up and said no; they will
have made their voices heard.
Gérard Mordillat, writer and film-maker, is the author of several novels among which
L’ATTRACTION UNIVERSELLE (1990), RUE DES RIGOLES (2002), COMMENT CALMER M. BRACKE
(2003), LES VIVANTS ET LES MORTS (2005) and NOTRE PART DES TÉNÈBRES (2008).

Arnothy, Christine: LA VIE D'UNE MANIERE OU D'UNE AUTRE
(Flammarion, 2010, 384 pages)
Twenty years after the enormous success of her novel Le Bonheur d'une maniere ou d'une autre,
Christine Arnothy returns with one of her favourite themes: men and women face to face with the destinies they
have chosen.
Life depends on the paths that are taken or the doors that open. So how will the dowdy young Alice
survive a sexual initiation rite springing from a trap set up by her friend Hilda in a sumptuous Parisian
apartment? Will her desire for vengeance be satisfied?
And why is Elly Schlossberg, Alice's aunt whose beauty products have turned her into a billionaire, so
tied up in knots by this incident? Is it because she wants to defend her niece or is it because she wishes to ensure
that scandal will not cloud her boyfriend, owner of the apartment where the rape took place and who happens to
be an ambassador intending to stand for the 2012 presidential elections?
What murky role is played by Central Hospital, an establishment where many foreign doctors and
students learn the skills of their profession by practising on vulnerable and fragile patients? Will Jeremy, the
computer whizz glued to his wheelchair, and his lover Jonathan, manage to discover the origins of the money
feeding this international institution and find a way, one day, to silence the torturers by allowing their victims to
speak? In this fast-paced high-tension novel, Christine Arnothy powerfully describes a drifting world on the edge
of madness.
Christine Arnothy has been known to millions of readers since J'ai quinze ans et je ne veux pas mourir
(Fayard), an autobiography translated worldwide (rights sold in 26 countries). She is the author of over 34 books,
most of which have been translated and becoming bestsellers in many countries.

Hochet, Stephanie: LA DISTRIBUTION DES LUMIERES
(Flammarion, August 2010, 192 pages)
Stephanie Hochet was the winner of the Prix Lilas 2009.
At first glance, Aurele is no more than a wild teenager. She is inseparable from her brother Jerome who
incarnates the figure of the idiot in the true sense of the term. Both live in the suburb of Mortissieux, not far from
Lyon. At high school, they take music lessons from Anna Lussing, who becomes, for Aurele, an obsession, an
absence, then a target. At the same time, Pasquale Villano, an Italian translator who chooses exile in France as a
stance against Berlusconi's politics, occupies more and more space in Anna's circle. He falls in love with the
music teacher. Fear sets in when a young girl dies.
A novel on crime and manipulation, the perverse games of adolescence, ideals and reality, LA
DISTRIBUTION DES LUMIERES gives voices to characters who confront, enlighten, mirror, or dazzle one
another, each in search of inner truth.
Stephanie Hochet has published six novels including LES INFIRNALES (Stock, 2005) and COMBAT
DE L'AMOUR ET DE LA FAIM (Fayard, 2009). She also contributes to the magazines Muze, Liberation, and
Le Magazine des livres.
About COMBAT DE L'AMOUR ET DE LA FAIM
"A tour de force that deliciously discomforts the reader." Le Figaro litteraire
"A fascinating novel that we can slip into as if into a Steinbeck or John Fante." Elle
"No mask or costume: the novel by Stephanie Hochet is not a French novel in disguise. This writer
genuinely needed the United States for her drama, just as others have needed Antiquity for their tragedies." Le
Monde des livres
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NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
Fabre, Dominique: J’AIMERAIS REVOIR CALLAGHAN
(Fayard, January 2010, 222 pages)
My old boarding school pal Jimmy Callaghan smoked Benson and Hedges. He would clear off through
a hole in the fencing and would visit his alcoholic father in the suburbs of London every now and then. I ran into
him 20 years later. He was carrying a large suitcase, just back from Australia, tanned and homeless. Incredible!
We became friends again, sort of. And then he took off, and left me with his suitcase.
10 years later I brought it back to him. Calla was now a pub manager and was looking quite the average
aging Brit. It was too bad. Or was it? There had been women, children, lovers, travels, running, boozing and real
estate troubles. Life, that is. I even learned how not to get robbed while traveling abroad! There's a little bit of
Callaghan in all of us.
Dominique Fabre’s critically acclaimed first novel, MOI AUSSI UN JOUR J’IRAI LOIN, was
published by Maurice Nadeau in 1995. His works with Fayard include LA SERVEUSE ÉTAIT NOUVELLE
(2005).
“Retrouver la complainte de Dominique Fabre… c’est marcher sur les pas de personnages empruntés,
brillant d’une fragile lumière, être touché par leur gaucherie sentimentale…” Livres Hebdo
“Les romanciers qui racontent leur vie sont rarement aussi généreux.” Libération
(…) écrire avec une telle constance sur l’insignifiant, sur le souvenir et toujours sur le désir, oblige le
lecteur à repenser sa banalité.” Le Magazine Littéraire
“Sans doute ne sommes-nous les héros que de nous-même, et ce n’est déjà pas si mal. Dominique Fabre
le dit à merveille, avec ce style qui lui est propre, dans sa langue à lui, comme une voix singulière dans la
littérature française, une voix, un rythme, une syntaxe. Du grand art.” Le Magazine Littéraire

NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
WESTERN EUROPE

Serpa, Enrique: CONTREBANDE
(Zulma, August 2009, 326 pages)
Translated from Spanish (Cuba)
The narrator of this story is the owner of Buena Ventura, a fine schooner that alas, doesn’t bring in as
much as it used to. Since fishing is no longer profitable, he turns to his seasoned skipper, Shark, to come up with
a new idea… The narrator, a coward and a mythomaniac worn out by debauchery, admires the hard-boiled
sailor. That’s why he calls his bluff when the latter makes a proposition: with the US in the grip of prohibition,
smuggling alcohol would be much more profitable than fishing sea bass. The ship owner abandons his fishing
business to undertake a perilous expedition whose preparations and execution hold the reader in breath-bating
suspense… The ambiguity of the two men is the very essence of CONTREBAND. Two worlds are confronted,
that is a metaphor of a two-faced, pre-communism Cuba: a rich, beautiful island, with an intense History, ridden
with poverty and corruption.
In the vain of Hemingway, Enrique Serpa’s brilliant portrayal of the tumultuous and wretched world of
Havana in the Twenties. Published in Cuba in 1938, Contrabando is a masterpiece of Cuban contemporary
literature.
Enrique Serpa (1900-1968) was born in Havana. A journalist, his first literary venture came in 1925
with the publication of Felisa y yo. In 1938, Contrabando brought fame and recognition by winning the National
Prize for a Novel. A tireless reporter, cultural attaché of the Cuban Embassy in Paris between 1952 and 1959,
Enrique Serpa was soon forgotten after the advent of Castro’s revolution, and his work has never really made its
way out of Cuba. Today we discover with joy a great writer whose evocation of Havana during the interwar
period is unrivalled.
“Ecrit en 1938, CONTREBANDE est un livre rare. On y perçoit des atmospheres colorées , des
sensations ambigüs. Enrique Serpa met en scène avecamour et sensualité sa ville et ses compatriots, dans
cettetragi-comédie humaine.” Télérama
“Un trésor littéraire, un roman viril et ennivrant.” Le Figaro Magazine
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“Un magnifique roman d’atmosphère, émaillé de métaphores somptueuses.” Page

AMERICA

Elkin, Lauren: FLOATING CITIES
(Éditions Héloïse d’Ormesson, to be published in 2010)
Translated from English (United States)
When Catherine Parrish goes to Venice on a research fellowship, leaving her fiancé behind in New
York, she falls in love with the texture of daily life in her neighborhood, Dorsoduro, the tight-knit, bohemian
area of Venice whose name means “hard back”, as it is built on the closest thing to terra firma in this city on the
sea. She falls in with the habitués of the neighborhood café, and against het better judgement gets involved with
the rebellious son of generations of squeraroli, or traditional boat builders. Marco, undone by his father’s death,
has lowered himself to the most disdained métier in Venice: that of gondolier. Interwoven with Catherine’s
narrative is that of Neva, aCroatian woman wha has come to Venice after the death of her daughter to find out if
an old family legend has any truth to it: that there is a synagogue hidden in Dosoduro, founded by her family as
they fled from Portugalat the end of the 15th century. Neva, Catherine, and Marco negotiate the impossibility of
loss and the elusiveness of faith in order to find some kind of redemption in the synagogue.
Part elegy, part meditation on the art of living deliberately, this is a novel of abandonment and of selfdiscovery, of holding on and of letting go, and above all, a testament to the fact that relationships are, like
Venice, floating cities.
Born in New York in 1978, Lauren Elkin teaches at New York University and is a lecturer at
Polytechnique. She holds a master’s degree in French literature from the Sorbonne. Freelance journalist, she has
published in The Guardian, Bookforum, Five Dials, and The Quarterly Conversation, among others. She lives in
Paris.
“Ce roman d’apprentissage fait revivre une Amérique passionnée de science et de technique sur fond
de prohibition. Jubilatoire.” La Tribune

ASIA

Kim Thúy: NAM
(Librex, Spring 2011, approx. 170 pages)
NAM is the second part of the triptych that begins with RU. In NAM (Vietnamese for both“boy” and
“south”) the dreamy, childishly candid tone of the first book gives way to a more adolescent world view. It is a
novel about identity in which relationships undergo dramatic shifts. Here, unlike in RU, the narrator disappears
as different characters emerge to take up their tale. These young adults, all new to Quebec, meet one another and
make connections as they struggle to reconcile memories from their past with possibilities in their present. Their
stories exemplify the difference between clinging to the old and embracing the new, between merely surviving
and choosing to live. The tension between feelings of gratitude and the power of desire, the clash between old
scars and pointless pleasures and the contrast of being rooted in history and being uprooted are revealed in these
stories. The characters embody the conflicting emotions of guilt and independence, love and shame. By giving
each of them a voice in turn, the author subtly reveals the structure—tenuous and invisible yet so fundamental—
around which relationships are built.
Kim Thúy left Vietnam as a boat people at the age of 10, and arrived in Quebec. She has been living in
Montreal for 30 years now, working as a seamstress, interpreter, lawyer, restaurant owner and also as film
director before devoting herself to writing.

DEBUT NOVEL
Bramly, Carmen: PASTEL FAUVE
(JC Lattès, 180 pages August 2010)
Paloma, age fourteen is going to see Pierre. They have been friends forever but it's been a year since
they last saw each other. On this New Year's Eve, everything will change.
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"I look at my watch, trying to lose myself in the movement of the second hand. I'm going to be five or
ten minutes late. Pierre will have become impatient and then he'll be even happier to see me when I show up. I
pace my bedroom floor, flop on the bed, pull myselfup and pace some more.
Back in the bathroom I put on a drop of perfume and some lipstick that I wipe off immediately. Too
womanly. I replace it with gloss. ( ... )
Another glance at my watch. It's time. I kiss my parents, wish them in advance a Happy New Year,
good health, and all that crap people wish each other on January 1 'to They tell me to wear a warm coat. I nod,
pulling on a light cottonjacket. Outside, a freezing gust of wind whips my face, sending a shockwave of shivers
through my body. I climb on my bike and start pedaling as fast as possible."
With remarkable maturity, Pastel Fauve relates Paloma's last night ofthe year, perhaps too the last night
of her childhood, and the beginning of something new.
Carmen Bramly is fifteen and has been writing stories and poems since early childhood. Pastel Fauve is
her first novel. Rights have been sold in Italy, Turkey, China and Vietnam.
“Debutante writer Carmen Bramly, age fifteen, recounts with authenticity the soul searching of her
generation.” Paris Match
“Pastel Fauve is an absolutely charming debut novel, with all the brilliance of young, inspired women.”
Elle
“Intense and full of energy, Pastel Fauve is the first novel of a young woman of today. Listen to her, she
already has her own music.” Livres Hebdo
“The phenomenon of this fall!” Page

Albou, Karin: LA GRANDE FETE
(Editions Jacqueline Chambon/Actes Sud, August 2010, 224 pages)
In her first novel, Karin Albou has chosen to describe the decisive moment when a young girl has to
turn her back on her family to forge her own destiny as a woman. But when this girl is an Algerian living in a
traditional community, this transition is always precarious and often a dramatic upheaval.
In her small Kabylie village, young Hanifa’s fate seems all mapped out: a marriage arranged by her
family followed by more or less the same life as her mother. But the problem is Hanifa is in love with her stepbrother and quickly succumbs to her passion although, of course, she is ill-equipped to protect herself from its
inevitable outcome.
This young woman brought up to be nothing more than a submissive wife demonstrates her courage to
stand up to prohibitions and to be banned from a community haunted by fundamentalism, her determination and
her consuming sensuality – all qualities that make her a typical heroine in an impossible love story, a genre now
obsolete in our permissive society but revived here by the author.
Karin Albou is a filmmaker. After studying theatre, dance, Hebrew, French and Arabic literature, she
attended film school in Paris. Her first film was a documentary, Mon pays m’a quitté, then she made Aid el
Kébir which won the Grand Prix at the Clermont-Ferrand Film Festival. Her first feature film, La Petite
Jérusalem, opened in 2005. It was selected for the Critics’ Week at the Cannes Film Festival and won the SACD
Prize and was nominated for a César award. Her second feature, Le Chant des mariés, opened in 2008. LA
GRANDE FETE is her first novel.

Ghislain, Christophe: LA COLERE DU RHINOCEROS
(Belfond, August 2010, 300 pages)
In search of his long lost father, Gibraltar comes back to the village where he grew up. He is not
welcome in Trois-Plaines to say the least. In the ghost town, Gibraltar, Emma and the Eskimo confront their
sides of the story. Little by little, in this town where women fish in the prairie and rhinoceros hand glide, the past
surfaces…
The quirky coming of age of a dreamer in a town populated by oddballs. Christophe Ghislain is a
Belgian director. This is his first novel.
“Un surprenant roman à voix. Au départ cocasse, on se rend compte au fil des pages qu’on est loin du
roman humoristique. Drôle, burlesque, émouvant.” Page
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“LA COLÈRE DU RHINOCEROS is a surprising three voiced novel. At first comical, we realize as we
read on that we are far from a humorous novel. A quirky novel that is at the same time funny, burlesque and
moving.” Page des libraires

de Lapparent, Noémie: BONS BAISERS DE LA MONTAGNE
(Julliard, August 2010, 204 pages)
In this quirky, literary debut, Noémie de Lapparent displays her talent and imagination with
assurance. Her protagonist, nicknamed Red Danger, leaves a snow-covered Paris in March to vacation
in a sleepy mountain town, Soulx, where her cousins are on a ski holiday.
While completely ordinary, besides for its gorgeous setting, Soulx is notorious for being the
home to the sensationalist story of Paul K., the boy who was locked in a cupboard by his parents until
he was found at age 24 after their deaths. Eight years later, Paul has become a forgotten celebrity by
most except for the quirky people of Soulx. For them, Paul has become their town wise man, a Christlike figure.
Red is determined to meet Paul and when she does, his beauty and intelligence take her breath away.
When she learns that he refuses to step foot outside of his home, she makes it her mission to encourage him to
discover what it’s like to really live. But her determination to push him into the outdoors risks having the
opposite impact. Their love for one another may not be enough for Paul to forget his tortured childhood.
Noémie de Lapparent was born in 1973. After studying literature, she enrolled in Fémis, a prestigious
film school based in Paris. As a screenwriter, she collaborated on a number of films. BONS BAISERS DE LA
MONTAGNE is her first novel.

Boussaa, Natacha: IL VOUS FAUDRA NOUS TUER
(Denoël, August 2010 ,180 pages)
At twenty-seven, Lena knows that work is the worst excuse ever invented by mankind to keep away
from living one’s life. She works as a receptionist for a firm, and hides to read Antonin Artaud. The suicide of
one of her neighbours has a devastating impact on her.
This is March 2006. The massive demonstrations against the CPE, a law allowing jobseekers under 25
to be paid less than minimum wage, set France on fire. Within a few days, youngsters coming from all
backgrounds are drawn into the turmoil. Lena joins the protest, and soon becomes a radical. In between charges
from the police forces and love chance encounters, she starts anew and retrieves the memories of a rebellious
Paris. A snapshot from the 2006’ events together with a stark condemnation of a society that came to a standstill,
Il vous faudra nous tuer is a fast-paced rendition, punctuated by strikes of lightning, of an ongoing rebellion.
Based on the 2006’ student unrest, a high-strung and inspired debut novel that whisks readers into the
very heart of the student revolt.
Natacha Boussaa was born in 1974. She is an actress and lives in Paris. ILVOUS FAUDRA NOUS
TUER is her debut novel.
“Un premier roman réussi, qui dégage une subtile odeur de liberté.” Danactu Blog
“Ce roman raconte la difficulté à vivre, et l’exhortation à ne pas y succomber, mais au contraire à se
batter jusqu’au bout, à corps et à cris.” Bibliosurf
“Natacha Boussaa voue les médias aux briquets des manifestants. La fiction dénonce les faits.”
Libération

Cohen, Laurent: SOLS
(Actes Sud, August 2010, 180 pages)
Loïc Rothman, a historian who specialises in Vichy France, is hoping for help from S. G., a theolgian
with a particular interest in angels, in deciphering a notebook found among some archives bequeathed to his
research institute. Loïc needs someone with a different perspective to interpret the teeming mythical references
in the text which at first appears to be a simple account of “sleepless nights and forbidden deeds” in Paris when it
was invaded by the Nazis. It depicts the actions of men and women whose resistance was unarmed, and “takes
the form of a patient investigation”, a sort of journal of the Occupation kept by a mysterious cosmopolitan
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intellectual who sustains the ancient art of storytelling through radio and who has a paradoxical line in
philosophy.
SOLS is graphically ambitious, a monument of nonchalant (and playful) erudition and an inexhaustible
reservoir of stories with its vertiginous intertextuality. In Laurent Cohen it reveals an author whose audacity and
virtuosity fully serve an intimate understanding of what it is to be human.
Born in 1966, Laurent Cohen is a translator and essayist. He lives in Jerusalem. SOLS is his first novel.
“Laurent Cohen nous plonge dans des univers parallèles entre érudition et imagination. Un texte
étrange et savoureux qui ouvre, page après page, notre appétit.” Page

Monnin, Isabelle: LES VIES EXTRAORDINAIRES D’EUGÈNE
(JC Lattès, August 2010, 230 pages)
We don’t know much about her, not even her first name. Just that she has decided not to speak anymore
“since there is nothing else to say”. She sews over and over again the same model of pants in red velvet cloth in
all sizes, from age 6 months to 102. Of him, we learn he is training for the New York marathon, that he is a
historian and that he has a mission : in order for his wife to find her voice again, he has decided to tell the story
of Eugene, their son, who died at the age of 6 days. How can one tell the story of such a short life? A life that
hasn’t been lived. Eugene’s father has little imagination but he does have method. He begins a pragmatic
investigation into what would have been Eugene’s life. He searches for “would haves” everywhere. The nursery
school his son would have attended… The children that would have become Eugene’s friends… In the
meantime, Eugene’s mother silently recounts the heroic lives of her glorious son. A book on grief, a story of
absurdity and the power of life.
Isabelle Monnin is a journalist with Le Nouvel Observateur. This is her first novel.
“A first novel with a strong punch, one that leaves you with a better appreciation for life once you’ve
turned the last page.” Page
“A debut novel dark and light, moving and funny.” Le Monde

Réjault, William: TOUS CES JOURS SANS TOI
(Plon, August 2010, 244 pages)
Born in a small village, Marion recalls her childhood at the foot of the Pyrenees and her life as a
student. Dreaming about the United States, eating pizza every day and listening to rock music, she’s a typical
young girl of the 90’s. What would a teenager be without her friends? Karen, the tale-teller, Pierre, the all-time
champion of catastrophic love affairs, Victoire who’s dying to go to New York, but can’t seem to break up with
Steven, the butcher boy from her hometown. And then, along comes the love of Marion’s life, Laurent, the dishy
student union organizer, whom she meets one melancholic evening. Laurent, the notoriously absent heartthrob of
Tous ces jours sans toi.
A polyphonic tale of the generation of the 90s, through the eyes of Marion, a girl who wore Bensimons
and Cimarron jeans, listened to Jeff Buckley and discovered Nirvana. A little like Maupin’s TALES OF THE
CITY, a slice of life, written with tenderness and wit.
Columnist at Figaro.fr, William Réjault has published three works at Privé that have come out in J’ai lu
paperback: LA CHAMBRE D’ALBERT CAMUS, QUEL BEAU MÉTIER VOUS FAITES, and MAMAN,
EST-CE QUE TA CHAMBRE TE PLAÎT? (15 000 copies sold). He is the first French author to have written a
serial directly for the I-phone (spring 2010-winter 2011).
“Une lecture qui résonne encore longtemps en soi après la dernière page.” Deedeeparis Blog

Salaün, Lionel: LE RETOUR DE JIM LAMAR
(Liana Lévi, August 2010, 233 pages)
After the Vietnam War and thirteen years of silence, Jim Lamar goes back to his birth town, in
Missouri. But his parents have died of sorrow and the family farm have been emptied and vandalized. In town,
everybody is pretty hostile to this unwanted neighbour whom no one really recognizes. Everybody but one boy,
Billy, aged thirteen. Until then, Billy’s world has been rather narrow, between an undemonstrative family, high
school, which he doesn’t like much, and fishing sessions by the Mississippi. Despite the age difference, Billy
becomes Jim’s confidant and Jim will tell him stories of fire and blood but also stories of friendship. He relates
how he drove all over the country to fulfil the promise he made to three of his comrades to visit their families if
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something bad happened to them. And how the war made him a different man. Jim will teach Billy that he is free
to become a different kind of man than his uncaring dad. More than the story of Vietnam War aftermaths, LE
RETOUR DE JIM LAMAR is a Bildungsroman, written in a pleasant, creative style that mixes up coarse
redneck jargon and lyrical bouts that celebrate the Mississippi area.
Lionel Salaün was born in 1959 in Chambéry where he lives. He has had different jobs, from
storekeeper to aquarium maker, to photographer. He is a great fan of blues and American movies. That’s why he
decided to set his Debut novel, LE RETOUR DE JIM LAMAR in America.
“LE RETOUR DE JIM LAMAR, roman initiatique, célèbre la fraternité. A ce jeu-là, Lionel Salaün
excelle, avec une narration aussi douce et tumultueuse que le fleuve Mississippi.” Télérama

Schwartz, Violaine: LA TÊTE EN ARRIÈRE
(P.O.L, August 2010, 187 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt 2010 and the Prix Femina 2010
Our heroin is an opera singer who has been unemployed for months and months. While practicing for
an improbable audition of Poulenc’s La Voix humaine, she and her infant daughter pace around in her house,
which is too big for their family of three. The house belongs to her family in law, “the house of happiness” they
were told when given the keys. Just before: “remember to purge the radiators and mow the lawn, and…” A
house full of sentences and things to do, in which they seem to float about. Too many stairs, too many closed
rooms and material problems flourishing like bugs in the garden. But the more she works on her singing
exercises, the more she damages her voice, the less money comes into the household, with roads windy and cold
in the approaching winter, and her head keeps falling backwards: the ground is swept from under her feet, the
world starts dancing around her, she tells herself that all she has to do is to breathe in, breathe out, and always
just manages to catch herself – until it happens all over again. Little by little the house of happiness is
transformed into an entrenched camp and the garden into a jungle. s
This book is the portrait of a woman in her most dire straits, the X ray of an overheated brain, eaten
away by paranoia, undermined by unemployment, invaded by weeds and voices, holed with silence like the text
itself, but who fights to find her way out of the spiral, exhibiting insane energy just to remain upright.
Violaine Schwartz is an actress and singer. LA TÊTE EN ARRIÈRE is her first novel.
“L’ensemble, mené à vive allure, jusqu’au tourbillon final, prend des airs de mélodie grinçante,
inharmonique, mais littéralement ensorceleuse.” Le Figaro littéraire
“Un peit ovni littéraire, drôle et délicieusement névrosé.” Les Inrockuptibles

Coulon, Cécile: MEFIEZ-VOUS DES ENFANTS SAGES
(Viviane Hamy, August 2010, 110 pages)
United States in the late 80’s: a young woman leaves her native Southern town to flee boredom and
pursue her dreams. She moves to San Francisco, becomes a waitress and makes friends with the young skaters of
the neighborhood. A simple, honest and most of all a free life. The dream ends when she receives a phone call :
her mother just died. Forced to go back home, she meets her future husband, with whom she has a daughter, Lua.
The young Lua grows up in this smooth world. She makes friends with the ex-junkie Eddie, a
disreputable neighbor. Being an expert at sorting things out, she rents her shoes to classmates in exchange for a
few bucks, she deals liquorice, nougats and lollipops. This pleasant and untroubled life comes to a sudden halt
when her father brings home from work a tarantula. The spider becomes a metaphor for adolescence and
represents all the fears and disappointments of the adult world. In the wake of Carson McCullers and J.D
Salinger, Cécile Coulon offers a portrait of youth and freedom.
Cécile Coulon was born in 1990. She is coursing Administration and Literature in college. She has
already published two novels at Editions Revoir and has a keen interest in running and rock’n’roll.
“Cette fiction écrite par une très jeune Clermontoise, dont on ne peut que louer la maturité de son
écriture, son sens des détails et du rythme, jusque dans les choix pointus de la bande-son qui, comme une
ballade à la guitare, accompagne les rêves noyés sous le Cherry Coke, les ambitions rabotées par la vie et dont
le souvenir déglingue les cœurs.” Livres Hebdo
“Dans ce roman patchwork percutant, à l’expression moderne, Lua propose sa vision du monde par
une palette de portrait décalés, et révèle ainsi le fossé la séparant des adultes.” Pages
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Douard, Julie: APRÈS L’ENFANCE
(P.O.L., August 2010, 324 pages)
In her Debut novel, Julie Douard delves into adolescence, those teenage years made of arrogance and
self-pity.
The sixteen-year-old narrator didn’t have the best start in life: he is the son of his mother – so far so
good - and of her boss. He discovers the painful truth the day the man he thought to be his dad dies. Then, his
older sister and brother treat him like a punch-bag such that he is sent to a boarding school. There, he finds out
that he is good-looking and develops an interest in girls. But, as anyone can remember, those conditions are not
sufficient for a teenage boy to achieve his aims, that is, more or less, to have sex with a girl. To increase the
chances of meeting the right girl, he enrols in the school theatre club where he meets Rose, a charming but
distant young lady. But he becomes the target of the theatre teacher, Ms Violaine Tricot, dark-haired with
greyish strands, keen on fishnet stockings. Life is not a quiet long river when you are sixteen and eager to enter
the fabulous world of love! Especially when you have a quirky family, to say the least…
APRÈS L’ENFANCE is an untypical coming-of-age novel. With a deadpan sense of humour, Julie
Douard portrays a hilarious gallery of foolish characters, while her elegant writing creates a delightful
discrepancy.
“Interrogation filiale et éveil des sens sont au cœur de ce savoureux récit initiatique à l’humour pincesans-rire. Julie Douard orchestre un joyeux marivaudage, dont les multiples rebondissements sont autant de
prétextes à une série de saynètes pathétiques et portraits hilarants (mention spéciale à la prof libidineuse et à la
coloc transexuelle… Brillante variation sur le thème éternel de la bluette juvénile, APRÈS L’ENFANCE marque
ainsi l’éclosion d’une jeune romancière de talent, dont on suivra désormais avec intérêt la croissance.” Lire

Hunzinger, Claudie: ELLES VIVAIENT D'ESPOIR
(Grasset, September 2010, 240 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Médicis
Emma and Therese first met in the 1920s while training to be teachers. Emma was energetic, sunny, in
love with life. Therese was shy, fragile, and lacking in confidence. The two women immediately embarked on a
passionate friendship, recorded by Emma in letters and diaries until her dying day. Emma's daughter, Claudie,
has written a magical novel based on Emma and Therese's life stories. A remarkable portrait of two women
whose lives were intertwinedto death and beyond.
Emma and Therese's passionate friendship was a bold step for the time. When their work took them to
opposite ends of the country - Therese to Brittany, Emma to Alsace - they wrote magnificent letters to help them
handle the pain of enforced separation. Lively, sparkling Emma clearly handled the distance well, developing
other relationships. Therese, on the other hand, suffered in solitude, remaining doggedly faithful to her beloved
friend. Emma married shortly before the war and soon became a mother. Then history swept them up in its
march, and they never saw each other again.
Delicate, fragile, shy Therese joined the resistance. She was captured by the Gestapo and tortured for
four days straight. She died without saying a word. Emma, trapped in an unhappy marriage, continued to write in
her memory. One of her later diaries bears these devastating words: "In the end, I built my life from the
devastation of myself'.
Claudie Hunzinger was born in Alsace. She is a poet and artist. Elles vivaient d' espoir is her first novel.

Mégnin, Jean-Philippe: LA VOIE MARION
(Le Dilettante, August 2010, 160 pages)
German rights just sold to Hanser!!!
Endless love is a common dream… but can it ever be a reality? High in the mountains above Chamonix,
amid the ever-falling snow, a woman tries to answer that question.
Marion’s childhood in Annecy was peaceful: her parents had a solid marriage, and her life was
predictable and uneventful. Only summers in the mountains inspired her, gave a sense of who she could be. As
an adult, she attains her dream of living in her beloved mountain village of Chamonix, and yet she still feels that
her life is on hold. Then, one day, Pierre walks into the bookshop she opened and her life seems to begin. Pierre
is a true mountain man, a climber and guide for tourists. Gradually he draws Marion out of her safe world of
books and the valleys to join him on the unfamiliar pathways and ever-expanding horizons of the mountain
peaks.
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As he takes Marion on progressively more challenging climbs, their love expands and their relationship
solidifies. They marry and settle into the idyllic life that had been Marion’s dream. All they need, she thinks, is a
child to crown their happiness. But there is no child, no next generation. The previous generation, however,
suddenly reappears. Indeed years before, Pierre’s father, who was a mountain guide too, vanished. Now his
corpse is spit out at the foot of a melting glacier. Marion’s dream melts, too, exposing the faults of her childless
marriage. The man she chose, she realises, never bring her bliss as she once thought. Yet she is still attracted to
the beauty of the mountains. One day she climbs alone, abandons her dream of endless love, and gives herself to
the everlasting snow.
Short, concise, sharp as ice, LA VOIE MARION demonstrates in a simple but not simplistic novel that
there no such thing as eternal snow.
Jean-Philippe Mégnin teaches the history of science. LA VOIE MARION is his first novel.
“Premier roman simple et attachant qui se déroule sur fond de montagne.” Livres Hebdo

Olivier Meyer, Patrick: NEVROSPIRAL
(Calmann-Levy, August 2010, 256 pages)
Nevrospiral intertwines the stories of four borderline characters: Ian, a blondaholic; Samuel, an aging
rock-star; Richard, an aspiring serial-killer and Anita, a clinically unhappy, but delightfully sexy and smart
blonde. Each character has one foot firmly set on the ground and the other, dangerously hanging over the edge.
The title alludes not only to their troubled psyches but to a prescription drug they all have in common…
Ian, Richard, Anita and Samuel never meet. Their stories, however - in a blur of lipstick and despair,
hysteria and unbearable reverberation - bleed together like the colors of a lurid pinwheel as they try to make a
place for themselves in a world of increasing absurdity.
Patrick Olivier Meyer was born in California in 1969. Since the age of 17, he has written for a number
of magazines, including Rock & Folk, Le Parisien, 7 à Paris, Penthouse and Voici. He has interviewed a number
of celebrities including Benoît Poelvoorde, Paris Hilton, Romain Duris, Marilyn Manson, Marianne Faithfull,
Jean-Baptiste Mondino, Bret Easton Ellis, Vanessa Paradis and the band members of Metallica... He is also the
co-author of the screenplay of Barracuda, a feature film by Philippe Haïm, starring Jean Rochefort and
Guillaume Canet. Nevrospiral is his first novel.

Kerymer, Françoise: IL FAUT LAISSER LES CACTUS DANS LE PLACARD
(JC Lattès, October 2010, 350 pages)
Marie, the eldest sister, has found refuge in her happy family life with her musician husband, her
vintage bookstore and two daughters. Sheis the serious , responsible and intellectual member of the family.
The middle sibling, Anne, lives surrounded by nature at the foot of her lighthouse in Port Manech, on
the coastof Britanny. There, she sculpts, devours life and men, and obstinately waits for the magical moment
when her dreams will come true. The youngest, Lise, the mostsoltiary and fragile of the three, hopelessly
searches for a path that will lead her out of her melancholy and make her believe once again in happiness.
All three daughters havebecome distant from their cold and taciturn father. His death will force them to
face their past and try to understand this quiet man. In the process they will reevaluate their own lives, and
discover the freedom to choose to be whatever they desire.
Françoise Kerymer is a bookseller. She divides her time between Paris and Britanny. This is her first
novel.

De Clermont-Tonnerre, Adélaïde: FOURRURE
(Stock, January 2010, 576 pages)
Shortlisted for the Prix Goncourt du Premier roman!!
It is not until she walks past a newspaper kiosk in Nice that Ondine learns that her mother, the great
writer Zita Chalitzine, has committed suicide. She was found in a car, swathed in a magnificent white fur coat.
Zita, who spent her life generating scandal, is sticking to her reputation. Right up until her death she was still
making sure she was talked about: she’s accused of having merely leant her name to the books that made her
famous. Ondine does not want to know anything about this woman who was only a pale imitation of what a
mother should be and who never told her who her father was.
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Yet, when she is sorting through Zita’s belongings after the funeral, Ondine comes across her mother’s
last and unpublished book, her autobiography.
The reader is then taken full throttle into Zita’s extraordinary life. A poor child, brought up by her huge
mother Madame Lourdes who worked as a concierge. Taken in as a protégée of the family who owned the
building where she lived, she was introduced to high society and the easy life enjoyed by those who have funds,
culture and refinement. When she leaves school she achieves independence by becoming one of Madame
Claude’s “girls” and mistress to the great author Romain Kiev. She became the darling of Paris in the 1970s and
embodied that decade when everything was possible. Parties, drugs, Yves Saint-Laurent, beautiful cars… we
follow Zita on the whirlwind before it all goes wrong. But also as she falls and goes into decline. When you
climb so very high, you have a long, long way to fall.
Born the year of a historic drought, Adélaïde de Clermont-Tonnerre attended the prestigious école
normale supérieure teacher training college then worked in business banking in France and Mexico before
becoming a columnist for the culture section of Point de Vue. FUR is her first novel.
The Rights of FOURRURE shave already been sold to Mondadori (Italy) and Greece (Patakis).
“Tout Paris in the seventies (or in 2010?), literary mafia, family secrets, sex, betrayal, you won't take
your eyes off these silky and rough confessions where the talent of the beautiful Adélaïde explodes on every
page.” Marie Claire
“One doesn't read Fourrure, rather, one swallows it in one breath, like a glass of water in the desert of
autofiction. [.] FOURRURE is the essential winter 2010 accessory. And of future seasons. Great stories, as
beautiful clothes, will never go out of fashion.” Paris Match
“This fictional and abundant debut novel amazes. By mixing periods, narrators and stories, it opposes
to a terse and fashionable autofiction a garrulous, creative and iconoclastic imagination.” Le Figaro

Elisabeth Filhol: LA CENTRALE
(P.O.L, January 2010, 144 pages)
20,000 copies already sold in France!
Awarded the Prix France Culture/Télérama 2010
Shortlisted for the Prix RTL/Lire, the Prix des lecteurs de l’Express, Prix Lilas and Prix OuestFrance.
Working as a temp in nuclear power plants, Yann is daily exposed to dangerous radiations. His
assignments are three to five weeks long,, then he has to move to another site without any job security. Yann
started to work in nuclear power plants when he was fired from an automobile factory. With his friend Loïc, he
stepped into one of the numerous interim agencies that thrive near nuclear power plants. But Loïc soon realises
he can’t stand the pressure and dangers of the position. A couple of hours after arguing with Yann about this
decision, Loïc gets killed in a car accident. The story starts a few months after Loïc’s death. Yann was too
heavily irradiated, he “has had his fill” and can’t work for a year. He thinks about the dangers and precariousness
of these jobs. Nuclear energy employs 40,000 people in France. Half of them work as salaried employees of
subcontractors. They live in caravans or hotels, moving from one site to another wherever maintenance work is
needed, united by strong bonds of solidarity, but worn threadbare by months of precariousness and stress created
by a job in such a complex environment where danger is impalpable.
A social novel with political implications, LA CENTRALE is above all a real piece of literature. In this
Debut novel, Elisabeth Filhol shows great writing skills. In a precise, meticulous and refined style, she draws the
portraits of men who work in life-threatening conditions for many reasons: to make a living, but also out of taste
for danger.
Born in 1965, Elisabeth Filhol studied management at university before working in the industry sector.
LA CENTRALE is her first novel.
Rights sold to : Germany (Nautilus) – Offers from Italy
“Elisabeth Filhol décrit parfaitement un univers clos et inquiétant, des hommes qui évoluent avec
derrière eux le spectre de la catastrophe de Tchernobyl. A la fois glaçant et poétique, LA CENTRALE est
assurément l’un des plus singuliers débuts littéraires de récente mémoire.” Livres Hebdo
“Extrême précision documentaire et narration très incarnée: Elisabeth Filhol tient ces deux fils, les suit
l’un et l’autre, les croise et les tisse, pour former un tissu romanesque extrêmement original et convaincant.”
Télérama
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“LA CENTRALE est un premier roman et il est époustouflant… A 44 ans Elisabeth Filhol démontre
qu’elle est une écrivain, mais aussi qu’elle est plus préoccupée des hommes au labeur que de prospérité
économique. Son style tient dans une minutie extraordinaire...” Libération
“Roman social, LA CENTRALE captive et interpelle, traversée de bout en bout par une tension difficile
à apaiser, telle une cocotte-minute au bord de l’explosion.” La Croix
“On ne ressort pas indemne de LA CENTRALE.” Transfuges

Marin, Charlotte: APOCALIPSTICK
(XO Editions, March 29, 2010)
A hilarious and lively debut novel, with one cinematically paced comical scenario after another, laced
with real emotion and feeling.
An exceptional debut novel! Who is this blonde, climbing out the window barely clad in a sheet? Name:
Charlotte Malère. Age: A thirty years old. Profession: Film critic. Distinguishing feature: is prone to the most
unlikely mishaps Charlotte wakes up one morning, alone, handcuffed to the bed of her lover, Richard Bouvier,
the famous movie producer. So as to skip breakfast with the wife, she untangles herself, bolts into the street, and
into the car of a passing stranger. She grabs his coat and takes off…Only to come face to face with him five
hours later, as the sing shoulder to shoulder at a school fair. Could these be the first notes of a love story?
An eternal optimist, excessive and passionate, Charlotte is a little drop of madness that disrupts your life
in the most surprising of ways, which moves you, and, ultimately, speaks to you.
Charlotte Marin, comedian and singer, encountered Charlotte Malère, her wild alter ego, while
developing her one woman singing performance! The first part of a French singer’s tour, which includes her
songs, based on the same character as the book, was a huge success. You haven’t heard the last of the eccentric
tales of Charlotte…

NEW CONTEMPORARY TRENDS
Laroui, Fouad: UNE ANNÉE CHEZ LES FRANÇAIS
(Julliard, August 2010, 304 pages)
1969: The Americans land on the moon and Mehdi lands at the lycée Lyautey in Casablanca. One of
his earlier teachers was so impressed by his intelligence and ravenous reading that he managed to get Mehdi a
scholarship to the prestigious French school.
With his trademark sarcastic humor, Fouad Laroui recounts the cultural shock this young Moroccan
experiences as he discovers how the French live: these people who live in luxury, eat inedible food, speak
shamelessly, and show an incomprehensible fascination with him. Like LE PETIT CHOSE and LE PETIT
NICOLAS, Laroui has crafted a touching and comical story about a child propelled into a universe that is
opposite from everything he knows.
Fouad Laroui is an economist, literature professor at the University of Amsterdam, a novelist who
writes in French, a poet who writes in Dutch, a journalist and literary critic. With Julliard, he has published Les
DENTS DU TOPOGRAPHE, DE QUEL AMOUR BLESSÉ, MÉFIEZ-VOUS DES PARACHUTISTES, LA
FIN TRAGIQUE DE PHILOMÈNE TRALALA, TU N’AS RIEN COMPRIS À HASSAN II, LA FEMME LA
PLUS RICHE DE YORKSHIRE and LE JOUR OÙ MALIKA NE S’EST PAS MARIÉE.

Lalumière, Jean-Claude: LE FRONT RUSSE
(Le Dilettante, August 2010, 256 pages)
We all think we know what a grain of salt is, but it can have many facets. The one that suddenly jams
the smug, predictable diplomatic career of a civil servant, the hero of LE FRONT RUSSE, whose vision of
exoticism was shaped by meticulously reading the National Geographic, takes on the form of an attaché case. A
big, black, bony thing, a present from Mother. When he arrives to take on his new post, a department head trips
over it, causing a head wound and the hero’s sudden transfer to some remote part of the empire, the “Russian
Front”, the office of countries “under creation in Eastern Europe and Siberia.”
Using the diplomatic “office” (located in the neo-13th district, “a sort of deceptively high-tech
Broadway”) as his operations base, the fledging diplomat reveals an uncanny talent for lunar gaffes and
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organizing fiascos, each more hilarious than the last, which extend his exile on the “Russian Front”, amidst
Boutinot, his boss, Aline, an ephemeral mistress and a few outlandish colleagues. Our hero, frustrated by such a
limited horizon, (“I had the impression of being far without being somewhere else”), his bit of quay, the epitome
of his civil service career (“I live and nothing happens”). His closing words say it all: “The story of a life is
always a story about failure”. The book though, is a great success… Laughter guaranteed…
”Monsieur Lalumière [literally, Mr Light], you’re not very bright!” his Math teacher used to say.
Probably one of the reasons which pushed young Jean-Claude Lalumière to study literature, after which he did
odd jobs in a variety of fields, such as papermaking, sports, mushroom shipping, teaching, construction work,
radio and, of course, administration, all of which inspired him to write LE FRONT RUSSE.
“Un roman doux-amer à l’humour froid et décalé sur la mémoire et la transmission, moins léger qu’il
n’y paraît. Ca commence par du burlesque mais au fil des pages, le ton se fait plus sérieux avec un personnage
principal, apprenti-diplomate, gaffeur malgré lui, plongé dans une comédie à la Blake Edwards.» “Un livre dans
la poche », on France Inter radio station
“Un humour anglais corrosif qui ressemble au PETIT NICOLAS mais en plus espiègle. Lalumière crée
un univers burlesque, drôle, magnifique.» “Microfictions », on France Inter radio station
“LE FRONT RUSSE sort du lot par son humour ravageur. Il conte les mésaventures d’un jeune homme
qui, reçu au concours du ministère des Affaires étrangères, espère voyager, mais se retrouve dans un “placard”
parisien, LE FRONT RUSSE, voué aux pays en voie de création, section Europe de l’Est et Sibérie!” Famille
Chrétienne
“Jean-Claude Lalumière signe un drolatique roman d’apprentissage. (…) Doué pour le burlesque et les
situations absurdes, l’auteur sait aussi distiller des accents nostalgiques et désenchantés en revisitant l’enfance
de son personnage.” Le Figaro littéraire
“Hilarante satire de la bureaucratie (…) Le récit est porté par un style vigoureux, déjà formé, caractérisé
par un art du détail à l’anglo-saxonne. Mais ici l’humour cède la place à un certain désenchantement.” Le Nouvel
Observateur
“Le style est inespéré, drôle, aérien, décapant” Le Figaro magazine

Fohr, Daniel: PRIÈRE DE LAISSER SES ARMES À LA RÉCEPTION
(Robert Laffont, August 2010, 300 pages)
2-star hotels aren’t usually anything to write home about, or write anything about in general…unless
you’re Daniel Fohr and you have a penchant for dark humor. Fohr takes his wickedly funny writing to a whole
new level in his follow-up to 2007’s black comedy UN MORT PAR PAGE.
The new manager of a rather rundown hotel comes across some dubious accounting logs kept by the
hotel’s previous owners. For this man who is slightly hypochondriac and largely paranoid, this sets off a chain
of events as unseemly as they are catastrophic. He fears that the previous owner have a hit out on him, so
everyone who steps foot into the hotel becomes suspect.
Things get more out of hand when the narrator falls for Estelle, the waitress at the topless bar down the
street. Her ex becomes enraged seeing her with another. Between the furious ex and an imaginary hitmen, our
narrator has his hands full. Not to mention that he needs to be running his 2-star hotel with its quirky guests
amidst all of this madness. Asking them to leave their weapons at reception may not be enough to stay alive.
Daniel Fohr is now a creative director in advertising after having once worked as a journalist in
Venezuela (Maracaibo). He likes British rock and motorcycles.
Praise for UN MORT PART PAGE:
“With humor and a bit of playful cunning, this ad exec has fun parodying the formulaic mystery novel.
This is a writer to watch very closely.” Le Figaro

Aurousseau, Nan: QUAND LE MAL EST FAIT
(Stock, March 2010, 240 pages)
Marcel Tous has a meeting in office 44 in a tower block belonging to a multi-risk insurance company.
He needs to pick up some keys there. His brain is fogged up with alcohol, and full of dark thoughts. Everything
has been going badly since he retired, particularly with his wife who can no longer bear him.
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While looking for this wretched office, Marcel Tous quickly ends up in the building's basement. Is the
alcohol suddenly giving him hallucinations;> Why is there a man in long gloves and a grey overall pushing a
trolley with a body covered in a sheet on it;> Why were two old security guards waiting for him so menacingly;
How and when will this nightmare end;> The descent into hell has already begun for Marcel Tous, and it will
only have an outcome when he resolves the enigma of a thousand questions, none of which remain unanswered.
Born in 1951, Nan Aurousseau spent all of his childhood in the Twentieth Arrondissement of Paris.
Stock has also published his BLEU DE CHAUFFE (2005), a first novel that attracted considerable press
attention, OU MEME AUTEUR (2007) and LE CIEL SUR LA TETE (2009).
Foreign rights: under option in Italy

Blais, Marie-Claire: MAI AU BAL DES PREDATEURS
(Boréal, May 2010, 328 pages)
Every evening when night falls at theSaloon, a gang of boys morphs into heavnly creatures. They slip
on colourful dresses and outrageous wigs. Utterly transformed, they sashay onto the stage to put on a show- an
orgy of singing and dancing. It’s the same every night, a carnival, a celebration of freedom and transgression.
Their show is an open-armed welcome to all- the excluded and the rejected. They also welcome all insults and
injuries- and wither them with scorn and mockery. They are at once male and female, free and shackled,
embodying humankind as a whole.
In her new and poignantly lyrical novel, Marie-Claire Blais creates an unforgettable portrait of fanciful
beings who play to perfectionthe drama of joyfulness and tragedy of happiness night after night.
Maire-Claire Blais was born in Quebec City in 1939. She has been acclaimed as one of the greatest
writers of her generation. A prolific writer, she has been awarded many times, including by the Prix Médicis,
Prix de l’Union Latine. She has also won the Governor’s General Literary award on many occasions.
Foreign rights sold to : Canada/USA (House of Anansi) and France (Le Seuil)
“At the end of the book, you feel you’ve been to a strange and passionate place. You feel as if the
modern world has rushed in like a stiff, cool, breeze, refreshing, yet also unsettling.” Le Devoir
“An extraordinary novel. A majestic fresco of unwavering power, showcasing the author’s vision of
humankind, lucid,potent, compassionaten and full of tenderness for all the women and men who live in this
chaotic age of ours.” Radio Canada

Boukhobza, Chochana: LE TROISIEME JOUR
(Denoël, August 2010, 400 pages)
1990. Elisheva, a world-famous musician, and Rachel, her cellist student, fly out from New York for a
concert in Jerusalem. Whilst Rachel reunites with her family, her friends and a long-lost love, Elisheva gets
ready forery secret endeavour. she meets with Daniel, a Nazi hunter, and with Carlos, who works for the
Vatican.
A concentration camp survivor, Elisheva finds her strength in music and anger, and talks both men into
joining her on her quest. In this forever shifting chessboard that is Jerusalem, two stories intertwine, a wandering
one that conjures up the wounds of childhood and a bygone love, and another one brimming with a promise
made to the dead. In this novel in which every character gives their own vision of the truth, Chochana
Boukhobza weaves a three-day-long breathtaking adventure in which Jerusalem, its perfumes and its blinding
light play a central part.
A novel burning with fever, both full of love and anger.
Chochana Boukhobza was awarded the Méditerranée Prize in 1986 for UN ETE A JERUSALEM. She
is also the author of LE CRI (Balland, 1987) and SOUS LES ETOILES (Seuil, 2002).
Foreign rights sold to: Italy (Einaudi) and UK (MacLehose Press)
“Alliant romanesque, politique et histoire, ce roman envoûtant est à compter parmi ceux qui laissent
des traces indélébiles.” Lire
“Par la grâce de la narration, rapide, précise, sensuelle, on pleure et rit avec Rachel, on prie pour
Elisheva, et on rêve dans cette Jéusalem dont on arpente les ruelles et respire les senteurs au détour de chaque
page.” L’Express
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“Trois jours, trois personnages, trois chants, et la force du destin dans une ville trois fois sainte qui est
peut-être le personnage principal du livre.” Livres Hebdo
“Accompagnée de Bach, de Schubert et de Fauré, Chochana Boukhobza compose le plus beau des
cantiques : celui des exilés.” Le Monde des Livres
“Entre la blessure d’un amour jamais oublié et la traque mortelle d’un criminel nazi, le déroulement
angoissant de cette histoire est dominé par la présence admirablement restituée de Jérusalem, avec ses rues
étroites et encombrées, ses dangers, ses parfums et sa lumière.” Télé Z
“Enthousiasmant. Une seule envie: le faire lire autour de soi.” Ouest France

Provost, Martin: BIFSTECK
(Phébus, August 2010, 128 pages)
The Plomeurs from Quimper are butchers from father to son. As soon as he reaches puberty, in the
midst of World War I, André, the only son of André and Fernande, develops the knack of making flesh sing…
And not just any flesh: the flesh of the many women who stand on line at Plomeur’s Butchers, hoping to get a
taste of ultimate pleasure. André has cheerfully and skillfully taken on the marital duties of the men at the front,
but then the Armistice comes along, and the husbands start to come back home. One morning, in front of the
butcher shop, André finds a basket with a baby inside. Then another, and another and another. From one day to
the next, André has seven children and a jealous husband out to get him. In order to protect his flesh and blood,
with whom he falls infinitely in love, he decides to take to the seas and head off to distant America. Along the
way, the noisy tribe washes up on a desert island…
A droll and truculent world., a fable-like tale of self-discovery and lineage, a short novel enhanced by
the sensuality of the writing and the depth of Martin Provost’s observations.
Martin Provost, filmmaker and novelist, has made three feature films, including Séraphine, a critical
and commercial success, and winner of 7 Césars in 2009. BIFSTECK is his third novel, after AIME-MOI VITE
(Flammarion) and LÉGER, HUMAIN, PARDONNABLE (Le Seuil), shortlisted for the 2008 Prix Fémina.
“On découvre avec plaisi une écriture alerte, précise et gourmande, c’est-à-dire sobre, car les vrais
gourmands détestent l’excès.” Livres Hebdo
“Cette fable tendre, gaiement enlevée et fraîche comme les embruns d’été, nous emporte, au fil des flots
et de l’humour, jusqu ‘aux portes de l’absurde et se savoure sans modération.” Page

Gourio, Jean-Marie: UN CAFÉ SUR LA LUNE
(Robert Laffont, January 2011, appr. 200 pages)
You can bet on the fact that in one or two centuries a million human beings will inhabit the moon. Rich
in rare minerals, precious stones and other unexpected treasures, this gloomy satellite will attract all adventurers,
the poverty-stricken and the raving lunatics that ordinary people can’t tolerate. And one day, as it always
happens whenever and wherever humans gather, someone will have the idea to open a bistro.
This amazingly original novel tells the story of this famous inaugural day, the opening of the first lunar
café, and the extravagant night that follows. The owners, Bob the Irish and his wife Tin Tao, want the event to be
unforgettable. That will not be a problem.
Jean-Marie Gourio is most famous for his bestselling Brèves de comptoir, with over 500,000 copies
sold. But he has also show that he is a powerful, lyrical and learned novelist with CHUT! (1998), L’EAU DES
FLEURS (1999), Apnée (2004), and ALICE DANS LES LIVRES (2006).

Roger, Marie-Sabine: VIVEMENT L’AVENIR
(Le Rouergue, August 2010, 302 pages)
Alex is an overgrown tomboy, with body piercings and a job at an egg factory. She rents a room to
Marlène and Bernard, who have taken in Bernard’s brother, Gérard. Marlène dreams of abandoning Gérard, who
is weak and mentally deficient, can barely speak and is unable to fend for himself. A strange bond will grow
between Alex and Gérard: Alex likes Gérard, and he trusts her implicitly because she is the only one who
doesn’t treat him like a freak. Going for a walk, they run into Cédric and Olivier, two bored losers. It hardly
seems like a situation ripe with prospects, but the foursome soon decides to hop a red sidecar and head south
together. They will stay with a friend who is running an organic farm.
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Affectionate and optimistic, VIVEMENT L’AVENIR takes the reader on a feel-good, utopian
adventure. Realistic, generous and entertaining it is sure to appeal to a wide range of readers.
Born in 1957, Marie-Sabine Roger is a well-known children’s writer. She has also written several works
of fiction for adults, including UN SIMPLE VIOL (2004, Grasset). In 2008, she met with success with LA TÊTE
EN FRICHE, which sold over 40,000 copies. Rights were sold to Germany (Hoffman und Campe), Italy (Ponte
alle Grazie), Norway (Pax), and Spain (Duomo Ediciones). A film adaptation is currently in theatres and is on
course to reach the million mark at the box office.
Rights sold to: Norway (Pax), Allemagne (Hoffmann&Campe), Italie (Ponte)
“Marie-Sabine Roger a bien dosé tendresse et férocité… Il est difficile de ne pas s’attacher aux
personnages, pittoresques et très réussis de cette sympathique comédie douce-amère de crise.” Lire
“Marie-Sabine Roger signe un livre hors norme, généreux et lumineux.” Le Monde des livres
“Ni glauque, ni triste, le nouveau roman de Marie-Sabine Roger est chaleureux, juste, drôle. Savourez
son irrésistible sens de la formule” Page

Sthers, Amanda: LIBERACE
(Plon, October 2010, 126 pages)
His name is not well-known in Europe, but Liberace was a star in America. A virtuoso pianist, he was
one of the first to have popularized classical music, playing Las Vegas and presenting his own television show to
huge audiences. Before the wonder-struck eyes of old maids from Milwaukee who trembled at his every gesture,
he stepped out of his limo, clad in spangles and mink, and played a furious boogie woogie. How could they not
realize that this big softy in sparkly shorts was gay? Had they known that he had the face of his lover, Scott
Thorson, thirty years his junior, done over to resemble his own when he was young! A portrait of Dorian Gray in
flesh and blood? The myth of Narcissus incarnate? Making love to his own image? Searching for his long ago
stillborn twin?
Sthers invites Liberace to lie down on the couch and delves into the brilliant and little-known character
of this virtuoso pianist, king of the show. More a novel than a biography, this book reveals a great deal about the
author as well.
Amanda Sthers is the author of several novels (MA PLACE SUR LA PHOTO, 2004, CHICKEN
STREET, 2005, MADELEINE, 2007, KEITH ME, 2008, LES TERRES SAINTES, 2010) and plays (LE
VIEUX JUIF BLONDE, 2006, THALASSO, 2007). She has also directed a film, JE VAIS TE MANQUER,
released in 2009.

Confiant, Raphaël: LA JARRE D’OR
(Mercure de France, September 2010, 280 pages)
Augustin Valbon is an unsuccessful author living in Martinique. One day, he comes across an urn with a
long history. In the times of slavery in the West Indies, the rich planters fearing Negro revolts used to bury their
fortune in secret hiding places. The slave who had dug the hole was immediately executed and buried near the
treasure. Some of these urns were found decades later. In the 50's-60's it was rumored that one such urn
contained books, and amongst these, a mysterious Treaty of the ninety powers of the dead. To possess this book
was to gain eternal life... Is this the book found in the unearthed urn? Can this discovery be for real? Is it a
miracle or a mirage...?
Raphaël Confiant was born in Martinique. He is the author of several Creole novels, amongst which LE
MEURTRE DU SAMEDI-GLORIA (1997) who won the RFO Prize.

Lang, Luc: ESPRIT CHIEN
(Stock, February 2010, 272 pages)
Nothing. There won't be a spa and certainly not a casino springing up on the Buzzati's land. Dante
Buzzati won't be diddled. This family property in Neuilly-sur-Seine was won by his father Ettore with the sweat
of his brow and brilliance with dogs.
Sadly, there is one problem for Dante's great plans: women. So when a manipulative, icy beauty called
Anne-Laure Chinon moves in next door, his furious defence of his family inheritance takes a bit of a knock.
An ambiguous relationship evolves between this son of a one-armed labourer and his smart semidetached neighbour, by turns cordial, intimate and professional. Even though Dante has abandoned plans to
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pursue his father's search for canine psychology, much to his beloved daughter's exasperation he now launches
himself into a project orchestrated by his flamboyant neighbour: a workshop sought-after by anyone who's
anyone in Neuilly, and dedicated exclusively to man's best friend, a centre for absurd holistico-mystical experiments in which master and dog become one. A non-profit making organisation ... heading straight for financial
disaster.
A funny, dark, tongue-in-cheek novel, bringing a canine mirror up to our contemporary world with all
its cruelty, intrigue, cynicism and mercilessness; a place where people go into raptures about their own vacuity.
On every level, this book explores our relationship with animals and the ways in which we perceive animality.
DOG DAYS is Luc Lang's seventh novel. His previous books include MILLE SIX CENTS VENTRES
(Prix Goncourt des Lyceens, 1998) and LA FIN DES PAYSAGES (2006) He has also written a collection of
short stories, CRUEIS, 13, published by Stock in 2008.
Foreign rights: under option in: Italy

Dongala, Emmanuel: PHOTO DE GROUPE AU BORD DU FLEUVE
(Actes Sud, April 2010, 326 pages)
Rights sold to: Germany (Peter Hammer Verlag)
When Méréana wakes up this morning she knows the day ahead will not be like other days. There are
fifteen of them, all women, breaking up blocks of stone in a quarry beside a river in Africa. They have just been
told that the price of gravel has risen sharply because an airport it being built nearby, and have decided that each
load they hand over to the middleman should cost more now. Méréana is the spokeswoman in their negotiations.
At stake in what soon becomes a battle is not just money and its ability to transform dreams into real plans –
going back to school, starting up a business, looking after the family… These lives are blighted by poverty, war,
sexual and domestic violence, and oppression at work and at home, but the “stonebreakers” discover a collective
strength and find new grounds for hope. Today will not be like other days, definitely not, and those to come
could well turn all their lives upside down, if not actually change the world.
With its abrasive description of power struggles in a contemporary Africa stripped of all exoticism,
PHOTO DE GROUPE AU BORD DU FLEUVE is quite at home in the fine tradition of social and humanist
novels, with the bonus of humour.
Born in 1941, Emmanuel Dongala left the Congo at the outbreak of civil war in 1997. He currently lives
in the United States where he teaches chemistry and Francophone African literature at Bard College at Simon’s
Rock. His books have been translated into a dozen languages and his novel JOHNNY CHIEN MÉCHANT (Le
Serpent à plumes, 2002) was adapted for the screen by Jean-Stéphane Sauvaire under the title Johnny Mad Dog.
“Une épopée entre rire et sanglots.” Lire
“Un roman féministe haletant.” L’Intelligent
“Un roman lumineux éclairant d’optimisme et d’humour une Afrique où l’avenir politique et social de
la femme est souvent illusoire.” Afrique Education

Tadjo, Véronique: LOIN DE MON PÈRE
(Actes Sud, May 2010, 160 pages)
Nina, a young woman of mixed race, goes back to Côte d’Ivoire where her father has just died.
Confronted to the family, relatives and friends, she feels very lonely. She no longer understands the country she
left long ago, with its nebulous rules and customs, but nonetheless, she has to find the appropriate attitude, the
right tone to face everybody’s behaviour, pettiness and jealousy. As she undertakes to organize the funerals, a
stranger – a woman – comes to her claiming the inheritance of her son. She reveals that the beloved father had a
secret life and raises questions as for women’s real power in a polygamous society.
Véronique Tadjone proceeds with her investigation on today’s Africa, between tradition and political
abuses, individual fates and an ancestral culture.
Véronique Tadjo lives in South Africa and has written several novels and collections of poems as well
as books for children. With Actes Sud, she has published L'OMBRA D'IMANA (2000) and REINE POKOU
(2005).
“Le beau récit d’un double deuil”. La Vie
“Limpide et attachant.” Le Temps
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“A travers le portrait d’une femme attachante, Véronique Tadjo nous fait aussi découvrir un pays antre
rituels et modernisme.” Version Femina

Tchoungui, Elizabeth: BAMAKO CLIMAX
(Plon, August 2010, 408 pages)
Elliott is a senior executive in Paris. French of West Indian origin, born in Africa, he is the victim of the
social glass ceiling, but also of his own mental prison. Ready to do anything to succeed in a society where the
elite remains white, he falls in love with Eléonore, the perfect French girl, offspring of an illustrious industrial
dynasty.
Elio is Italian. His mother is Catholic, his late father Jewish. He consciously delapidates the family’s
capital in Woody Allen DVDs and trips to Jerusalem, wallowing in his despair at not being completely Jewish in
the ghetto of Rome. How can one exist with a split identity? And all the while, time is passing, and he’s doing
nothing. But sheer chance places Elliot and Elio on the path of the same woman, Céleste. An Afro-European, she
embodies the sum of their origins; she is their destiny. Both of them love her and ultimately leave her, for she
reflects the inescapable flaw in each one’s identity. The day both Elliott and Elio realize the opportunity for
fulfillment she represents to each, Céleste disappears. Separately, each one goes off to find her, but where to
look?
Characters in search of their identity, Eliott, who is black, and Elio, who is Jewish, set off for Africa to
find the woman they both love. But Africa is huge.
Elizabeth Tchoungui is Franco-Cameroonian. She is a journalist and program host on French television.
Her first novel, JE VOUS SOUHAITE LA PLUIE, was short-listed for the Prix Carrefour-Savoirs and has sold
over 8,000 copies. She lives in Paris.
“Un roman parfois cru, mais teinté de mystères sur fond de crise identitaire. Tchoungui mêle
habilement legends africaines et roman engagé. Touchant et sans frontière.” Terra Femina
“Une belle histoire d’amour et d’aventures entre la France et l’Afrique, qui porte un message de
tolerance.” Télé 7 jours

Vasseur, Flore: COMMENT J’AI LIQUIDÉ LE MONDE
(Les Équateurs/Agence Hoffman, March 2010, 316 pages)
Pierre, an insignificant plumber’s son in Clermont-Ferrand, has sought refuge from his desperate
childhood in the world of Mathematics. Scholarship student, polytechnicien and king of “ quants”in a famous
French bank, he creates systemic calculation programs, making billions. It will take his daughter’s anorexia, his
father’s death, the 11th of september, meeting a funny and loving prostitute for him to progressively open his
eyes and see the man he has become. Or, is it a man? A human being?
A formidable septuagenarian woman, head of “ Bilderberg”-a secret government whose aim was to
organise and ensure America’s domination over the Earth- invites him to New York. Death and failure now part
of her life, her sole goal is to save humanity one last time. There will be no successors to the American Empire –
and above all not China. Not if the ultimate terrorist act, that she is planning and of which Pierre is a part of,
succeeds. Pierre has been chosen for he is a useful tool in this fight and, desperate to return to his previous
lifestyle, he is capable of anything.
After her book UNE FILLE DANS LA VILLE (Les Équateurs, 2006), Flore Vasseur in a charming but
critical view carries out an autopsy on the financial world and its aspects. The book’s gripping and realistic
scenario is a chronic of what could be our future as well as what could be capitalism’s next step.
“Son second roman est une charge féroce contre ceux qui considèrent l’existence comme une partie de
monopoly.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“Par sa vision conspirationniste, paranoïaque, ludique et cependant ancrée dans le réel, l’art et la
manière de Flore Vasseur évoquent certains romans de Jérôme Leroy. (…) Chapeau.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“On peut le parier en toute confiance: le roman de Flore Vasseur devrait connaître un succès
semblable à ceux de MONEY de Sulitzer ou de 99 FRANCS de Beigbeder.” Livres Hebdo
“Flore Vasseur serait-elle la petite sœur française de Bret Easton Ellis ?” Culture
“On pense à Tom Wolves et à son BÛCHER DES VANITÉS. A Bret Easton Ellis et à son monde peuplé
de néo-yuppies. A Douglas Coupland et à SA GÉNÉRATION X.” Le Monde 2
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Pia Petersen: UNE LIVRE DE CHAIR
(Actes Sud, february 2010, 400 pages)
An ordinary poker game in an apartment near Time Square – until Freddy and his henchman burst in,
demanding payment of a debt. A novel about money. Even economists don’t really understand the economy; yet
it hovers over our heads like a vaguely threatening cloud, ruling the world. Impressed by it, we submit to it. The
less we understand, the more we obey. This novel explores the radical change of paradigm that has occurred in
life: the foundation of our self-perception is no longer human, but economical. We no longer assign a value to
money; money assigns a value to us. What’s more, the economy has a voracious appetite; it devours us ounce by
ounce, turning us into useless, unproductive creatures. But a useless person costs too much to maintain
nowadays. So the question is: what should we do with all those surplus human beings? Liquidate them, the way,
the way we liquidate a debt? So how much is a pound of flesh worth nowadays anyway?
Danish-born Pia Petersen shares her time between Paris and Marseille. She has written five novels: LE
JEU DE LA FACILITÉ (Autres temps, 2002) and for Actes Sud, PARFOIS IL DISCUTAIT AVEC DIEU
(2004), UNE FENÊTRE AU HASARD (2005 et Babel n° 999), PASSER LE PONT (2007) and IOURI (2008).
“L’atmosphère morbide de ce huis clos n’est pas dénuée d’une certaine poésie noire (…)” Le
Magazine Littéraire
“Roman d’une métaphysique jamais écrite de l’argent qui se déploie finalement comme une Vanité,
UNE LIVRE DE CHAIR est une incontestable réussite.” Le Monde des Livres

HISTORICAL NOVEL
Thibaux, Jean-Michel & Alix Coppier, Martine: LE TRÉSOR DE LA NORE
(Place des Editeurs, August 2010, 440 pages)
A breathtaking adventure novel based on true fact in the vein of the DA VINCI CODE
1892, Julien Fabregues dreams of finding the lost treasure of the Burgondes. But he is not the only one,
ruthless members of a secret society are looking for it as well. When they kill his servant, Julien flees to the
Savoie. There he discovers a land where superstition is rife and the terrifying witch of the Nore.
He finds love and tries to rebuild his life and escape his enemies. Until the fateful day of June 28,
1892…
Jean-Michel Thibaux is a prolific writer of adventure novels. His most notable success, LE SECRET
DE L’ABBÉ SAUNIÈRE was translated into many languages.
Martine Alix Coppier is a writer whose passion for the occult can often be found in her novels.

Sardou, Romain: AMERICA
(Editions XO, 2010-2011)
Historical novel in 3 volumes
Volume 1, THE THIRTEENTH COLONY, September 20, 2010
From the birth of the thirteen colonies to the present day,a merciless hatred grows between two
families… A ruthless vendetta with a dazzling historical perspective
The year is 1691. A vessel is making its escape from the coast of Ireland, which has fallen into English
hands. Onboard, are Harry and Lilly Bateman. He is the son of a prostitute, she is an illegitimate child born into
a noble family. Married against their will, they are shipped off to the far off lands of America. Barely grown out
of adolescence, they hardly know each other, they do not know what they will find at their destination; they have
to build their lives from the ground up.
They discover a newborn America, a land somewhere between Heaven and Hell, where Europeans are
parceling out the immense, virgin territories between themselves, building forts, towns and cities, pushing Indian
tribes to the brink of destruction.
Harry and Lilly, industrious visionaries both, encounter in the new colony of New York, a rich and
devious Englishman, Augustus Muir, who seeks to destroy them. Hatred blooms between the Batemans and the
Muirs, an age-long hatred which will inspire the darkest desires for revenge in the generations to come.
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In this new fast paced trilogy, Roman Sardou explores the history of a vast land built by simple men,
farmers, adventurers and craftsmen. Year after year we follow Muirs and Batemans on their adventures, faced
with trials and tribulations, love and loss, as a major historical event unfolds before our very eyes: the birth of
America!
Born in 1974 of a long line of artists, singers, actors, writers, Romain Sardou developed a passion at an
early young age for opera, theatre and literature. He left the lycée in the year before graduation with the firm
intention of becoming a playwright and followed theatre classes for three years in order to better understand the
mechanics involved in the art of stage craft and at the same time heread voraciously the works of historians.
After living 2 years in Los Angeles, where he wrote scripts for children, he came back to France and wrote a
very successful first novel Forgive us our Sins followed by other successful medieval thrillers The Spark of God
and Deliver us from Evil. He also published Christmas tales, a contemporanean thriller No One Will Get Away as
well as a philosophical novel Leave Rome or Die, all of them published by XO, translated into 21 languages.
Romain Sardou is married and has 3 children. Russian rights are under option with Family Leisure Club/Hemiro.
“Romain Sardou is a skilled weaver of intrigue, who can pull plot twist after plot twist out of his hat.”
Le Point
“This self-taught erudite, who left school without a diploma, surprises and amazes.” Le Figaro

Jacq, Christian: ET L’EGYPTE S’ÉVEILLA
Tome 1 : LA GUERRE DES CLANS
Historical novel in 3 volumes
Editions XO, October 11, 2010
Partial English translation of Volume 1 available
Between history and mythology, this stunning trilogy explores the mystery of the Zero Dynasty which
gave birth to the Egyptian civilisation. Christian Jacq reveals the mystery of the Zero Dynasty: how a country of
two lands, plunged into chaos, gave rise to the Egypt of the pharaohs, birthplace of an ageless civilisation...
3500 BC: Egypt is being torn apart by several warring clans. In the Northern swamps, young Narmer's
village is under attack. All the inhabitants have been massacred, the Seashell clan has been annihilated.
Saved at the last moment by a young seer, who is savagely murdered, Narmer swears revenge and leaves for
unknown lands. But first, he must cross the valley of Hindrances, from which no human has ever emerged
alive...
The Ancestor, messenger from the gods, assigns him seven obstacles to overcome before building a new
world. On his way, Narmer meets a warrior, who is as seductive as he is pitiless: Scorpio. He finds himself in the
midst of the war between the clans, between the North and the South, between the strentgh of the Ox, the
madness of the Eland, the Crocodile's ruse, the Lion's ambition, the Jackal's mystery...
Christian Jacq, renowned the world over for his knowledge as an egyptologist and his talent as a writer
has written a new trilogy of novels in the same vein as his hugely successful series: Ramses, The Stone of Light,
The Queen of Freedom… His books have sold more than 27 million copies in the world and have been translated
into 30 languages.
“The writer's alert style, his knowledge as an egyptologist, proven repeatedly throughout his work,
guarantee the reader the discover of an unknown - or little known if not controversial - aspect of the fascinating
Egypt, which the author passionately examines.” Imhotep

Gallo, Max: JÉSUS, L’HOMME QUI ÉTAIT DIEU
(Editions XO, October 2010, appr. 350 pages)
All Max Gallo's powers of bringing a story and all its subtleties to life were needed to tell the tale of one
of the greatest mysteries of the world: Jesus, man or God, God and man... At the foot of the cross, Flavius,
Roman centurion charged with carrying out the sentence, watches Jesus agonise in silence. Amidst the cries of
hatred, mockeries of some, prayers of others, when the convict dies and lightning splits the sky, a question
gnaws at him: what if this man was really son of God? Charged by Pontius Pilate with watching over the "eleven
crazy men and several women" who called themselves Jesus' disciples, he follows the path of the man who was
God, taking us on the brief yet intense journey that were the thirty three years of his existence.
Max Gallo has always been at the forefront of a career as a novelist, essay writer and historian. With a
degree in History, a PhD in Literature, and having taught for a long time, he is the author of many novels and
biographies. He was elected to be part of the Académie Française in 2007. He has published through XO
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Editions the trilogy BLEU BLANC ROUGE, as well as the biographies of Victor Hugo, Julius Caesar and Louis
XIV which have been hugely successful. His last two essays published at XO Editions - FRENCH
REVOLUTION, #1 on the bestseller lists and 1940, FROM ABYSS TO HOPE - have been huge bestsellers.
Previous works by Max Gallo at XO Editions have been translated into 14 languages.
"Gallo is a wonderful storyteller of History." L’Express about Révolution Française
"A lively style and an acute sense of the historical dramatization." La Nouvelle Revue d’Histoire about
Revolution Française
"Gallo takes our breath away." Pleine Vie about 1940
"Page after page, the reader trembles, and quivers. As if we were there…" Le Figaro Littéraire about
1940

Mourad, Kenizé: DANS LA VILLE D’OR ET D’ARGENT
(Robert Laffont, October 2010, 392 pages)
Nearly 25 years after the international bestselling De la part de la princesse morte (over 1 million
copies sold in France, translated into 30 languages), Kenizé Mourad offers a new epic and passionate novel
about an exceptional woman during an extraordinary moment in history.
Almost an entire century before India gained its independence from Britain, one woman – Begum
Hazrat Mahal – dares to stand up to the all-powerful British Empire. She does so in 1856, after the British
decided to annex the immensely wealthy state of Awadh, and its King, Wajid Ali Shah, left never to return.
As the King’s fourth wife and mother to his son, Hazrat Mahal leads the people’s uprising against the
British’s unwelcome presence. Along side the loyal rajah Jai Lal and with the help of the Cipay, the Indian
soldiers who were members of the British army now rallied to her cause, Hazrat Mahal embodies the resistance
movement for two years. Her wisdom, integrity and courage allow this once orphan, now queen to lead India on
its first step towards independence.
Kenizé Mourad is the daughter of an Ottoman princess and an Indian rajah. In addition to DE LA PART
DE LA PRINCESSE MORTE (1987), which tells her family’s story, she wrote LE PARFUM DE NOTRE
TERRE (2003), a non-fiction work devoted to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.
Foreign rights sold: Germany (Blanvalet), Spain (Espasa Calpa), Catalonia (Edicions 62), Turkey
(Alfa/Everest)
“Kenizé Mourad has an exceptional sense of historic reconstitution, sustained by her years as a
journalist. Moreover, she has the deft talent of a novelist and a vision of the world. […] From her ancestors,
Kenizé Mourad inherited the art of conquering hearts.” Le Nouvel Observateur

Courtillé, Anne: LA TENTATION D’ISABEAU
(Calmann-Levy, August 2010, 366 pages)
Love, family feud and the plague: the adventures of a female painter in medieval France.
Chaise-Dieu, Auvergne in the 14th century. Clement VI, pope in Avignon, has decided to build a new
abbey-church at the Chaise-Dieu monastery where he intends to be buried. For Isabeau, a public letter-writer and
talented painter, the construction of the church is a unique opportunity. Hired as an assistant to the appointed
church painter, she soon gives in to the charms of another apprentice, the handsome Paolo, at the risk of making
her lover Gilles jealous. Paolo, it turns out, is not the picture of innocence, however. Indeed, two men come to
Chaise-Dieu one day to take him to Avignon and force him to marry a woman he has dishonored. Unbeknown to
them, they are carrying in their bags two rats infected with the plague that has broken out in the Papal Palace...
Art historian and scholar of the Middle Ages, Anne Courtillé teaches art history at the University
Blaise-Pascal in Clermont-Ferrand. She has written numerous novels set in the Middle Ages including LES
DAMES DE CLERMONT, lauded by the renowned medievalist Régine Pernoud.

Dédéyan, Marina: LES VIKINGS DE NOVGOROD
(Flammarion, March 2010, 400 pages)
This book is supported and approved by the France-Russia association.
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Around the year 860 A.D., the Viking chief Rourik embarks with his brothers for Novgorod. What are
his real motivations? How will he foil the plots being hatched in the dark corners of the Kremlin? Whose
purpose does it serve to revive the hatred between the Slavs and the Scandinavians? Why does Oumila, the
daughter of the reigning prince, persist in seeing Rourik as an enemy? Will she listen to the wise advice of
Viedma the witch? How will the prophecy that weighs upon her be accomplished? Sacred Mother Earth is the
stage for a tumultuous love story between a Slav and a Viking, that will give birth to Russia.
Winner of the Prix Marie-Claire du Futur Ecrivain in 2003, Marina Dedeyan is the author of MOI,
CONSTANCE, PRINCESSE D'ANTIOCHE, published by Stock in 2005, and L'AIGLE DE
CONSTANTINOPLE, published by Flammarion in 2008. In this third novel LES VIKINGS DE NOVGOROD,
she once again deals with the theme of the meeting of peoples. Beyond the cultural heritage transmitted by her
Russian forbears, she plunges into the origins of myths and traditions of early Russia.

Cobert, Harold: L’ENTREVUE DE SAINT-CLOUD
(Héloïse d’Ormesson, September 2010, 120 pages)
On July 3, 1790, the French monarchy is endangered and France’s future uncertain, Marie-Antoinette
agrees to meet Mirabeau for a secret interview at Saint-Cloud. Will those few hours be enough for the libertine
Count to overwhelm history’s fate? Paradoxically enough, one thought animates him, chosen by the people : to
save the royal power. Using all his eloquence, will the incredibly gifted speaker convince the Queen to be his
ally? A duel between two worlds, this novel brilliantly illustrates the fragility of collective destinies.
Born in Bordeaux in 1974, Harold Cobert wrote his thesis and an essay on Mirabeau. He has written
two other novels, among them UN HIVER AVEC BAUDELAIRE (2009) which was warmly received. He also
writes plays, TV and movie screenplays.
“Harold Cobert a redonné vie à Mirabeau et à Marie-Antoinette, lui donnant une profondeur politique
et une densité psychologique. Qu’elle n’avait peut-être pas. Cela donne au drame qui se déroule sous nos yeux
encore plus d’intérêt.” Livres Hebdo
“Un discours qui aurait pu renverser le sens de l’Histoire. L’issue de ce règne est bien connu de tous,
mais l’on se prend à rêver que tout aurait pu être différent. Une histoire à en perdre la tête !”Page

Duneton, Claude: LE MONUMENT
(Belfond, October 2010, 500 pages)
1964. A small village in the countryside of France is honouring the memory of its dead in the Great
War. Far from being reverent, Claude’s father rages againstthe abomination of war. 40 years later, Claude
decides to go in search of the stories of these 27 men whose names are inscribed on the memorial. These young
men were totally unprepared for the horros of war and life in the trenches but displayed an amazing camaraderie.
Claude Duneton was a teacher and an actor before writing. He is also a journalist for le Figaro
Littéraire.

Cohen Hadria, Victor: LES TROIS SAISONS DE LA RAGE
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 458 pages)
In 1859, army doctor Major Rochambaud, accompanying Napoleon III’s troops in their Italian
campaigns, corresponds with the country doctor of a village in Normandy, Dr. Le Cœur. Via their letters, a
soldier Délicieux communicates with his family of poor illiterate peasants. But Délicieux, to the disappointment
of his mentor, turns out to be more devious than he appeared…
What follows is the journal of Dr. Jean-Baptiste Le Cœur, a widower with three adult children. This
medical practitioner is a good-living humanist, with a soft spot for pretty ladies.
Through the letters and diary, it is XIXth-Century France that is brilliantly reborn by Victor Cohen
Hadria. A country stuck between ancient times and modernity, where medicine is taking a major shift, only
hindered by popular superstitions, where the doctor is trusted, but on an equal footing with the priest and the
bonesetter, and where sex and its aftermaths are a matter of concern for everyone, whether to procreate, or as a
libertine entertainment. A fascinating read, whose pure, naturalistic style is utterly refreshing. Cohen Hadria
proves himself as a wonderful storyteller in the vain of Maupassant or Flaubert.
Novelist, producer and director of fictional and documentary films, Victor Cohen Hadria is the author of
ISAAC ÉTAIT LEUR NOM (Albin Michel, 1997), prize-winner of the Short Story prize at the Salon du livre du
Mans and CHRONIQUES DES QUATRE HORIZONS (Albin Michel, 1998).
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“Un plaisir de lecture comparable à celui procuré par LE CERCLE LITTERAIRE DES AMATEURS
D’ EPLUCHURES DE PATATES de Shaffer et Barrows, allié à la fluidité d’écriture d’OUEST de François
Vallejo… Les questionnements intimes d’un curé amateur de prostituées vous seront dévoilés et vous apprendrez
comment vous protéger des mauvais sorts dans ce roman foisonnant où il est aussi question de naïveté,
d’égoïsme et de désir, bref d’humanité! Un très très bon moment de lecture.”Lire/Guide de la rentrée littéraire
2010
“Une truculente promenade dans les us et coutumes du monde paysan de ce milieu du XIXe siècle,
sous-tendue par un regard très humain sur des comportements pas toujours très moraux.”Page
“Un roman virtuose qui mêle plusieurs genres littéraires, des personnages hauts en couleur, une
intrigue étonnante… Un régal littéraire.” Sauramps
“Victor Cohen-Hadria tisse une toile subtile. Sans jamais oublier la passopn de l’amour et la richesse
d’un monde disparu.” Livres Hebdo

Kerlau, Yann: L’ECHIQUIER DE LA REINE
(Plon, August 2010, 612 pages)
King Gustavus Adolphus’s cherished child, Christina of Sweden, had shown great intellectual curiosity
early on and was raised as a boy. In the middle of the 17th century, she ascended the throne for a few years – and
then she abdicated, tired of her obligations. Having left the monarchy, she converted to Catholicism and moved
to Rome, where she lived surrounded by scholars and artists. Her extravagant lifestyle did not preclude an
important political role in Europe yet. Mazarin’s France offered this queen without a kingdom the throne of
Naples, in order to snatch it from the clutches of Spain.
But two months before the insurrection she was expected to lead, Christina learned that her right hand
man and lover had betrayed her. She ordered his assassination and had him castrated. In the eyes of Europe, this
seemed a bit extreme, and the scandal removed her from the political scene for a while. And so, never at a loss,
she devoted herself to her three passions of art, science, and the defense of persecuted religious minorities, all the
while nurturing her unrequited love for the Cardinal Azzolino.
The fictitious memoirs of Christina of Sweden. A narrative tale in which political intrigues and affairs
of the heart equally grab the stage, with a cast of complex and colourful characters, in particular an uncommon
heroine, full of contradictions, as sensitive and sentimental as she is unscrupulous.
Yann Kerlau is the author of two historical documents CROMWELL: LA MORALE DES
SEIGNEURS (1989) and LES AGA KHANS (2004). L’ECHIQUIER DE LA REINE is his first novel.
“Un roman d’une exceptionnelle qualité, sur une reine hors du commun.” Chroniques de la Rentrée
littéraire
“Un récit passionnant, coloré, teinté d’un humour narquois et d’une grande érudition.” Le Littéraire
“Pari fou, pari gagné! L’autorportrait flamboyant de cette reine scandaleuse et si modenre est enrichi
d’une peinture captivante de l’Europe au 17 siècle. Un ouvrage qui mêle erudition, émotion et souffle.” Télé Z

Lapierre, Alexandra: L’EXCESSIVE
(Plon, May 2010, 400 pages)
25,000 copies sold in France
In the waning 18th century when Marie Antoinette presided over Versailles, amid the embers of a
century of danger, abuse, and sensuality, a grand lady of England created a scandal. Her name was Elizabeth
Chudleigh. A member of the lesser nobility, she became the King of England’s protégé and the Empress of
Russia Catherine II’s friend. Married secretly at 23, she hid the fact in order to marry the love of her life, the
wealthiest duke in all of England. When the secret was discovered, she faced trial and judgment at Westminster
and the threat of branding with a red hot iron. History’s most eventful and tumultuous bigamy trial had begun!
Alexandra Lapierre follows the traces of this splendid adventuress to the castles of England and on the
roads of Italy, France, and Russia, for she left her mark on nearly every European court.
Alexandra Lapierre’s tales of adventure are always backed up by solid research as she breathes life into
the grand ladies History seems to have forgotten. She is the author of FANNY STEVENSON (250,000 copies
sold), which was awarded the Grand Prix des lectrices de Elle; ARTEMISIA, which won the Sorbonne’s Prix du
XVIIe siècle and was elected Book of the Week by the BBC, and TOUT L’HONNEUR DES HOMMES, Prix
des Romancières.
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Goetz, Adrien: LE COIFFEUR DE CHATEAUBRIAND
(Grasset, March 2010, 168 pages)
Adolphe Pâques, master barber, has a secret that he dare not share with his illustrious customer, the
author François René de Chateaubriand: he is an avid fan of his books, and has learned entire pages of them off
by heart. He also keeps all the locks he cuts from the great man’s hair. Meanwhile, Chateaubriand is busy at
work on his final masterpiece. While all the top publishers are plotting to get their hands on the manuscript, a
young woman arrives from Chateaubriand’s native Brittany to declare her undying admiration for him. The
heroine – a romantic young woman of mixed race – ends up lodging with Adolphe Pâques, and he soon falls
under her spell. When Chateaubriand sets out for Venice, his barber gets hold of a firearm. What can he have in
mind?
Adolphe Pâques is a historical figure. He created a work of art from Chateaubriand’s hair, depicting the
room where the author was born. He also wrote a volume of memoirs. The publishers’ intrigues to get hold of
the manuscript of the Mémoires d’Outre-Tombe are also a matter of historical record. The heroine represents the
dozens of lovelorn women who wrote to the great Chateaubriand. Adrien Goetz has dug deep into the archives
for his latest novel. The result is a gripping blend of fact and fiction.
Adrien Goetz has temporarily left behind his series of museum thrillers featuring the intrepid curator
Pénélope (INTRIGUE À L’ANGLAISE, 2007, Prix Arsène Lupin, INTRIGUE À VERSAILLES, 2009), to
return to his favourite historical period, Romanticism, which also inspired the novel LA DORMEUSE DE
NAPLES (2004, Prix Roger Nimier, Prix des Deux Magots). Alongside his career as a novelist, he also lectures
on nineteenth-century art at the Sorbonne.
Rights sold for Adrien Goetz’s earlier works: Chinese (Azoth Books), Danish (Arvids Forlag), Czech
(Host).
“The writer and art historian has published […] an astonishing tale[…]. In a novel full of period detail,
his fanciful pen glides elegantly from the great writer to his fetishist barber and flamboyant female characters.
[…] Scholarly, caustic Adrien Goetz is one of those rare writers who can conjure up marvellous adventures from
the past and create perfume from long-dried flowers.” Point de vue.

Shan Sa: LA CITHARE NUE
(Albin Michel, June 2010, 236 pages)
In the fifth century China is held captive by the inner struggles that followed the Barbarian invasions. A
young woman from high aristocracy, who practices the refined art of the zither, is abducted by a warlord.
Pregnant, she gives birth in the chaos of battles, thinking all is lost and that she will die soon. But her husband, a
skilled strategist, takes the head of the armies. Reluctantly, Young Mother becomes Empress. At her husband’s
death, destitute, her son murdered, she withdraws to a Buddhist monastery where she will be buried. Two
centuries later a young stringed-instrument maker desecrates her tomb and grabs some sarcophagus wood to
make a zither. The instrument awakens the ghost of Young Mother. A love story between the two characters then
takes them away…
Shan Sa was awarded the Prix Goncourt 1997 for her first novel PORTE DE LA PAIX CELESTE, the
Prix Cazes 1999 for LES QUATRES VIES DU SAULE and the Prix Goncourt Lycéens 2003 for LA JOUEUSE
DE GO. She has also written IMPERATRICE (2003), which sold over 100,000 copies ans Alexandre et Alestria
(2006) 150 copies sold in France. The Russian rights the previous books are sold to Text Publishers.

Japp, Andrea H.: AESCULAPIUS – Tome 1
LES MYSTÈRES DE DRUON DE BREVAUX
(Flammarion, 2009, 384 pages)
Jehan Fauvel, a reputed mire(doctor) is sentenced during the Inquisi- tion for his natural childbirth
practices. He is unaware that the real rea- son for his arrest is no other than a red stone, which has already caused
much blood to flow, and whose mystery he seeks to penetrate, along with his lifelong friend, the bishop
Foulques de Sevrin. When Jehan understands that it is Foulques who has betrayed him, he is dogged by only one
fear: that the Inquisition will encroach on his daughter Héluise, his passion and his most brilliant student.
Héluise, on the other hand, bribes a guard to assassinate her father in order to protect him from further monstrous
tortures. She must escape. Disguised as a young doctor named Druon, determined to solve the deadly enigma of
the stone, she sets off towards Le Perche and Normandy.
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On the way, Druon comes across Huguelin, a young boy sold for labour and distraction to a female
innkeeper, and she takes him along with her. They also cross paths with the imperious and imposing Count- ess
Béatrice, who governs, with an iron fist, her domain enclosed by the property of her nephew by marriage,
Herbert. While it would be within her power to kill Druon and Huguelin for poaching, she nevertheless decides
to spare their lives. On one condition: that the young mirerids her of a monstrous creature that has already
brutally massacred half a dozen peasants and a priest. A superstitious terror has infiltrated all of the
Countess”underlings; some believe that the devil himself is at work. Relying on science and reasoning, and after
a series of twists, Druon will gradually undo the nefarious web woven around the Countess. And unravel the
mystery. But what price must first be paid?
Andrea H. Jappis one of the queens of French detective novels. Her works include a successful historical
detective series published by Calmann-Lévy, called LA DAME SANS TERRE (15,000 copies sold in large
format, 5,000 copies for each volume in GLM, France Loisirs) and rights sold in 5 countries: the UK, Germany,
Spain, Portugal and Russia.
Andrea H. Japp brings the art of breathtaking, twist-filled stories to the universe of the historic novel.
The fame of this author who has a loyal redership. A lively, poignant and satisfying story. A medieval “Expert”
character who will return in other volumes.

Japp, Andrea H.: LACRIMAE – Tome 2
LES MYSTÈRES DE DRUON DE BREVAUX
(Flammarion, October 20I0, 384 pages)
Heluise Fauvel, disguised as a young man, is back on the road and on the way to Alenc;on,
accompanied by the young Huguelin. Heluise wants to know why her father was tortured by the Inquisition after
he was betrayed by his closest friend, the bishop Foulques de Sevrin. The sage Igraine has also spoken to her of
the red stone whose significance eludes everyone: what should be done with this secret?
Practising medicine along the journey, Druon arrives at Thiron where stands the wealthy and renowned
Abbey of the Holy Trinity, whose monks are scathingly criticised, accused of lacking charity and exploiting the
common folk to get rich. After the miserly well-to-do haberdasher Martin Boree is found stabbed in the back
with his right hand cut off - the punishment inflicted on thieves -, a young monk is discovered dead in the forest,
executed in the same manner. The head abbot Constant de Vermalais, uncle of Hugues de Plisans, has no
intention of allowing the forces of secular justice to investigate. Arrogant but honourable, he makes use of the
abbey to enable templars threatened by the king to flee to England and Scotland. During the stay of Druon and
Huguelin at the Auberge du Chat Borgne, a third murder occurs, identical to the previous ones; the victim this
time is the secretary of the bailiff of Nogent-Ie-Rotrou. The latter arrives in Thiron, determined to shed light on
the affair, with the help ofDruon. The young doctor wonders what the three murdered men had in common. Is
this matter related to the purchase of Holy Relics? And why does the innkeeper's assistant also die?
Andrea H. Japp is one of the queens of the French detective novel. She has already published 27 books.
Her works include a successful historical detective series published by Calmann-Levy, called LA DAME SANS
TERRE (150,000 copies sold in all formats, and rights sold in 5 countries: the UK, Germany, Spain, Portugal
and Russia).
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Abécassis, Eliette: UNE AFFAIRE CONJUGALE
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 324 pages)
Eight years of marriage. Two children. The erosion of time, boredom and resentment replaced the
euphoria of young love. Agathe can see they are no longer a couple. The only way out: divorce. Like a
declaration of war… Agathe discovers that the man she has worshipped is in fact a sadistic manipulator, who has
been living off her, has been cheating on her under her own roof and has been undermining her self-esteem. As
she puts it, “To do things properly, we should start with the divorce. Then get married afterwards. I used to think
I knew my husband … But I only discovered the truth about him during the year we divorced, when I learned
much more than in our ten years of life together.” Full of hatred, Agathe will only have her own resources to
fight to keep her children.
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A recent revelation of the literary world, Eliette Abécassis studied philosophy and wrote numerous
succesful novels including the recent novel MERE ET FILLE, UN ROMAN, but also “mystical thrillers”
QUUMRAM and LE TRESOR DU TEMPLE, which sold over 100 000 copies each, and intimate lieracy novels
LA REPUDIEE, MON PERE, and CLANDESTIN (nominated for the Prix Goncourt in 2003). Her works has
been translated into10 languages.
Russian rights are under negociation
“Vous ne lâcherez pas cette nouvelle «Guerre des Roses» où les mille enjeux – argent, garde des
enfants... – précipitent le désenchantement. Palpitant, grinçant, acide. Pour se prémunir de l'enfer postconjugal.” Marie Claire
“Non sans humour et ironie… Eliette Abécassis livre une réflexion personnelle à la fois crue et
profonde qui balaiera tout résidu du mythe du prince charmant.” Le Figaro Magazine
“Eliette Abécassis parle de ses inquiétudes et se dévoile au lecteur. Elle se montre sensible, fragile, se
met à nu. Ce très bel ouvrage sur la déliquescence d’un couple se lit comme un roman à suspense. Un roman
bien ancré dans le XXIe siècle, où les téléphones portables, les mails et même Facebook viennent en aide aux
femmes blessées qui cherchent la vérité où elles peuvent la trouver.” Page

Greggio, Simonetta: DOLCE VITA
(Stock, 1959-1979, October 2010 416 pages)
2010. Prince Malo confides in the priest Saverio. He knows his life is coming to an end and confesses
his loose life - the decadent lifestyle of an aristocrat - and the highly political secrets he had never revealed until
now. He is one of the last to witness the most glamorous and the darkest years of Italy. Why and how the country
we have loved so much could succumb to the Red terror after experiencing the Black one'
Written like a movie scenario with flashback and sequence shots, this investigative book Dolce Vita
tells us the story of Italy between 1959 and 1979. Loose morals, financial scandals, the Red Brigades, Moro's
kidnapping and murder, the death of the director and poet Pasolini, the Cosa Nostra, the Vatican ... The author
refers to all the major affairs that took place in Italy for twenty years. As the reader progresses into the novel, a
trail of blood appears little by little between the Vatican, the Masonic Lodge shifting P2 and Mafia. Meanwhile a
powerful America is entering the scene, helping Italy towards freedom, while discretely enslaving it.
The novel Dolce Vita draws the fascinating portrait of this extremely romantic European country, and
enlightens about the Italy of today, the Italy ruled by a tragicomic Berlusconi. This story told by the last
Leopard, gives a bittersweet taste and a poisonous charm to an infinite end-of-reign. This is an exciting and
passionate book that allows the reader to understand that Italy and the Italy of the Berlusconi era.
Simonetta Greggio is an Italian novelist who writes in French. She has worked as a journalist for many
years, including at Le Figaro, La Republica and Telerama. She is the author of three novels, published by Stock:
LA DAUCEUR DES HOMMES (2005), COL DE L’ANGE (2007) and LES MAINS NUES (2009).
Foreign rights under option in: Germany, Italy, Russia

Charpentier, Laure: GIGOLA
(Fayard, September 2010, 240 pages)
Gigola is the short and sweet story of an adventurous young woman who can only express her “virility”
with other women, women she not only wants to seduce and dominate but –like the bitterest of pims and the
mostdubious of gigolos- to exploit. Gigola is a creature of the night. She wears a tuxedo, deals with procurers
and is kept by rich women and prostitutes. Money and alcohol flow like water. Until one day, she meets the
distant and sulfurous Alice, who resists her only to better dominate her, marking the beginning of her tragic
declin.
Laure Charpentier has never hidden her resemblance with her heroine, even if she trembles today for the
reckless young woman of the 60’s, the young girl from a good family who would become one of the most
fascinating icons of Pigalle nightlife.
The author has justcopleted the film adaptation of her novel. The film, with Lou Doillon, Marie Kremer,
Eduardo Noriega and Rossy de Palma, is scheduled for release in France in 2010.
Laure Charpentier Is the author of over 15 novels and bestselling accounts on alcoholism and women
including TOUTE HONTE BUE, and J’AI SOIF (1996). She divides her time between writing and film
production.
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Rights sold to: Italy (Barbes Editore), Spain (Cabaret Voltaire)

Michaux, Agnes: LES SENTIMENTS
(Flammarion, September 2010, 240 pages)
On 8 September 1960, a new film directed by George Cukor, Let's Make Love, made its debut on US
wide screens. Marilyn Monroe and Yves Montand played the starring roles. But even more than the film itself,
what kept the public in thrall was the love story said to have unfolded between the two actors. In the United
States, newspaper headlines dubbed this to be the film "whose title Marilyn Monroe and Yves Montand took too
seriously" ... This novel retraces the love story between the world's most beautiful woman and the Frenchman
with the golden touch, exploring its intimacy, desires and sufferings.
A now legendary love story that began behind the doors of the Beverly Hills Hotel and the most
glamorous homes in Los Angeles, that was still alive in the heat of the desert on the set of The Misfits, and that
would only truly reach its conclusion when the world's best-known blonde died.
The love-struck Marilyn attempted everything within her power but Montand refused to leave Simone
Signoret. One day in June 1960 he boarded a plane for France, towards the life he had chosen. But nothing
would ever be the same again. Marilyn played out, during the shooting of The Misfits, the final stage in the slow
disintegration of her marriage with Arthur Miller. As for Simone Signoret, something inside her would be
forever broken.
Agnes Michaux was a journalist for Canal+ for almost ten years. She has written and produced two
documentaries - A la recherche de Stanley Kubrick and Sur les traces de Terrence Malick - as well as an evening
dedicated to Roman Polanski. She is the author of two books published by Flammarion: ZELDA (2006; rights
sold in Greece) and LE TEMOIN (2009).

Le Callet, Blandine: LA BALLADE DE LILA K
(Stock, September 2010 400 pages)
The Ballade de Lila K is primarily a voice: the voice of a sensitive yet caustic, fragile yet willful young
woman telling her story from the day when a team of men dressed in black brutally snatched her from her
mother, and took her to a Center (half boarding school, half prison) where she was held.
Gifted, asocial and traumatised, Lila has forgotten everything of her former life. She has just one
obsession: finding her mother and recapturing her lost memories. So begins her chaotic apprenticeship in a
peculiarly off-kilter world where her safety now seems guaranteed but where books are no longer allowed.
During an enquiry that takes her beyond the bounds of what is legal, Lila gradually uncovers her past
and finally learns what happened to her mother. Her trajectory brings her into contact with many characters,
including an erudite and provocative schoolmaster, an educator who is as conventional as he is devoted, a
depressive cellist longing for a child, a vicious concierge, a disfigured young man, a mysterious bibliophile, a
multicoloured cat. ..
A rites of passage book in which suspense mingles with a disturbing love story, The Ballad of Lila K
also explores the question of how our society is evolving and what may come of it.
Blandine Le Callet was born in 1969. She is a senior lecturer at the Paris-XII university and carries out
research in ancient philosophy and Latin literature, on monsters in ancient Rome (her essay, Rome et ses
manstres, was published in 2005 by Editions J. Millon). She lives near Paris. Her first novel, Une piece montee,
enjoyed great critical and popular acclaim in 2006 and was awarded the Prix des lecteu rs d u Livre de poche in
200llt was adapted to the big screen in March 2010: PIECE MONTEE.
Rights sold to: Germany (Ullstein), Greece (Polis)
Under option in: Czech Republic, Estonia, Korea, Serbia, Spain, Poland, Taiwan, Turkey

Gentil, Mano: DANS LA TÊTE DES AUTRES
(Calmann-Levy, August 2010, 192 pages)
He turns off his television, an unsteady slip of paper in hand. A few numbers have just changed the
course of his life. Serge, our fourtunate (or?) Lotto winner, has thus far led a very ordinary life divided between
his anxious and obsessive blind mother, Genevieve, and his co-workers at the factory.
Yet the people Serge thinks he knows best – Fat Gérarld, the loudmouthed factory worker who leads a
surprising double life at home, lovely Laetitia, the ingenious nurse of an eventful past, zealous Eugenia, the
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caregiver obsessed with her petit-bourgeois daughter, Severine, who has renounced her great love – suddenly
appear in a new light when fortune comes knocking at his door. All because of a simple Lotto grid...
In this novel of intersecting destinies, a host of “ordinary” characters – neighbors, friends, people like
you and me – reveal broken dreams, deep secrets and the infinite complexity of life.
Who hasn't dreamed of knowing what other people are really thinking? Former communications
manager, company president and journalist, Mano Gentil has devoted herself entirely to writing since 2001.The
author of some fifteen novels and short stories, she also regularly holds writing workshops to share her love of
words.

Caffin, Vanessa: MEMOIRE VIVE
(Belfond, September 2010, 216 pages)
Sara is a thirty-something journalist. She lives alone and has few friends except for Charles, her best
friend, and Clarence, her colleague. Her parents are divorced and her relationship with her stepmother is
verystrained. The one constant in her lif is her paternal grandmother, Minouche, whom she loves. The revelation
by Minouche that her son was fathered by her lover sets in motion a series of events that will deeply affect
Sara…
The touching portrayal of a young woman’s descent into madness.
Vanessa Caffin is a Paris-based journalist who divides her time between writing and screenwriting. Her
first novel, J’AIME PAS L’AMOUR…OU TROP PEUT-ETRE was published by Anne Carrière in 2008 and got
warm reception.
“A subtle comedy with zesty dialogues, this novel explores delicately the opacities of the human soul
faced with death, solitude, doubt and irrationality.” L’écho Républicain
“De très beaux passages sur la solitude, sur l’affection et sur le monde médical.” L’Echo de l’Ouest
“Facile à lire, l’histoire vous prend et ne vous lâche pas.” Femme actuelle
“Ce roman se dévore avec avidité. La plume acéré de Vanessa Caffin nous renverse, pour notre pkus
grand plaisir.” Abride abattue (blog)

Slanka, Cécile: DIALOGUES IN UTERO
(Liana Lévi, to be published in October 2010, approx. 150 pages)
Sidonie and Ferdinand have known each other for a long time. When they fall in love, they decide to
make the first move by stopping all forms of contraception. Given their age, the years spent taking the pill,
drinking, smoking,their generation’s infertility, stress, and pollution, their kid Gütchlück should make an
appearance after several long months of diligent sexual activity –a prospect not without its attractions. But then,
after just one week, Sidonie gets pregnant. Sidonie and Fardinand then have to face the opinions, advice, and
criticisms of those around them, as well as their own self-questioning as future parents. Between friends, family,
doctors, girlfriends, workmates, shrinks, passers-by, and everyone else who wants to add their two cents,
Sidonie’s pregnancy, although completely without complications, is quickly transformed into a battle against
prenatal paranoia.
As caustic, funny, and offbeat as the author’s previous book, COMMENT LUI DIRE ADIEU, sold in
Germany, Spain, Italy, Korea and Finland.
A post-graduate in literature (specialized in ‘French usage in the public sphere of the 17th century’),
Cécile Slanka changed fields in 2001 when she joined Unifrance, an organisation that promotes French cinema
through out the world, and became the director of multi-media projects.

Abécassis, Agnès: SOIRÉE SUSHI
(Calmann-Lévy, March 2010, 220 pages)
When it rains it pours. Yet know two breakups are ever the same. Thus do Rebecca and a group of
recently divorced, separated, dumped and free-at-last girlfriends conclude during an evening get together. They
meet at Hortense’s for a night on the town but when Hortense receives a mysterious text from her teenage son
saying he’ll be home late, they decide to stay put and order in sushi while waiting for her missing son to
reappear. Follows an evening serving up a full platter of shared experiences, from the art of immediately
recognizing “Mr. Wrong” to the troubles of raising teenage children. “One day you're changing their diapers.
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The next they're making you a macaroni necklace. The day after they're already stealing your car.” In other
words, the days are long but the years are short!
The party continues, one comical anecdote after another, in an atmosphere of laughter and fellowship.
But it’s getting later and later and still no sign of Hortense’s son Fergus - “Could he have gotten lost in
cyberspace while playing a video game? Or be bedridden with a critical case of acne?' - they begin to seriously
worry. Because wild single mothers though they are, they are first and foremost mothers!
Agnès Abécassis lives and works in Paris. She is a writer, screenwriter, illustrator and novelist. Her
works include LES TRIBULATIONS D'UNE JEUNE DIVORCÉE (best-selling satire of life after divorce, over
100,000 volumes sold), AU SECOURS, IL VEUT M'ÉPOUSER!, TOUBIB OR NOT TOUBIB, CHOUETTE,
UNE RIDE! and the comic strip (texts and drawings) LES CARNETS D'AGNÈS (2009), the lively account of
the preoccupations of a working mother.

Zeniter, Alice: JUSQUE DANS NOS BRAS
(Albin Michel, March 2010, 220 pages)
Today, Alice is marrying Mad. Mad is from Mali. Alice is half Kabyle, half Norman. They have been
the best friends in the world since childhood, they shared the same sandbox, the same junior high and the same
high school; they got enthusiastic, engaged and revolted, they grew up together, against all opposition. Today,
Alice is marrying Mad. But their marriage is one of convenience. Because it is the only thing Alice can do to
save her friend, because it will be the touchstone of her engagement, the final point of her adolescence.
With a young and fresh but certainly not vapid writing, Alice Zeniter plunges into the memories of
childhood, which build one as an adult facing choices. A tale – because there’s hope in this short story- about
friendship, love, roots and integration.
Alice Zeniter, 22, has published her first novel, DEUX MOINS UN ÉGAL ZÉRO (Éditions du Petit
Véhicule), at the age of 16. She graduated from the famous École Normale Supérieure, has teached in Hungary
and often works with the theatre company Pandora.
“Un état des lieux d’une lucidité plutôt abrupte dans un livre malgré tout irrigué de sève et d’une esprit
de révolte neuf.” Livres Hebdo
“Une cuisine délicieusement amère… Bien peu d’écrivains savent comme celle-ci jouer avec le sens des
sens.” Le Monde
“Les méandres d’une passion amoureuse, extrême, absolue. Étonnant.” Le Figaro Magazine
“JUSQUE DANS NOS BRAS est ainsi une histoire de la France récente, d’un point de vue ado et
dessalé, drôle et anti-identitaire.”Libération

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Musso, Guillaume: LA FILLE DE PAPIER
(Editions XO, April 1, 2010)
N#1 on the bestseller lists
Already 500,000 copies in France!
“She appeared on my terrace on a stormy night, soaking wet and stark naked: - Where did you come
from? - I fell... - Fell out of what? - Fell out of your book. You know, out of your story! ”
Tom Boyd, a famous writer who's suffering from writer's block, meets one day the heroin of his novels.
She's pretty, desperate, and tells him she will die if he stops writing. Impossible? And yet... Tom and Billie will
embark together on an adventure where reality and fiction are intricately intertwined, constantly shifting in a
seductive and potentially deadly game... A lively and saucy comedy, romantic and suspenseful fantasy.
Guillaume Musso is a phenomenon. Through his seven novels, translated the world over, this 36-yearold has conquered the hearts of millions of readers, and has imposed an original style, where suspense and
emotion are closely woven together.
Russian rights are under option with Geleos Ltd
"With Musso, emotion is majorly emphasised." Le Figaro Magazine
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"Musso demonstrates he is the master at creating mystery.” Paris Match
"The intrigue is beautifully crafted, and the ending is deftly put together and quite unpredictable" Le
Figaro Littéraire
"Musso is particularly gifted in the art of creating original intrigue, and in keeping us in suspense until
the very last page" Direct soir

Langlade, François: LES VIES SAUVÉES D’ALEXANDER VIELSKI
(Robert Laffont, August 2010, 300 pages)
In the aftermath of WWII, Alexander Vielski, a young Jewish man from Georgia, finds himself caught
in the middle of one of Russia’s darkest moments in history.
Alexander is a committed communist, and a brilliant scientist with a promising career, devoted to
working against the enemies of the Soviet Union, even if they happen to be Jewish. After he is hired to work in
a secret laboratory in the Lubyanka, the KGB’s notorious headquarters, it doesn’t take long for him to discover
the horrors of this place. His superior, Professor Maïranovski (based on a real person), works feverishly to create
an undetectable poison and he uses the living prisoners as his guinea pigs. Alexander assists with these horrific
experiments without any questions.
But as time goes by, and as he encounters some of the prisoners on a human level, Alexander starts to
have second thoughts about what is going on. Once he realizes that Anna, another lab assistant whom he falls in
love with, shares these same hesitations, they work together and risk their own lives to save as many prisoners as
possible from their dark fates.
But this is Stalin’s Russia where terror reigns. And Alexander and Anna may not realize who is
watching their every move…
François Langlade, 50, has lived in London for more than 15 years with his wife and 3 daughters. With
degrees in philosophy and economics, he promotes French culture in the UK. His three previous novels are
MANUSCRIT DE GLYNDEBOURNE (France-Empire, 2002), MONSIEUR ETIENNE (JC Lattès, 2003) and
LA PERTINAX (JC Lattès, 2006).

Scott, Ann: A LA FOLIE JEUNESSE
(Stock, August 2010, 156 pages)
Every year, people hope that a handful of feverish, inspired, despairing and flamboyant young writers
will produce the novel that will define their generation. For Ann Scott, it was the year 2000 with Superstars, a
story about girls, boys, drugs and techno, a third-person account that was a massive misunderstanding. To Crazy
Youth comes ten years later.
At dawn on New Year's Day, the narrator has arranged to meet her two best friends, Marie and Stella, at
the Cafe de Flore in Paris. They will just miss each other, not see each other but try to all the same during the
course of a day that will start everything from scratch again as they are reunited with those they have loved too
much, or not enough. With great lucidity, the narrator picks apart her own past and "fame" and the whole souffle
that has subsequently collapsed.
Success is a stranger who leaves you alone one morning with a cold heart. How do you stay alive when
you feel you have burned yourself right out and now only glow in fleeting moments like a song or an actor's
suicide that suddenly rekindles your youth.
Ann Scott manages to be both outside our lives and painfully present in them, away in the clouds and
deep inside our every detail. With its succession of memories, To Crazy Youth succeeds in telling the biggest lies
with the utmost truthfulness. And vice versa.
After working as a musician and a model in London, Ann Scott settled in Paris and concentrated on
writing. Her most notable work is Superstars, hailed as the ultimate "first credible French pop novel".

Massarotto, Cyril: JE SUIS L’HOMME LE PLUS BEAU DU MONDE
(Editions XO, August 30, 2010)
After the success of his previous novels sold in 15 languages comes Cyril Massarotto's new novel, a
sensible and funny tale about the power of appearances and the quest for true hapiness.
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This man is a legend, yet all he wants to do is disappear. And when he finally finds something to live
for, it may already be too late... "Thinking back, I've always been beautiful, ever since I can remember... I say
beautiful, but I hear people use other words, such as hot, magnificent, gorgeous, incredible. Mostly, when people
see me, they say, "Wow!"
I've heard these words in every language, in every way possible. People have said it to me while crying,
yelling, just before passing out. They whisper at me, not daring to look straight at me, or eyes wide, eyebrows
lifted. I am the most beautiful man in the world. And, of course, I'm terribly unhappy."
Born in 1975, Cyril Massarotto lives near Perpignan. He wrote for a long time words to the songs he
sings with his band, Saint-Louis, before starting to feel limited by that outlet of his creativity, and so he upped
the ante in 2006, by trying his hand at writing. A year later, as he sits in a warm bath and surfs the net, he
happens upon the sentence: “God is a buddy of mine”. He knows he has his novel there and then. A hilarious
first novel, both sensible and right, which simply shows a taste for life. A nursery school teacher and then the
director of a nursery school, Cyril Massarotto decided in 2008 to devote himself to music and writing.
"A young author with a powerful and original style “ Ici Paris
"This novel does not only make us laugh. It’s also an opportunity to think about freedom, suffering,
love, both deeply and simply " - Elle about his first novel DIEU EST UN POTE À MOI
"A wonderful journey into poetic memory, dangerously addictive" Muteen about his last novel CENT
PAGES BLANCHES

Bourdin, Françoise: UN SOUPCON D’INTERDIT
(Belfond, September 2010, 350 pages)
Daphné, a 35 year old young woman, loves to spend time with her late huband’s family in their
sprawling mansion in the South of France. It is there that she spent the happiest year of her life while she was
married to Ivan before he tragically died in a domestic accident. Eight years on, she still spends time there; with
Max, her father-in-law, a famous sculptor who’s been recluse since his son’s death; Nelly, the matriarch, and
Ivan’s siblings. Daphné cannot help but feel unsettled as she realizes that her feelings for her husband’s brother
Dimitri are more than platonic.
Dimitri tries to put as much distance between n himself and Daphné and not give in to his
feelings…theirs is not the only secret however, it seems everyone is hiding something, and some secrets are
darker than others…
With other 3 million copies of her books sold altogether, Françoise Bourdin is one of France’s foremost
writers of women’s fiction. Her novels have been translated into 8 languages.
Russian rights are under option with Family Leisure Club/HEmiro

Deutsch, Xavier: UNE BELLE HISTOIRE D’AMOUR QUI FINIT BIEN BIEN
(Robert Laffont, August 2010, 173 pages)
Paul, Achille and Zoe were great friends in high school who drifted apart and now back again that
they’re in their late 20s. They meet for drinks every Thursday evening at 6pm when Zoe’s domineering husband
believes her to be in therapy. That’s the only time she can break free from him. Divorce is not an option.
At a costume party, Paul falls deliriously in love with a young bourgeois woman named Sigrid. While
being with her is never easy, it certainly is an adventure; she keeps him guessing at every turn. Until Paul learns
the ugly truth about Sigrid and her games. With help from Achille and Zoe, he sets her up in an amusing scheme
that she doesn’t see coming. Consequently, Paul ends up in an entirely different love story he wasn’t expecting.
Xavier Deutsch was born in Leuven, Belgium in 1965. His first novel, LA NUIT DANS LES YEUX,
was published by Gallimard in 1989. In 2002, LA BELLE ETOILE was awarded the prix Rossel which is
considered to be the Belgian equivalent of the Goncourt. He has also published 5 children’s books with L’Ecole
des loisirs.
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Jacob, Fabienne: CORPS
(Buchet Chastel, August 2010, 160 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Fémina 2010
Every day, Monika gets to the Beauty Institute before anyone else. She’s a foreigner, with Polish roots,
and she doesn’t care for the gray, impersonal city where she works. Every day, before the clients show up, she
looks nostalgically back at her childhood: back then she lived on a farm, in a real country, with real seasons. She
remembers that she and her sister used to have one-track minds, wondering obsessively how children came into
the world. Monika observes, listens to and sometimes judges the women that file through her workspace. They
all tell stories, some superficial, others more private. Alix, who rejects the man who loves her; Adèle, an old
woman whose head was shaved after the Liberation; the butcher’s wife, a pale, shivering, solitary soul…
BODIES is a poetical novel. Far from the slick, insipid bodies that women’s magazines toss out for
instant gratification, Fabienne Jacob searches women’s bodies carefully. This is a sensitive portrait of
contemporary womanhood.
Fabienne Jacob has been living and working in Paris for more than 20 years, but part of her still resides
in Lorraine, where she was born and raised. Perhaps that explains the impression of exile she has never shaken.
The longing, the need to “speak her mother tongue once again” undoubtedly lays at the roots of her writing. She
has written a collection of short stories, LES APRÈS-MIDI, ÇA DEVRAIT PAS EXISTER and a short novel,
DES LOUVES, both published by Buchet Chastel.
“A partir de ces traces, ces paroles d’institut de beauté, Fabienne Jacob ne recompose pas des vies à la
manière d’une sociologue ou d’une psychanalyste, elle n’en dévide pas le fil entier, mais recherche des failles,
offre des éclats, subtilement.” Le Magazine littéraire

Mouzat, Virginie: LA VIE ADULTE
(Albin Michel, August 2010, 133 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Flore 2010
1973, the western suburbs of Paris. The narrator, who wants to be named Nathalie instead of
Dominique, witnesses the changes of her time and the changes in her life. Her mother, a young and attractive
woman who loves to wear mink, go bare-legged and smoke lights, has just abandoned her family without leaving
a note, deserting a husband and two children with no word of explanation.
This absence, unexplained by the mother or the father, leaves Nathalie alone, with her pain and
questions, with no one to help her understand the world that surrounds her. As she grows up, she comes to
understand one of the major issues of the time: women’s condition, their fight for liberation, their desire to
control their body and fate. Nathalie learns to be a woman, as women all over the world, fight to assert their
rights.
With few words and short, brisk sentences that give a sense of emptiness, Virginie Mouzat captivates
the reader. She creates a menacing, sexually-charged atmosphere, that subtly illustrates the “sexual liberation” of
the 70’s seen through the eye of a teenage girl.
Editor-in-chief of the Figaro’s fashion column, Virginie Mouzat published a first novel in 2009, UNE
FEMME SANS QUALITES, which won Marie-Claire’s Coup de cœur prize, the Montalembert prize, and was
short-listed for the First Novel, the Madame Figaro and the Lilas prizes.
“Virginie Mouzat réussit là un deuxième roman bref, qui se lit vite, mais d’une intensité rare: tout est
dans l’écriture, pourrait-on dire, tendue, sèche, phrases courtes et sanglots contenus. D’où la gravité pudique
qui ressort de ce beau texte, aussi maîtrisé qu’émouvant.” Lire
“Belle réflexion sur le rapport au monde et la perte de l’innocence, ce deuxième roman est une
réussite.” Livres Hebdo
“Virginie Mouzat profite de cet état de stupefaction pour éviter le pathos et les Kleenex, pour donner de
la sécheresse à son écriture, de la froideur à ses sentiments, toutes choses qui rendent plus fort le propos de son
récit.” Elle
“Avecdes phrases tranchantes, haletantes, qui disent peu mais suggèrent beaucoup, Virginie Mouzat
nous brosse le portrait de deux générations de femmes.” Le Figaro Littéraire
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Aderhold, Carl: LES POISSONS NE CONNAISSENT PAS L’ADULTERE
(JC Lattès, January 2010, 320 pages)
Is it possible to jump on a train one morning and leave everything behind? A forty-year-old woman
climbs onto a train for Toulouse and takes a seat in the first compartment she finds. Her friends had offered her a
makeover session and that was all it took for her whole life to fall apart: goodbye house in the suburbs, husband,
daughter and cashier job. To make the change complete, she even takes on a new name, Julia, like Julia Roberts,
her favorite actress. With every train station, she is one step closer to
freedom. As if by contagion, her travelling companions all get caught up in her quest: Colette, an
elderly lady in love with two men; Germinal Serna, the ticket man, an anarchist; the crazy Happy Days Band; the
deaf-mute who boarded the train by mistake; and Vincent, a specialist of medieval bestiaries, his wife and
another couple, on their way to a conference. During this six-hour “initiatory voyage” from Paris to Toulouse,
Julia struggles to shed the feeling of fatality that weighs upon her existence. Will she be able to modify its
course?
Born in 1963, Carl Aderhold studied history and 18th-century literature. He works as editorial director
at Larousse publishing in the human sciences field. His previous novel, Mort aux cons (Hachette Littérature,
2007) was a big success.
“With fine writing and a cinematic style, Carl Aderhold describes endearing antiheroes.” Elle
“With fine writing and a cinematic style, Carl Aderhold describes endearing antiheroes.” Elle
“Plume alerte et prose cinématographique, Carl Aderhold croque avec bienveillance une galerie de
paumés attachants. Embarquement immédiat.” Elle
“(…) un drôle de bouquin, plein d’empathie et de rondeurs sympathiques.” Centre France

Bourdin, Françoise: D’ESPOIR ET DE PROMESSE
(Belfond, March 210, 320 pages)
Between Canada and France, the hopeful tale of two intertwined love stories
Anaba is a young Franco-Canadian woman who has been jilted at the altar by her Canadian fiancé,
Lawrence. She had to learn of his desertion and fear of commitment through Augustin, his best man. Shellshocked, the young woman takes refuge with her older sister Stéphanie and moves in with her in Normandy
where they work together in her antiques shop. Anaba tries to move on with her life and forget Lawrence.
However, he has not forgotten her and realizes that he made a terrible mistake. He gets fired from his law firm
and his life is going from bad to worse. He finds a job in Paris and dreams of winning Anaba back… In the
meantime, Augustin, who lives part time in Paris, realizes that he has feelings for Stéphanie, but the young
woman is fiercely independent and having gone through two divorces is not keen to get hurt again. These
seemingly doomed romances will blossom against all odds.
Rusian rights are under option
“Avec ce roman, l’écrivain reste fidèle aux histoires de famille qu’elle aime tant raconter. Un récit
dans lequel les personnages vivent des sentiments contradictoires exacerbés.” TV Envie
“Françoise Bourin n’a pas son pareil pour exacerber les sentiments et explorer les âmes tourmentées
par la passion amoureuse. (…). A conseiller à tous les lecteurs épris d’absolu sentimental.” Le Démocrate.

Patrick Cauvin: UNE SECONDE CHANCE
(Plon, January 2010, 228 pages)
The intriguing story of Zephyrin, a young high school student who falls madly in love with a girl born
in the 17th century whose portrait hangs in the Louvre. An exhilarating tale with broad appeal.
Up until now, Zephyrin has led a pleasant if uneventful existence.Until the day when Super Toukan, his
drawing instructor, decides the class should visit the Louvre. Zephyrin isn’t wild about the trip. Drifting off from
the group he finds himself by chance in another room. There his life changes irrevocably. Is it possible for a boy
born in 1994 to fall hopelessly in love with a girl who first saw the light of day at the turn of the 17th century, the
girl whose portrait is here before him? And, most important, how can he explain this sudden wound, the blood
trickling from his arm? And the adventure begins. Who was this girl, painted three centuries ago? Why did the
painting disappear? Zephyrin plunges into his search for answers. With the help of a puzzled cop and an old
scholar, expert in quantum physics who dabbles in the Indian philosophy of reincarnation, the mystery begins to
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unfold. And there at the scholar’s home, a strange place lost in the heart of the Paris suburbs, Zephyrin discovers
the meaning of a second chance.
Patrick Cauvin, the nom de plume of Claude Klotz, lived in Marseille before coming to Paris. A teacher
of literature in the suburbs for ten years, he has become one of France’s most popular novelists, with MON
AMOUR and VILLA VANILLE among his successes. A great lover of opera and of cinema, he is also the
author of several screenplays. His latest works published by Plon include LES PANTOUFLES DU
SAMOURAÏ (2008) and DÉCLIC (2009).

Lethielleux, Maud: D’OÙ JE SUIS, JE VOIS LA LUNE
(Stock, March 2010, 304 pages)
Moon chose this street because she has decided she herself should be “in this place where people have
become someone else”. Moon is not a beggar, she sells smiles. She is not homeless, but a little street urchin who
has settled her cardboard box on the square where they hold flower markets. She watches mischievously as busy
people go about their lives.
Moon is not alone, there are Michou and Suzie with their shopping trolley, Boule with his shaved head
and his billiard ball he can produce if there is ever a punch-up, the migratory punks who “parade around with
their multi-coloured crests from spring to autumn then disappear with the first frost”, but most of all there is Fidji
and his plans for Paris. She has decided to write a novel for him, a real one.
“I started inventing details I imagined myself. When I write them, they become real, even more than my
cardboard box, I even took inspiration from Comet, I watched his little performance and invented a dog in my
story, a dog called Raymond, sort of like a father to Comet, an imaginary father, obviously. And I’ve invented
another father, too, a father for Fidji, a man full of ideas and honour, the sort of man you come across in old
films, with a deep look in his eyes, brimming with humanity. And I’ve given Fidji himself a different name and,
actually, he’s turned into a little girl, a kid who makes me feel good just to think about her.” And there is Slam
who is just out of prison, Slam who loves Moon’s words and is sure of one thing: one day, she’ll own the moon.
Maud Lethielleux is a musician and theatre director. She has travelled all over the world, from Asia to
New Zealand. Stock published her first novel, DIS OUI, NINON in 2009. I CAN SEE THE MOON FROM HERE
is her second novel.

Sinoué, Gilbert: INCH ALLAH: LE SOUFFLE DU JASMIN,T.I
(Flammarion, April 2010, 400 pages)
It’s September 2001. Nineteen terrorists hijack four passenger planes, with the intention to crash them
on the most symbolic buildings in the northeast of the United States. On that day, almost 3,000 people are killed
and several thousands of others are wounded. The question on everyone's lips is the following: "Why?" It is well
known that tragic events are never due to a single cause, but rather a series of circumstances. A report published
at the end of August 2004 established that the nineteen air pirates involved in these suicide attacks were all of
Arab origin. AlI came from the Near or Middle East. Why?
This is the answer that Gilbert Sinoué endeavours to bring by retracing the destiny of this region
between 1916 and that day in September 2001. In these chapters, the reader is projected into the History of the
Near and Middle East, through the gaze of three families: Palestinian, Egyptian and Iraqi. Throughout this
immense fresco developed over two volumes, Gilbert Sinoué deals with a series of "chain reactions" which,
taken all together, may quite possibly reply, at least partially, to the question: "Why?"
Rights for EREVAN sold in Greece, Italy, Russia and Bulgaria
The rights to the first volume, (45,000 copies sold in France), have already been sold in three countries
(Italy, Greece and Turkey).

Sinoué, Gilbert: LE CRI DES PIERRES INCH' ALLAH, TOM - 2
(Flammarion, September 2010, 400 pages)
1956-2001. The Middle East is aflame. Passions have flared. Certain choose the path of peace, others
prefer armed struggle, still others vie for terrorism.
Over these tormented years, we continue to follow the destinies of four families - one Jewish, one
Palestinian, one Iraqi, one Egyptian - as they seek to survive and preserve their share of humanity. But between
the Six-Day War and the Yom Kippur War, the unrest in Lebanon and the Intifada, is there any place left for
love?
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One Syrian woman, as passionate as she is evasive, and one Egyptian man, one Palestinian woman,
ready for any struggle, and one Israeli man, will prove that there is, as if in defiance of human folly.
Gilbert Sinoué, a highly successful author, has already written LE LIVRE DE SAPHIR (Prix des
Libraires), L'ENFANT DE BRUGES, and, published by Flammarion, EREVAN (30,000 copies sold in France)

des Horts Stéphanie: LA PANTHERE
(JC Lattès, February 2010, 300 pages)
A fascinating restitution of a mythical era, where Proust, Cocteau, Hemingway, the Fitzgeralds, Dior
and the Duchesse of Windsor all walked the streets of Paris. Jeanne Toussaint, a young Flemish girl, grows up in
Brussels in the early twentieth century. When her father falls ill and the whole family splits apart, Jeanne has
only one idea in mind: escape. At age sixteen, pretty and single-minded, she meets a French Army deserter who
promises to marry her and follows him to Paris. But he soon disappoints her and she finds consolation with her
sister, also living in exile. As war begins, Jeanne meets the man who will become the love of her life, Louis
Cartier, the “jeweler king”. He teaches her all about precious stones and mysterious alloys and becomes her
lover, her partner, her inspiration. Together they create fabulous jewelry: birds of paradise, Indian necklaces,
innovative bracelets and their emblematic panther. Yet, as fate would have it, Louis leaves Jeanne, but not
without offering her the job of director of his ‘haute joaillerie’ collection. Her creative genius and modernity
combined with the heart and soul she devotes to her job, encourages Cartier to progressively leave her the
control of the company.
A specialist of English literature, Stéphanie des Horts is a literary critique for various magazines. LA
is her second novel, after LA SCANDALEUSE HISTOIRE DE PENNY PARKER (Ramsey, 2008).

PANTHERE

Rights sold to: Italy (Piemme), Greece (Psychoios) – Offer from Spain
“(…) Stéphanie des Horts fait reviver sous sa plume alerte celle qui fut une figure incontournable de la
maison Cartier (…). Dans ce roman vrai, la journaliste parvient à trouver le rythme juste, rapide et précis, qui
permet au lecteur de saisir la personnalité flamboyante de celle qui fut la plus grande joaillière de son temps.”
Le Figaro Littéraire
“Stéphanie des Horts, noble heroine de province et portaitiste des destines sulfureux, présente sa
dernière perle: LA PANTHÈRE OU LE FABULEUX ROMAN DE JEANNE TOUSSAINT.” Le Figaro
“Brillant!” Le Parisien
“Un roman vrai qui n’aurait pas déplu à Zola.” Télé 2 Semaines
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Gattégno, Jean-Pierre: MON ÂME AU DIABLE
(Calmann-Levy, 2010, 260 pages)
The first hit man to be paid by the national education system.
Six months have passed since Théodore Simonsky, an obscure substitute teacher, has had work or
earned a salary. His situation has become so critical that he is willing to accept whatever work comes his way.
Then one day Thomas Guérini, a key player within the department of education, offers him a position at Verdi
Junior High in the 19th district of Paris. The atmosphere at the school is poisonous; the abusiveness, depravity
and aggressiveness of the students have made the school a living nightmare, while the unfortunate teachers who
work there accumulate periods of sick leave for depression.
Guérini isn't sending Théodore Simonsky there to teach, however. Simonsky has been hired to
assassinate the principal, in return for which he will be given six months pay for work he never did, a permanent
contract and, above all, a job at a good school the following fall. By accepting this “contract” Simonsky becomes
the first hit man teacher to be paid with public funds.
Jean-Pierre Gattégno paints a scathing parody of the teaching world which has become little more than
a masquerade. Indeed, the greed and total lack of scruples of high-level school officials, principals, personnel
and teachers alike – none of whom have any qualms about resorting to the most dubious of means for their
personal advancement – has caused gangrene to set in.
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Like a thriller combining suspense and humor, the author sheds light on the present day crisis in
education, symptomatic of an increasingly corrupt society in which no sectors – including the hitherto revered
milieu of teaching – are spared.
Jean-Pierre Gattégno is a noted author of psychological thrillers, many of which have been adapted to
film (Neutralité malveillante by Francis Girod, Mortel transfert by Jean-Jacques Beineix and Une place parmi les
vivants by Raoul Ruiz). He has also published numerous novels, including J’AI TUÉ ANÉMIE LOTHOMB
(2009).

Joffrin, Laurent: L’ENIGME DE LA RUE SAINT NICAISE
(Robert Laffont, October 2010, 360 pages)
Laurent Joffrin’s clever, page-turning mystery begins with a daring yet failed plot to assassinate
Napoleon. Commissioner Donatien Lachance leads the team that hunts down the culprits.
The year is 1800, a time of conflict between the royalists who’d like to restore the monarchy and the
republicans who worry Napoleon is too much of a monarch. Either side could be behind the attack against his
life…
Donatien uses every piece of found evidence and eyewitness testimony to investigate. As the pieces to
the puzzle come together quickly and easily, he realizes that it is all an illusion. Donatien’s intelligent
deductions and daring tactics unravel an unimaginable web of deceit. But when the entire picture comes into
view, will Donatien have enough time to save Napoleon?
Joffrin’s attention to rich details provides a distinct image of the era. With Donatien, he introduces an
original character to the genre and keeps the reader guessing on each page.
Laurent Joffrin is the director of Libération. In addition to several works of non fiction, two of his
previous successful novels include LA PRINCESSE OUBLIÉE (2002), and C’ÉTAIT NOUS (2004).

Fansten, Jérôme: LES CHIENS DU PARADIS
(Editions Anne Carrière, October 2010, approx. 350 pages)
That’s how my story begins. A love story. Thwarted, inconstant, absolutely futureless but inevitable for me anyway. The woman who saved me when I was splashing around in the blood of my first crimes, that’s
Maïssa, but I call her the Cat because of the very personal way she lifts her rump when I nibble at the nape of her
neck. Then there’s her kid, Lola. I’d never have believed myself capable of blowing everything for her, too. Poor
things, you didn’t get the hero you deserved, did you?
Me, my name’s Herschel Edelweiss, like the flower. Inspector in the crime squad, former bomb expert
with the National Police force, and occasional suitcase carrier. Notoriously sharp, and dapper. A good mate.
Spontaneous. Not the guy you expect to see committing horrible crimes. Not even for love. Which just goes to
show…
Jérôme Fansten was born in 1974. A graphic designer, then scriptwriter, he is now working on several
full-length films. Les Chiens du paradis is his first novel.

Imbert, Michel: LES DISPARUS DU LAOGAÏ
(Le Rouergue, October 2010, 400 pages)
Peking, 1953. As demobilized troops stray through the streets, celebrating the armistice in the war with
Korea, Doctor Kou is called to the scene of an atrocious crime. Thirteen inhabitants of an illegal brothel have
had their throats slit. Doctor Kou is soon arrested, accused of the crime and sent to a Laogaï, a Chinese gulag.
While his nephew tries to prove his innocence, number 88 befriends Liu Mahu, a young party leader who was
arrested and found guilty of right-wing tendencies. In conditions that threaten survival itself, Liu manages to
solve the mystery of disappearing sacks of grain and secures the trust of duck-beak Wu, one of the camp
directors. But soon the camp’s inmates are terrified by further disappearances, human this time. It is not long
before Liu Mahu has uncovered an organ trafficking ring. Meanwhile, Rah Hongren, a veteran of the Korean
War and a serial killer protected by his rank, has killed Doctor Kou’s nephew who discovered his crimes. He is
recruited by the secret service for a covert operation against Marshal Lin Biao. President Mao hopes to return to
power and plans to destabilize the army by ousting its leader, even though the man is completely loyal to him.
But times have changed...
Michel Imbert teaches at the school of architecture in Toulouse. For several years, as well as producing
works of contemporary art, he has turned to writing. He has written five works of detective fiction under the
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pseudonym Mi Jianxiu (BLEU PÉKIN, ROUGE KARMA, JAUNE CAMION, LA MORT EN COMPRIMÉS
and LOTUS ET BOUCHES COUSUES).

Quadruppani, Serge: SATURNE
(J.C Lattès, September 2010, 250 pages)
All appears peaceful in the thermal baths of Saturn, Rome’s most popular relaxation spot. Suddenly a
man opens fire, killing three people and wounding several others before making an escape. Commissioner
Simona Tavianello, in charge of the investigation, sides with private detective Cedric Rottheimer, hired by a
jealous husband to trail an unfaithful wife, who is one of the victims of the firing. The murders were done by a
professional and the commissioner is determined to follow every possible lead. Soon the investigation uncovers
multiple and complex implications in the drama at Saturn: mafia, screen companies and even the government, all
want a a share of a huge sum of money acquired in a most shameful manner. Commissioner Tavianello , accused
of complicity with a local godfather, quits her job, but not her quest for the truth. Will she find it?
Serge Quadruppani is a well-known author of crime novels, a translator from Italian (Camilleri,
Evangelisti, De Cataldo, Carlotto, Fois…), and writes regularly for Le Monde diplomatique and La Quinzaine
littéraire.
“Avec autodérision et suspense, l’auteur raconte ses aventures dans le monde étrange et pénétrant des
régimes minceur.” Bibliosurf

Le Corre, Hervé: LES COEURS DÉCHIQUETÉS
(Payot-Rivages, May 2009, 384 pages)
Pierre Vilar is a police inspector in Bordeaux. His life and marriage have flown to pieces since his son
Pablo was snatched at the school gate. In spite of everything, he clings to an irrational hope of seeing him again
alive. Some miles away, Victor, a young boy, returns home after school to find a horrific scene: his mother,
Nadia, is lying lifeless on her bedroom floor. From the community home to his foster family begins a painful
journey for this teenager now alone in the world, scarred by the death of his dearest relative. Two irremediable
losses. Two tragedies. The connection between them is Pierre Vilar, who is charged with investigating Nadia’s
death. While following certain leads, a strange role-reversal occurs, and the policeman becomes the quarry: He is
harassed over the phone and followed by an elusive yet threatening man. This man also seems to be pursuing
Victor. The loss of loved ones, childhood violence, social injustice and solitude are craftly evoked by Hervé Le
Corre in an intimate and overwhelming manner. With his work’s beauty and precise style, he follows in the
footsteps of Robin Cook.
Born in Paris and currently teaching in the outskirts of Bordeaux in France, Hervé Le Corre is the
author of several crime fiction novels among which, with Rivages: L’HOMME AUX LÈVRES DE SAPHIR
(sold in Italy to Edizioni Piemme). He also writes for the literary magazine Le Passant.
Foreign rights sold to: Italy (Piemme), UK (MacLehose Press)

Lemaître, Pierre: CADRES NOIRS
(Calmann-Lévi, February 2010, 350 pages)
Prix du Polar Européen-Le Pont 2010
Fifty-seven year-old Alain Delambre, former human resources manager, has been unemployed for 5
years. Unable to find work in his field, he has accepted a menial job as an inventory clerk at a ridiculously low
salary. With the support of his wife Nicole and their two daughters, he tries his best to make do. Then one day,
he comes across an unexpected job offer that fits his profile to a T, except for his age. Short-listed along with
two other candidates, he is informed that the management’s final decision will depend on how well he reacts
under intense pressure, in a simulated hostage-taking risk situation that is. Determined to land the job at all costs,
our protagonist agrees to play the game, setting off an unstoppable chain of events.
Our disillusioned and scorned hero may be a “grandpa” boomer”, but he is more than ready to prove
that he is too an expert at making the most of any opportunity that comes his way. A remarkably taut, wellcrafted novel and a blistering attack on the cynicism and snobbery of corporate bigwig and management
techniques;
Pierre Lemaître lives in Paris. He is a scriptwriter for televisions and cinema. His first novel, TRAVAIL
SOIGNE ((Editions du Masque) received the Prix du Festival de Cognac in 2006. His second novel, ROBE DE
MARIE was sold in four languages and optioned for a film adaptation by Alexandre Films.
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Foreign rights sold to: the Netherlands (House of Books), Italy (Fazi Editore) and Turkey (Yayinlari)
“Lemaitre brilliantly explores an explosive social reality…” Le Parisien
“A fascinating novel thatreads with both humor and psychological depth. With CADRES NOIRS, Pierre
Lemaitre proves to be an ace at suspense.” L’Essor Sarladais

Savoie, Jacques: CINQ SECONDES
(Librex, March 2010, 312 pages)
In the middle of a hearing at the Montreal Courthouse, a judge, a lawyer, a witness and a security guard
are gunned down. The shooter is the defendant in the case, Brigitte Leclerc, a twenty-eight year old woman with
a strange but seemingly uneventful past. Immediately after the attack, she turns the gun on herself, albeit
unsuccessfully. Although the shot misses its target, she has a near-death experience in which she sees the major
events of her life flash by in five seconds. As the investigating officer, Jérôme Marceau’s job is not so much to
determine what happened that day in the courtroom as it is to uncover what was going on in Brigitte’s mind. To
do so, he must delve deep into the life of the killer and as he goes through this process, significant events from
his own life are gradually revealed. Jacques Savoie’s complex story leads his sympathetically drawn characters
through many dramatic situations. In doing so, the writer also skillfully explores the Montreal underground,
near-death experiences and the process of forgiveness.
Jacques Savoie has published eight novels and six children’s books. He has also written a number of
screenplays and, notably, his script for the film Les Portes tournantes won the Cannes Film Festival Prize of the
Ecumenical Jury in 2008.

Ravey, Yves: ENLÈVEMENT AVEC RANÇON
(Editions de Minuit, September 2010, 140 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Wepler 2010
Max and Jerry are brothers but haven’t seen each other for twenty years. When Jerry secretly enters the
French territory trough the Swiss border and meets up with his brother, they have a common goal: to kidnap
Samantha, the daughter of Max’s boss who has always turned him down. They want to demand a ransom that
they will share and use for their own purposes. All we know about Jerry at first is that he has spent twenty years
in Afghanistan and that he clearly knows how to use a gun and to abduct people. But the well-schemed plan
won’t go smoothly, as tension grows between the brothers and as Samantha seems to experience a light
Stockholm syndrome towards dark and mysterious Jerry, not his accountant of a brother, to Max’s great
disappointment.
With his sparse style, Yves Ravey manages to create a wonderful tension. The whiteness of the snow
over the Alps contrasts with the increasing darkness of the plot, infused with delicate touches of humour – the
names of the characters, social criticism – Max’s boss is no angel with his foreign workers – or international
politics – it seems more and more obvious that Jerry belongs to a kind of Islamic organization.
Yves Ravey is an author and a playwright. His novels include L’EPAVE (2006), PRIS AU PIEGE
(2005), LE DRAP (2003) and more recently CUTTER (2010) and BAMBY BAR (2008), all published by
Editions de Minuit.
“Yves Ravey excelle une nouvelle fois dans l’art de mettre en situation des personnages en équilibre sur
un fil invisible. Conte cruel d’une folie ordinaire relatée d’une écriture ciselée comme la lame du couteau. Un
roman qui bouscule les certitudes et noue les intestins.” Page
“Yves Ravey signe un thriller admirablement stylisé.on pense à Hitchock ou au Samouraï de Melville.
C’est dire.” Livres Hebdo

de Turckheim, Emilie: LE JOLI MOIS DE MAI
(Héloïse d’Ormesson, August 2010, 120 pages)
In this pretty month of May,Monsieur Louis is resting under a tree, a bullet in his throat. He officially
leaves his fortune to five clients- hunters who rented rooms in his house- along with his house, his woods, his
porks and even Aimé, his handyman. The heirs arrive :on retired inspector, a fortune-hunting couple, a military
and the owner of a brothel. Without a thought for the deceased, they wait for the attorney in charge of the
inheritance. He will never come. Among them, a woman is missing. Yet she is everywhere.
Emilie de Turckheim, using a raw language, leaves us doubting and thinking with the virtuosity of
Agatha Christie.
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Born in 1980, she published at 24 LES AMANTS TERRESTRES. She was awarded the Prix de la
Vocation for CHUTE LIBRE.

Aubenque, Alexis: UN NOËL
(Calmann-Lévy, November 2010, 512 pages)
Sold to France (paperback and book club)
A Mike Logan-Jessica Hurley crime novel that end the River Falls trilogy.
Things are back to normal in River Falls. As the small town gets ready for Christmas, however, a brutal
killing revives memories of a horrific past:an adolescent has been found dead, another barely managed to escape.
Where they the targets of a sexual pervert? Could it be an act of revenge against one of the two boys accused of
assault and battery on a tranvestite? It turns out that a young survivor belongs to a religious community living in
the former house of a serial killer. Is this a mere coincidence, or is it somehow related to the boys’ abduction?
Sheriff Mike Logan will have to be on his toes to elucidate the affair. Luckily, his girlfriend, profiler Jessica
Hurley, is there to help him avoid the traps of our preconceived ideas about the “monsters” in our midst. Free
from bias, the truth is in fact easier to find.
A bookseller at the Fnac (France’s largest chain of bookstores) for the last 8 years, Alexis Aubenque
specializes in Science Fiction and Detective Novels. His previous works include LA CHUTE DES MONDES
(Pocket, 2004), which is Pocket’s bestselling French SF title, as well as the bestselling EMPIRE DES ÉTOILES
series (Fleuve noir). His River Fall series has won the Prix Polar in 2009.

Parot, Jean-François: L’HONNEUR DE SARTINE
(JC Lattes, October 2010, 450 pages)
The ninth volume of the famous adventures of Nicolas Le Floch. More than a million copies sold!
France is at war in 1780 and having great difficulty financing its maritime operations against England.
Nicolas Le Floch is called in to investigate the suspicious death of a high-ranking officer of the French Navy. It
would appear to be a domestic accident but there are some very strange clues in the victim's room that would
suggest something was stolen. Who can explain why precious Chinese vases are disappearing? Why are the
King, Sartine and Necker all so interested in this case?
From Versailles to Portcherons, from filthy dungeons to luxurious new private hotels of Paris, the
commissioner and his friends, old and new, commence a hunt for a dangerous, elusive criminal that will lead
them down many twisting and perilous paths.
Diplomat, specialist of 18th-century history, Jean-Franyois Parot takes us to the heart of Paris and the
intrigues ofthe court during the reigns of Louis XV and Louis XVI. The TV adaptation of Nicolas Le Floch
adventures has been a great success.
Russian rights are under option with Veche Publishers

Barriere, Michele: MEURTRE AU CAFE DE I 'ARBRE-SEC
(JC Lattes, November 2010, 380 pages)
Cheft from generation to generation, the Savoisy family begins the hunt for a precious culinary
manuscript. In February 1759, Jean-Franyois Savoisy, an ordinary ice vendor in Paris, is about to discover a
new, revolutionary ice cream whose flavor must be kept secret. Convinced of his success, Savoisy is especially
thrilled about winning some ofthe glory away from Procope, his bitter rival. Fame seems to be reaching out to
him with open arms.
But Savoisy did not count on his wannabe intellectual wife who has firmly sided with authors such as
Voltaire, and her darling Diderot in this battle. When the latter entrusts her with a manuscript in order to escape
censure, Mai'ette doesn't realize the danger for herself or her family. She is perilously unaware of two individuals
who are also anxious to get their hands on the manuscript, waiting in the shadows for the right moment to
pounce ....
Food historian, ecologist, Michele Barriere devotes much of her time to the defense of animals and
forgotten vegetables. After working as a journalist for Regal and writing His to ire en cuisine for Arte, she
began working on the Savoisy dynasty in 2004.
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Hamelin, Louis: LA CONSTELLATION DU LYNX
(Boréal, September 2010, 600 pages)
Following his former teacher’s death in 2001, writer Samuel Nihilo decides to pursue the late
professor’s invesigation about the murder of a Minister and the kidnapping of an English diplomat which
occured in 1970, in the province of Québec. In the professor’s view, the event was the result of a political
conspiracy. Nihilo’s own investigation begins in Montreal, takes him to the wide-open countryside of Abitibi,
and finally leads him to Zopilote, a village in Mexico, where he crosses paths with a former member of the FLQ.
Before long, Nihilo discovers that the secret service was involved in the events of 1970, as were the anti-terrorist
squad and myriad shady characters, including an assassinated cabinet minister whose apparition is like
something straight out of Shakespeare.
In this outstanding work, Louis Hamelin reimagines the history of terrorism in Quebec and deftly
captures, with frequent touches of humour, a society in the midst of transition from one era to another. This is a
historical novel, a mystery, a thriller, and much more, all wrapped up in one book.
Louis Hamelin is the author of novels including LA RAGE (1989, Governor’s general Literary Award),
BETSI LAROUSSE(1994), LE SOLEIL DES GOUFFRES(1996), LE JOUEUR DE FLÛTE SAUVAGES
(2006). He is a specialist in American literature and reviews fictions for the daily “le Devoir”.

Muller, Dominique: LAGUNA NOSTRA
(Nil/Robert Laffont, January 2010, 250 pages)
A man’s cadaver floats in the canal, bumping into the steps of a marble stairway. A clandestine baby,
taken from smugglers, is adopted by a Venetian couple. An elderly British woman seeks young men who can
interpret Purcell’s cantatas. An unknown Albanian, a suspect for the floating cadaver, is curiously defended by
the most famous lawyer in town. For a long time, he schemed with Illona who runs a prostitution ring over the
Internet.
These mysteries must be solved, and the man for the job is Commissioner Campana. He is a stocky,
logical and macho man whose pragmatism and tenacity has made him famous. In spite of himself, he must deal
with his sister Mizzi, an art restorer, and his two elderly uncles, who are passionate about Asian philosophy and
art. They all live together under the same roof.
As commissioner, Campana assures the safety of not only Venetians but, perhaps more importantly, that
of the tourists. Since the city attracts so many honeymooners it is crucial that it remain a peaceful and safe
destination, otherwise the economy will suffer.
Will the methods he learned in the police academy suffice? Or should he enlist the help of his family
members who have an intuitive, aesthetic and psychological knowledge of Venice which allows for a profound
understanding of the city’s current events as well as its worst crimes.
Dominique Muller has written several novels, a mystery series and with NiL, a biography of Anne
Boleyn.

Brussolo, Serge: LE VESTIAIRE DE LA REINE MORTE
(Plon, March 2010, 264 pages)
Brittany, a region steeped in the traditions of Celtic legend ans superstition, ine the days after the end of
World War II. A solitary adolescent discovers that an ancestral cult is responsible for several murders that have
plagued the neighourhood.
Marion is twelve. She spends every summer vacation at Bregannog, an isolated Breton village where a
good part of the population is still mindful of the ancient Druid beliefs and follows them to the letter. Bregannog
is a strange village, once populated only by pirates, brigands, and ship wreckers who lured vessels on to the
rocks. This complicity in crime holds sway over the local people like the bond of a chivalric oath: he who has
never shed blood has no place in Bregannog! Marion is a curious—too curious--child who has little to do. She
discovers secrets whose implications are beyond her grasp, casting suspicion on her own family and
transforming her into the object of all hatreds
A child’s game that turns into a nightmare.
Serge Brussolo is one of France’s best known writers of the fantastic. Author of nearly thirty thrillers
published in Livre de Poche, he is often referred to as France’s Stephen King. Brussolo is the author of LA
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MAISON DES MURMURES, CEUX QUI DORMENT EN CES MURS, L’HÉRITIER DES ABÎMES, as well
as a highly successful youth series, PEGGY SUE.

Sylvain, Dominique: LA NUIT DE GERONIMO
(Viviane Hamy, 2009, 350 pages)
Louise Morvan, a chrming private investigator, is still under the shock of her break-up with
superintendent Serge Clémenti, when Philippine Domeniac, a forensic scientist who is a good friend of
Clémenti, stops at her office, asking for help. Philippine has just moved in her grandparents”house and received
a strange anonymous email, which reads: “Geronimo didn’t kill anybody, but who killed Geronimo?” This
sentence has brought her back to painful memories as her father, who did a brilliant career in molecular biology
in the USA, used to be nicknamed “Geronimo” and committed suicide twenty-four years ago. Although Louise
expected this investigation to be dealt on a psychological level, she soon realises that it would be a more perilous
adventure than she thought. The corpse of the nurse of Philippine’s grandmother, which bears marks of torture,
is indeed found in an abandoned house. Louise will have to go back to the past of the family Domeniac to
decypher this puzzle… After having dived into the worlds of body art, Stradivarius violins, and the master
Japanese tattoo artist, Louise’s new investigation now takes place at the heart of family secrets, drug dealing,
Russian mafia and GMOs.
Born in Thionville in 1957, Dominique Sylvain has been a detective novel writer for over ten years and
lives in Japan. Her previous thrillers have been awarded several prizes, including PASSAGE DU DÉSIR (2004),
VOX (2000) and STRAD (2001). She has been translated in Spain (Santillana), Italy (Mondadori), Sweden
(Norstedts), Finland (Like), the Netherlands (De Geus), Russia (Inostranka), Japan (Shogakukan), Germany (List
Verlag / Ullstein), Romania (Universal Dalsi), Lituania (Baltos Iankos) and Turkey (Altın Bilek).

DETECTIVE SERIES
Aubenque, Alexis: COLLECTION OF SUSPENSE NOVELS
7 JOURS À RIVER FALLS
(Calmann-Levy, June 2008, 374 pages)
Sarah Kent is a model student who leads a peaceful life among the elite of the prestigious River Falls
College, located in a small town of the same name in the heart of the Rockies. Yet one spring morning, all of this
will change. Sarah’s world becomes one of terror.
Emy Paich and Lucy Barton, Sarah’s two best friends back in high school, are found brutally mutilated
on the side of a lake next to the nearby forest. Though they had lost touch since high school, Sarah received a
strange letter two days before the girls’ bodies were found and seems to be hiding a big secret. Perhaps there’s
some invisible bond that ties these young women together… Will she be the murderer’s next victim?
Sheriff Mike Logan has many mysteries to solve along with his on-again/off-again girlfriend and expert
profiler, Jessica Hurley. They decide a bit too quickly that they’re on the right path, giving the perpetrator the
chance to manipulate them in a most perverse way…

UN AUTOMNE À RIVER FALLS
(Calmann-Levy, June 2009, 464 pages)
Early fall. Mike Logan and Jessica Hurley take on two back-to-back murders that have once again
shaken up the relative quiet of River Falls. Robert Gordon, brilliant lawyer and philanthropist, is discovered
electrocuted in the Jacuzzi of his luxurious villa. The murderer's attempts at leaving evidence pointing to suicide
are hardly plausible. That same day a homeless man, beaten to death and thrown into the river, shows up at the
morgue without causing much of a stir.
Hard-pressed by the mayor's office to get quick results, the duo soon uncovers compromising
documents implicating several upstanding community figures in a property scandal... A simple settling of
scores? As tension mounts in River Falls, a new murder is committed, corroborating the hypothesis. Yet simple
appearances sometimes hide gruesome truths; and the past, terrible secrets...

UN NOËL À RIVER FALLS
(Calmann-Levy, November 2010, 512 pages)
A Mike Logan-Jessica Hurley crime thriller.
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Things are back to normal in River Falls. As the small town gets ready for Christmas, however, a brutal
killing revives memories of a horrific past: an adolescent has been found dead, another barely managing to
escape. Were they the target of a sexual pervert? Could it be an act of revenge against one of the two boys
accused of assault and battery on a transvestite?
It turns out that a young survivor belongs to a religious community living in the former manor house of
a serial killer. Is this a mere coincidence, or is it somehow related to the boys' abduction? Sheriff Mike Logan
will have to be on his toes to elucidate of the affair. Luckily his girlfriend, profiler Jessica Hurley, is there to help
him avoid the traps of our preconceived ideas about the “monsters” in our midst. Free from bias, the truth, in
fact, is easier to find.
A bookseller at the Fnac (France’s largest chain of bookstores) for 8 years, Alexis Aubenque specializes
in Science Fiction and Detective His previous works include LA CHUTE DES MONDES (Pocket, 2004), which
is Pocket’s bestselling French SF title, as well as the bestselling EMPIRE DES ÉTOILES series (Fleuve noir).
Alexis Aubenque, former bookseller hooked on genre literature, made his crime fiction debut in 2008 with SEPT
JOURS À RIVER FALLS. Volume two of the present trilogy, UN AUTOMNE À RIVER FALLS, was awarded
the Cognac Prix POLAR in 2009.

Barrière, Michèle: MEURTRES AU CAFÉ ARBRE SEC
(JC Lattès, November 2010, 380 pages)
In February 1759, Jean-François Savoisy, an ordinary ice-vendor in Paris, is about to discover a new,
revolutionary ice cream which flavor must be kept secret. Convinced of his success, Savoisy is especially thrilled
about winning some of the glory away from Procope, his bitter rival. Fame seems to be reaching out to him with
open arms.
But Savoisy did not count on his wannabe intellectual wife who has firmly sided withauthors such as
Voltaire, and her darling Diderot in this battle. When the latter entrusts her with a manuscript in order to escape
censorship, Maïette doesn’t realize the danger for herself or her family. Sheis perilously unaware of two
individuals who arealso anxious to get their hands on the manuscript, waiting in the shadows for the right
moment to pounce… An investigation in the 18th century Paris, that comes with recipes!
Food historian, ecologist, Michèle Barrière devotes much of her time to the defense of animals and
forgotten vegetables. After working as a journalist for “Regal” and writing “Histoire en cuisine” for Arte, she
began working on the Savoisy dynasty in 2004. She is a author of several novels such AS MEURTRES AU
POTAGER DU ROY and MEURTRES À LA POMME D'OR.

Japp, Andrea H.: COLLECTION OF SUSPENSE NOVELS
Celebrated French detective novelist Andrea H. Japp has left historical fiction for a while to make a
remarkable return to the world of thrillers with a contemporary setting.

DANS LA TÊTE, LE VENIN
(Calmman-Levy, January 2009, 266 pages)
France, 2008: a laboratory technician has been strangled by a former lover who had dropped out of
sight. Two psychotic teens, Louise and her sidekick Cyril, are ensnared in a murderous brand of Satanism. The
final step in their initiation involves committing a murder under the guidance of their Canadian mentor, via the
Internet. But heir own bloodthirsty plans are annihilated when the two are brutally murdered.
USA, 2008: Diane Silver, one of the world’s finest profilers, is hunting down a serial killer in a case
that concerns her personally. Diane takes her job particularly to heart, as her own daughter Leonor was tortured
and killed by a serial killer.
Yves, a French cop who Diane trained in profiling, informs her of the murder of the two teens. As she
reconstitutes the murder of the two adolescents, Diane opens Pandora’s box…

UNE OMBRE PLUS PÂLE
(Calmman-Levy, September 2009, 308 pages)
Diane has made a pact with Rupert Teelaney, alias Nathan, one of world’s rich and famous, to hunt
down serial killers and eliminate them in order to spare their future victims. Diane knows that this is perfectly
illegal, but she wants more than anything to find the “tout” who drove her daughter into the hands of a murderer.
While Nathan is hunting down the tout, Diane is working on a gruesome case: in a quaint cottage, a pipe
leak reveals a mass grave in the basement housing at least 9 women’s bodies. In Paris, Yves Guéguen takes a
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liking to Sara Heurtel and her son Victor. Nathan is watching him and Yves is getting in the way. How will
these 3 stories come together?

LA MORT, SIMPLEMENT
(Calmman-Levy, January 2010, 330 pages)
Any relief Diane might have felt after this vengeful murder is masked by her growing feelings of doubt
about Nathan. Who exactly is he? A righter of wrongs or a charming, intelligent and dreadful psychopath who is
merely looking for excuses to do what he loves most: killing? When Diane learns that her best friend and French
counterpart Yves Guéguen was murdered in Paris, she wonders if Nathan might be involved…
Born in 1957, trained as a toxicologist, since 1990, Andrea H. Japp has written over twenty novels, she
is considered one of the “queens” of crime novels in France. She has also written many novellas, scenarios for
television and cartoons.

Castor, Iris: ZOÉ, LA NUIT
(JC Lattès, March 2010, 250 pages)
Her father is the illustrious Alphonse Bertillon, inventor of anthropometric photography. She is a
journalist for l’Epatant and photographs cadavers at the Parisian morgue. Her name is Zoe. In the year 1889, the
first international congress on hypnotism takes place in Paris. Many attend to listen to the illustrious speakers
Charcot, Brown-Séquard, Brouardel and Lombroso and discuss Bernheim’s new theories. Suddenly in the midst
of the congress, two psychiatrists are found murdered. They were stabbed and castrated. With the help of Police
commissioner Cougnolles and Doctor Hippolyte, Zoe leads the
investigation. It takes her from Princesse Mathilde’s private salons to the underground rooms of the
asylum where Dr. Hippolyte treats the insane using the methods of the day: electro-therapy and hydrotherapy.
She soon comes to the frightening conclusion that the most dangerous of the mentally deranged are not locked
up.
Writing under the pseudonym of Iris Castor, Laure Murat is author of the classic LA MAISON DU
DOCTEUR BLANCHE (Lattès, 2001 – Prix Goncourt for a biography), PASSAGE DE L’ODÉON (Fayard,
2003) and LA LOI DU GENRE (Fayard, 2006). She is a professor of 19th and 20th century French literature.
Co-authoring under the same pseudonym is Zrinka Stahuljak, professor of medieval French literature.

Flipo, Georges: LA COMMISSAIRE N’AIME POINT LES VERS
(La Table Ronde, March 2010, 300 pages)
Commissaire Viviane Lancier is definitely not the poet type, and yet she is condemned to grow a
passion for Baudelaire: a torrid sonnet, supposed to be composed by him, turns into a serial killer as everyone
who approaches it ends up in the morgue. With the ingenuous lieutenant Monot at her side, Viviane dives into an
investigation where the dead, the living and even ghosts seem to defy her.
Written in a vivacious and amusing style, this detective novel is also a caustic satire of media and power
in today’s society.
Georges Flipo is the author of five books among which QUI COMME ULYSSE (Anne Carrière, 2008)
and LE FILM VA FAIRE UN MALHEUR (Le Castor astral, 2009).
“Avec LA COMMISSAIRE N’AIME POINT LES VERS, l’auteur romancier et nouvelliste Georges
Flipo renouvelle le genre policier avec grand talent.” Le Dauphiné libéré
“Un premier épisode des aventures de la commissaire Lancier, très littéraire.” Livres Hebdo
“(Georges Flipo) se montre orfèvre en matière de literature criminelle, mêlant intrigue bien retorse et
humour ravageur.” La Vie Littéraire
“Georges Flipo avait le profil idéal pour imaginer une série de polars décalés et pince-sans-rire, très
écrits et truffés de références littéraires. Mission accomplie à La Table Ronde, avec les aventures de la
commissaire Viviane Lancier.” Livres Hebdo
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Bourland, Fabrice: LE DIABLE DU CRYSTAL PALACE
The Detectives of Strange
(Univers Poche, 2008-2010, 200 pages each title)
Over 40 000 copies sold in France!
An incredible trip into the spiritual realm. Since the birth of spiritualism, at the end of the 19th century,
infatuation for the occult has not stopped growing. Spiritualists and scholars form circles of enthusiasts and
groups of the initiated sometimes attract intellectuals such as Victor Hugo or Arthur Conan Doyle to participate
in séance tables and séances of psychography. In Europe, throughout the 1930’s, Fabrice Bourland’s two
detective heroes based in London carry out their investigations guided by the numerous mysteries that
surrounded the milieu of the psychic scientists.
Taking a malicious pleasure in mixing historical facts and fiction, Fabrice Bourland invites the reader to
let go and be guided with delight and terror into the world of spirits, there where the imagination isn’t confined
to any laws.
In November 1936, Singleton and Trelawney are commissioned to find a missing entomologist from the
British Museum. While the Loch Ness Monster case is in full swing, our detectives find themselves face to face
with a feline belonging to a species that has been extinct for over 20,000 years. A copy of Conan Doyle’s The
Lost World in hand, they will have to fight hard to prevent the 20th century from being plunged into chaos.
Fabrice Bourland works and lives in Paris. He highly admires Edgar Allan Poe, Jean Ray, Robert Louis
Stevenson and E.T.A. Hoffmann, and his texts have been published in a great number of reviews, collections and
anthologies.
Rights sold: UK (Gallic Books), translation available in English language

THRILLERS
Rufin, Jean-Christophe: KATIBA
(Flammarion April 2010, 400 pages)
In France 100,000 copies sold
A katiba is an Islamist fighter camp based in the Sahara - both a hideout and a resting point, a place
where people pray, negotiate and kill. Invisible from above by plane or satellite, this is where terrorist plots are
hatched and attacks are rehearsed. Kader Bel Kader, in charge of the zone stretching between Mali, Algeria and
Mauritania, decides to short-circuit the other rampant bands of traffickers and so assert his influence over the
heads of Al-Quaeda.
On the way to Mauritania where he is being sent by the intelligence agency Providence (already active
behind the scenes in Le Parfom d'Adam) to spy on the leaders of these terrorist attacks, Dim comes across a
young woman, Jasmine, as fascinating as she is disturbing. With French and Algerian nationality, familiar with
the ins and outs of Western diplomacy and the new laws on terrorist warfare, she walks on the edge of two
enemy worlds. Jasmine is a living incarnation of the Senegalese proverb which opens the novel and hints at its
main plot: "A dog may well have four legs but it still can't follow two paths at once."
An impressive novel where two civilisations meet and clash.
After publishing Le Parfom d'Adam which sold 130,000 copies (rights sold in 13 countries), JeanChristophe Rufin is back with a geopolitical thriller centred on a burning issue. Ambassador to Senegal for the
last two years, with first-hand experience of the changes in international relations since Obama's election, JeanChristophe Rufin in his role as novelist freely draws inspiration from these topical events.
Foreign rights sold to: Germany; Russian rights are under option with Azbooka-Atticus
“An excellent thriller with an excellent sense of pace, suspense and the world seen from diffirent
angles.” Liberation
“A captivating thriller that gives the keys to understand the workings of international terrorism.
Certainly his best novel in a long time.” Express
“A gripping geopolitical thriller, sharp and effictive, strikingly authentic. [ .. J Nothing is simply black
or white in this fiction but human flaws and qualities are depicted with a keen eye, certainly acquired by the
author through his multiples lives.” Le Figaro Litteraire
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“A foscinating geopolitical thriller on Saharan Islamism. [ . .} Fully in line with a John Le Carre, J -C
Rufin has written one of the best novels this spring.” France Soir

Bauwen, Patrick: SEUL A SAVOIR
(Albin Michel, September 2010, 300 pages)
A young medical student, Marion March, falls madly in love with Dr. Nathan Chess; a recognized
specialist in surgery on the hands. But from one day to the next, he disappears without a trace.
Fifteen years later, Marion, who has become a journalist, still loves Nathan. On Facebook, someone
called “The Trojan” asks to friend her, gradually becoming more and more threatening. Then he sends her first a
photo of Nathan, then a video in which she can see the surgeon, hurt and clearly being held captive, pleading for
her help.
A terrified Marian agrees to obey the Trojan’s instructions. He sends her on a sinister rally around the
USA. The only thing that matters is getting her one true love back. Who are Nathan and the Trojan? What are the
latter’s true motives? Bauwen, a master of intrigue and suspense, distills information drop by drop, right to the
totally unexpected ending. A stunningly handled thriller displaying Bauwen’s tremendous skill.
Patrick Bauwen runs the emergency room of a hospital in the Paris area. He divides his time between
two obsessions: writing and medicine. L’OEIL DE CAINE (2007), 40,000 copies sold in bookstores, won the
Prix Polar des lecteurs de Livre de Poche (Livre de Poche Detective Novel Readers’ Award) and the Prix
Carréfour 1er Roman (“Début Novel”). MONSTER (2009), 35,000 copies sold in bookstores, won the Maison
de la Presse Award.
“Patrick Bauwen confirme son talent d’auteur à suspense. A la manière de Stephen King, Harlan
Coben ou Robin Cook, il a le don de bâtir des histoires bien ficelées et pleines de rebondissements. Qui sont les
bons ? Qui sont les méchants ? Il brouille les pistes avec talent.” le Figaro Littéraire
“Un thriller machiavélique!” Ici Paris
“Tous les ingrédients d’un bon thriller sont regroupés dans ce livre qu’on ne peut lâcher avant la fin.”
Flair

Saint-Bois, Danièle: L’ÂME DES SOLEILS NOIRS
(Julliard, October 2010, 324 pages)
Asia is exceptionally gifted at everything but somehow managed never to make anything of herself.
After stagnating in Paris for several years, she decides to return to her roots, to settle in the small village where
she spent her childhood summers – Marespouy.
The sudden disappearance of a little girl named Cindy turns Asia’s life on its head. Mme Mironton
suggests that Cindy’s disappearance has many similarities with an awful crime that took place 30 years earlier.
A 13-year-old boy was raped and beaten by three older, teenage boys. It was a crime that was swept under the
rug in order to protect the distinguished families of the guilty. But what about the victim and his family? Their
lives were destroyed; the family fled town, the boy eventually committed suicide, and his sister, Iris, has been
living with hatred.
Separately, Asia and Iris draw the same conclusion -- the three perpetrators are repeating their crime.
While Asia digs deep into Marespouy’s secrets hoping to discover the dark truth, Iris makes her way back to
town, determined to avenge her brother’s death. With the twists and turns that accompany long-buried secrets,
neither may be able to get what they are truly seeking.
Danièle Saint-Bois devotes herself to writing. Her previous works include GALÁPOGOS,
GALÁPOGOS (Stock, 1979), LA REINE DE BARCELONE (Albin Michel, 1990), and with Julliard LE
RAVIN DE LA FEMME SAUVAGE (1999), AU PREMIER SANG (2000), SI TOI AUSSI (2002), DIES IRAE
(2005), and MARGUERITE, FRANÇOISE ET MOI (2009).

Descosse, Olivier: LA SPIRALE DES ABYSSES
(Flammarion, 2010, 300 pages)
In the same breath that Serge Papadakis learns that he is the father of Thomas, now aged thirty, he finds
out that his son has been missing for nine months. A former member of the Foreign Legion, Serge sets out to
lead an inquiry. Thomas, an investigative journalist who was a familiar face in every warzone, harboured a
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fascination for violence. Serge follows Thomas' trail by retracing the horrific news items that he was researching,
such as the case of the "barbarian ofVercors", responsible for three atrocious crimes in the summer of 2008.
Serge discovers that Thomas was seeking to pinpoint the emotion that is unleashed at the moment when
a murderer makes his kill, and that he was a member of a sect which drugs its followers to offer them access to
out-of-body experiences. Has Thomas been mind-washed by this organisation with international dimensions?
Serge's investigation leads him to Africa, firstly to Kinshasa, then to Goma, where a rebel clan has massacred a
group of villagers before withdrawing to the mountains. As he draws nearer to Thomas, Serge wonders what
exactly is the role that his son has played in these events.
Olivier Descosse is the author of seven thrillers published by Michel Lafon and Stock, including LES
ENFONTS DU NEANT (Michel Lafon, 2009 andJ'ai Lu, 2010), LA LISTE INTERDITE (Michel Lafon, 2003
andJ'ai Lu, 2009), and L'ORDRE NOIR (Michel Lafon, 2007 and J'ai Lu, 2008).

Thilliez, Franck: LE SYNDROME E
(Universe Poche/Fleuve Noir, October 2010, 432 pages)
Can violence be triggered at will? An anonymous film with a twisted and enigmatic scenario that
deprives of sight those who watch it. Five corpses found buried with their hands cut off, eyes and teeth pulled
out and skulls cracked. One and the same affair in fact, thanks to which Detective Lucie Hennebelle and
Behavioral Analyst Franck Sharko, so different and yet so similar in their perception of the job, will meet. Their
investigations will take them from the shantytowns of Cairo to the orphanages in Canada in the 1950’s, on the
tracks of an unknown evil that shows that we may all be capable of the worst...
An incredible tension prevails from the beginning to the end of this page-turner, filled with frightening
theories about the hidden areas of the human brain... And if they all were true?
Born in Annecy in 1973, Franck Thilliez is the author of TRAIN D’ENFER POUR ANGE ROUGE (La
Vie du Rail, 2003), LA CHAMBRE DES MORTS (Le Passage, 2005), DEUILS DE MIEL (La Vie du Rail,
2006), LA FORÊT DES OMBRES (Le Passage, 2006), LA MÉMOIRE FANTÔME (Le Passage, 2007), and
L’ANNEAU DE MOEBIUS (Le Passage, 2008). LA CHAMBRE DES MORTS, adapted to the screen in 2007,
received the Quai du Polar Reader’s Prize in 2006 and the SNCF French Thriller Award in 2007.
All his works, acclaimed by the critics, have been best sellers immediately after publication. His latest
novel, Fractures, was published by Le Passage in 2009.
Russian rights for the previous works are sold to Azbooka-Atticus

Brussolo, Serge: CEUX D’EN BAS
(Fleuve Noir, September 2010, 288 pages)
Excerpt available in English language The mayor of a small village in Montana would like Mickie to
draw up plans for an amusement park to attract tourists. The chosen spot, however, hides a Native American
cemetery, victims of colonial barbarianism several centuries before. To bring her task to fruition, Mickie will
have to sort through legends, lies and misleading appearances in order to discover the village’s real secret.
Serge Brussolo was born in 1951 and is a prolific writer. Gifted with a surprising imagination, he is
considered by the critics to be an exceptional storyteller and the best in his genre - somewhere between Stephen
King and Mary Higgins Clark.
Russian rights for Brussol’s famous collection for childer PEGGY SUE are sold to Eksmo

Chattam, Maxime: LE CENACLE DES SERAPHINS
(Albin Michel, October 2010, 450 pages)
Paris, 1900. Guy de Timée is a successful novelist, yet he lives in the creaky attic of a house of illrepute. From one day to the next, he ran away from it all: wife, child, friends, success. He just couldn’t take the
pressure of succeeding at all costs, of writing what was expected of him, any more.
Now he has decided to write a detective novel set in the darkest, most uncivilized corners of Paris,
which the world admiringly calls the City of Lights. He wants to confront blood and violence. And death, which
he calls out to from the depths of his soul. And it will appear in the middle of the night, in the guise of Milaine, a
young prostitute from the brothel who was assassinated under particularly strange circumstances. But what if she
weren’t the first?
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Who is prowling the streets of the capital in the shadow of the Exposition Universelle? What dark
purpose is this evil killer of women, who will soon leave behind nothing but cloaks of skin, really pursuing?
Along with the mysterious Faustine; Inspector Perotti and Yoshito, an impressive, dishonored Japanese sumo,
Guy is going to try to find out. From Paris’s esoteric circles to the delights of the Exposition Universelle, they
will gradually bring a terrifying secret to light, one that has fascinated humanity since the dawn of civilization:
controlling time.
Published around the world, Maxime Chattam is an acknowledged master of the French thriller whose
boundless imagination is regularly hailed by the press. His books’ popularity is constantly growing (more than
350,000 copies for the AUTRE-MONDE series, 120,000 copies for LA PROMESSE DES TÉNÈBRES).

Grillet, Thierry: LA TOUR DES TEMPS
(Editions Anne Carrière, June 2010, 300 pages)
Paris, around 2000. Quai François-Mauriac, a few blocks away from the Austerlitz station. The four
towers of the National Library loom over East Paris. Behind the high walls of glass and steel, deep in those six
hundred kilometres of bookshelves and thirteen million books, the mystery intensifi es. A book of divination
disappears. A crack opens in a wall. A Parisian ‘past’ resurfaces. An Africain marabout exorcises the place. A
young night watchman turns out to have a prodigious memory. A young curator fi nds herself up against a killer.
Readers start acting strangely... So what’s going on?
Like a gigantic mirror, the Library, guardian of the orderly world of books, begins to refl ect the
disorder of the world. Time has gone out of joint; and it must be stabilized in the Library, where time stands still.
Unless they stand by and watch it fall to the ground…
This novel takes us to an unknown history of Paris, and one of the most fascinating institutions in the
world…
Thierry Grillet loves books. That’s probably why he chose to work in the French National Library,
“dwelling” in space... and time. He writes for a variety of dailies and reviews. He teaches at the Institut d’Etudes
Politiques in Paris.
“Cleverly juggling with the codes of the genre, Thierry Grillet has created an original piece of fi ction
(…) a cosmic and historical thriller, totally unexpected.” L’Humanité

Kerdellant, Meyer: LES FILS DE RAMSES
(JC Lattes, November 2010, 550 pages)
A dead body is found one spring night at the foot of the obelisk on the Place de la Concorde in Paris.
But not just any dead body: a mummy. Hosni Ziady, otherwise known as the famous pediatrician "Doctor Kids",
and Emma, an American lawyer working for humanitarian causes, are the first witnesses to this horrific crime
scene.
That same night, Raphael, son of Hosni and Rania, a renowned specialist of Egyptian art, is playing
Master of Eternity on Second life, a virtual game that appears to predict future reality. Raphael is a gifted youth
who can read hieroglyphics. Hell's gate has only just opened. A second and third mummy are found at the foot of
obelisks in London and New York. Who is this insane killer obsessed with eternal life? The plot thickens when
Hosni realizes the murders are all somehow related to him.
From laboratories specializing in genetics to the most important sites of ancient Egypt, Hosni and
Emma attempt to decipher the mystery behind these ritualistic killings. Their investigation will take them to the
unfathomable world ofthe last sons of Ramses.
Meyer Kerdellant is the pseudonym of Christine Kerdelland and Eric Meyer. Christine Kerdellant is the
deputy editorial director of l'Express magazine and Eric Meyer writes for Geo magazine. The rights of their
previous thriller, La Porte derobee, have been sold in 14 countries.

Quadruppani, Serge: SATURNE
(Le Masque/JC Lattès, September 2010, 250 pages)
All appears peaceful in the thermal baths of Saturn, Rome's most popular relaxation spot. Suddenly a
man opens fire, killing three people and wounding several others before making an escape. Commissioner
Simona Tavianello, in charge of the investigation, sides with private detective Cedric Rottheimer, hired by a
jealous husband to trail an unfaithful wife, who is one ofthe victims of the shooting. The murders were done by a
professional and the commissioner is determined to follow every possible lead.
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Soon the investigation uncovers multiple and complex implications in the drama at Saturn: mafia,
screen companies and even the govemment, all want a a share of a huge sum of money acquired in a most
shameful manner. Commissioner Tavianello , accused of complicity with a local godfather, quits her job, but not
her quest for the truth. Will she find it?
Serge Quadruppani is a well-known author of crime novels and a translator from Italian (Camilleri,
Evangelisti, De Cataldo, Carlotto, Fois ... ). He writes regularly for Le Monde diplomatique and La Quinzaine
litteraire.

Molas, Aurélien: LA ONZIÈME PLAIE
(Albin Michel, February 2010, 416 pages)
A never seen before social crisis has dropped France into chaos and despair. Everywhere cars are
burning, exploding, groups of looters vandalize the streets. The police, overworked, are going through a big
confidence crisis. In this highly charged atmosphere, police captain Kolbe, in charge of a special unit fighting
against pedophilia is in the hot seat. His investigators just discovered a container of particularly atrocious video
tapes. The case must be solved as quickly as possible. At the same time, 2 young girls throw themselves together
under the subway. But is it really a double suicide?
On the back side of a cynical society whose only rule is profit and consumption, the novel’s
protagonists confront their own demons with the energy of their despair.
Aurélien Molas is 24. Born in Tarbes he used to live in Madrid and now works in Paris. As a
scriptwriter he has worked with André Téchiné. LA ONZIÈME PLAIE is his first novel.
“Passionnant, bien documenté… On est happé par le style de l’auteur, de l’intrigue… impressionné par
la force de son écriture et de ses idées.” polars.pourpres.net
“ Un thriller percutant à l’écriture efficace mais soignée (…).” Le Figaro Magazine
“(…) il réussit avec beaucoup de finesse à éviter le voyeurisme et la facilité (…)”. Le Point

Than-Van Tran-Nhut: LA FEMME DANS LE MIROIR
(Nil/Laffont, January 2010, appr. 250 pages)
Devestated by the recent death of his wife, Adrien gets swept up in a curious mystery that will lead him
down an unimaginable path.
Adrien attends an art exhibition of works that flourished in a different era, 17th century-Holland, a style
that illustrated the ephemeral nature of life. He is struck by the portrait of a beautiful woman. A few days later,
at an entirely different gallery, he sees a portrait of the exact same woman but painted three centuries later. His
friend Lena, an art specialist, analyzes the canvases to authenticate when they were created. There is no doubt
that they were painted hundreds of years apart and that the subject is the same woman.
Obsessed by the mystery, Adrien is determined to understand how this is possible. He researches the
life of the first painter which leads to the discovery of a powder that offers immortality. By painting the portrait
of a deceased person with this powder, that person comes back to life. Thus the beautiful woman’s immortality
is explained. But now that Adrien has discovered her secret, will she continue to live forever…?
Thanh-Van Tran-Nhut has written 7 novels, a collection of short stories, and an entry in NiL’s series
"Exquis d’écrivains".

Nathan, Tobie: QUI A TUÉ ARLOZOROFF ?
(Grasset, May 2010, 350 pages)
On the night of June 16, 1933, thirty-three-year-old Chaim Arlozoroff, head of political relations at the
Jewish Agency – the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for the Yishuv, the Jewish settlement in Palestine prior to the
founding of the state of Israel – was shot dead on a beach in Tel Aviv. Arlozoroff, a brilliant intellectual, was the
first lover and probably one true love of Maria Magdalena Friedlander, who first married BMW boss Herbert
Werner Quandt before becoming Mrs. Joseph Goebbels. She eventually committed suicide together with her
husband and Hitler in their Berlin bunker, having poisoned her six children with cyanide.
Was the unthinkable love affair between the First Lady of Nazism and a rising political star of the future
state of Israel the reason for Arlozoroff’s murder? Or was it a straightforward political assassination, as was long
believed? Who were the killers? Who ordered Arlozoroff’s death? Was it right-wing Betar extremists,
immediately held responsible for the crime? Or the communists? Arlozoroff was known to have argued violently
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with them. Maybe it was members of his own party, the Mapai, worried by his increasingly extremist tendencies.
Or maybe, just maybe, it was a crime of passion…
Tobie Nathan is a professor of clinical and pathological psychology and a renowned expert in
ethnopsychiatry. He has also written five novels, including Saraka Bô, adapted as a screenplay, and a play,
performed at the Avignon Festival in 2001 and 2002. He was cultural adviser at the French embassy in Tel Aviv
from 2004 to 2009. He is currently on a posting in Conakry, Guinea.

Simenon, Pierre: AU NOM DU SANG VERSE
(Flammarion, February 2010, 384 pages)
Set in the 1990s, this work tells the story of Antoine Demarsands, a Los Angeles-based lawyer, as
brilliant as he is corrupt. When he is suddenly called back to Switzerland for the funeral of his mother with
whom he has been out of touch for years, he finds himself facing allegations that his deceased father had
collaborated with the Nazis during the Second World War. Fiercely determined to establish the truth and to
avenge the memory of his father, Antoine embarks on an investigation that will lead him from the secret vaults
of private banks in Geneva to backstreets in Krakow, and from rain-drenched Parisian suburbs to boundless
Texan plains. And while his investigation progresses in the menacing shadow of an unspeakable past, he
accidentally triggers off a series of events which will not only force him to question his most intimate feelings,
loyalties and convictions, but also put his life in peril.
The son of Georges Simenon, Pierre Simenon, born in 1959 in Lausanne, worked as a financial analyst
and portfolio manager in a private bank in Geneva before leaving for the United States in 1987, where he
became a film lawyer in Los Angeles. A diving instructor, as well as a shark enthusiast and a history buff, Pierre
Simenon lives in Malibu, California, with his wife and son. AU NOM DU SANG VERSÉ is his first novel.
“An American-style thriller, complex, ambitious and fast-paced” Livres Hebdo
“As ejjèctive as an American thriller, this politico-historical novel unfolds with the speed of a
nosediving Stuka plane. ft takes the reader ftom L.A. to the Parisian suburbs, ftom Geneva to Poland and the
South of Germany, ftom one mystery to the next revelation, in 400 ultra fast pages which jèed on one of the
greatest intrigues of the 20th century: the hidden treasure of the Third Reich.” Le Figaro Magazine

Cardetti, Raphaël: LE SCULPTEUR D’ÂMES
(Univers Poche, February 2010, 372 pages)
This novel combines art and suspense, erudition and adventure, history and modernity and opens the
doors to a fascinating world that is often out of reach. Its highly original plot is a master of the conspiracy genre
Some sculpt wood, others stone. Takeshi Ono uses a completely different material: human bodies. His
anatomic exhibition, Ars Mortis, has just arrived in Paris when the young art restorer Valentine Savi, employee
for the mysterious Stern Foundation, receives a troubling phone call. Her best friend, whose husband had
disappeared 9 years earlier in Chechnya, thinks she recognized his body among the corpses that Takeshi Ono is
exhibiting…
Raphaël Cardetti is 35 years old and lives in Paris. He teaches Italian History at the university and he is
a specialist of Florentine Renaissance. His previous title Le Paradoxe Vasalis was elected ‘Upcoming Talent’ by
the FNAC. The rights were sold to Little Brown in the UK before the book was even released in France.
Russian rights fir the previous books are sold to Inostranka and Book Club 36’6.
“Finally a ‘modern’ historical detective novel that sets itself apart, worthy of Arturo Pérez Reverte!”
L’Express

Jean-Michel Sakka: N’Y VAS PAS
(Plon, 2010, 260 pages)
Jeanne’s world caved in the day the tsunami at Phuket carried her husband off in 2004. She still has her
daughter, Marina, but a threat hangs over the cheerful, lively little girl. Navigating between the police
investigation and the paranormal, this thriller plunges the reader into a terrifying adventure in the heart of the
great forest and the mountains of the Jura.
As Jeanne tries to come to terms with the tragedies that have changed her life irrevocably, she finds
refuge at Les Narcisses, an isolated domain in the forest near Nantua, in the Jura. Her husband was carried away
in the tsunami that struck Thailand in December 2004, and in the wake of that drama, she discovered he had
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been preparing to leave her. Marina, her adorable little nine-year-old daughter, is her only remaining source of
joy. But Jeanne’s nights are suddenly tormented by bizarre, troubling dreams that allude to disappearance,
anguish, and sorrow. The power and insistence of these repeated nightmares, their clarity, all suggest something
vaguely premonitory. Jeanne begins to think she is being watched, while Marina thinks she sees shadows
following her on her walks in the forest. Mother and daughter sense that they are not alone. At the same time,
police commissioner Braun is carrying on an investigation in the area regarding the disappearance of two little
girls in the past five years. A suspect has been arrested but, after repeatedly claiming his innocence, he commits
suicide. Braun is convinced he was not guilty, and that the predator is still at large in the region. He must find
him and arrest him before he strikes again. But will Braun find him in time, this killer who hides in the shadows,
spying on Jeanne and Marina? And can he concentrate on the urgency of his mission, if he responds to Jeanne’s
feelings of love?
Pseudonym of a successful author who has been awarded the Grand prix RTL/Lire, Jean-Michel Sakka
has already written several works published by Plon, including A LA POURSUITE DE L’ARCHE SACRÉE
(2007) and DIEU LE VEUT! (2008).

Graham, Patrick: RETOUR À REDEMPTION
(Anne Carrière, February 2010, 310 pages)
A business attorney, Peter Shepard has all it takes to be happy: fortune, a lovely and loving wife, two
beautiful little girls. Yet certain days anxiety takes hold of him to such an extent that he has to go sit on a park
bench. Always the same bench, always the same anxiety. Shepard fears the worst: the big one, the earthquake
will wipe San Francisco off the map. And the worst does happen - but not in the form of an earthquake. It’s his
past that cleaves the ground beneath his feet and drops him into a hell, devouring his family and leaving him to
remember that twenty years ago, six children in a cell made a vow, to hold off the darkness. A promise he broke.
The time has come for a return to Redemption.
Just two novels - L’EVANGILE SERLON SATAN and L’APOCALYPSE SELON MARIE - have
made Patrick Graham one of the Europe’s most important thriller-authors. TRANSLATED INTO 9
LANGUAGES, HIS BOOKS HAVE BEEN IN THE BEST-SELLER LISTS IN FRANCE, GERMANY,
ITALY AND SPAIN.

Dantec, Maurice: METACORTEX
(Albin Michel, February 2010, 850 pages)
“The job consisted in separating the alive from the dead.”
Paedophilia, cop and magistrate murders, politico-religious conflicts, crossed conspiracies… Lieutenant
Paul Verlande, from the Quebec Security, is faced with a series of attacks whose secret diagram hide the worst
violation of common law ever committed, on a background of civil wars, climatic chaos, massive exodus and
generalized maritime piracy. He walks towards the world’s ruins, cauterized by the atomic age, fastened to the
ground by high temperatures that shall laminate the Earth. From now on, it is just a matter of days.
A perfect style, tainted by subtle irony and incisive dialogues. Terribly efficient.
The master of “prospective techno-thriller” has already published five books with Albin Michel, among
which COSMOS INCORPORATED (2005), GRANDE JONCTION (2206), ARTEFACT (2007) and COMME
LE FANTÔME D’UN JAZZMAN DANS LA STATION MIR EN DÉROUTE (2009). Russian righst are under
the Option

Depotte, Jean-Philippe: LES DÉMONS DE PARIS
(Denoël, February 2010, 260 pages)
Reminiscent at once of Arturo Pérez-Reverte’s The Dumas Club or the Prague murder mysteries by Leo
Perutz, this groundbreaking thriller with history and the supernatural as a background whisks its readers to Paris
circa 1912, on the eve of WWI and the Russian revolution, to unravel the city’s darkest secrets.
Joseph, is about to become a priest, discovers he has a gift: the ability to speak with the dead. He soon
becomes known by the nickname of “ Saint Joseph of the dead ». One day, a young man who passed away, and
whose restless soul Joseph is trying to pacify to ease its passing to the other side, warns him that a demon is
about to step into the world of men. Joseph will embark for a risky journey in search for the truth that will have
him deal with a bunch of Russian spies, meet an exile willing to fight the Russian autocrat named Lenin, get
acquainted with the dreaded Montreuil Mob or famous occultist Papus. Joseph will have to face up to powerful
evil forces unleashed by mighty demon Baphomet, who especially came from hell for that purpose.
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Written in a superb style combining sharpness and understatement, this novel mixes up fictitious and
real-life characters, such as Fulgance Bienvenüe, the “ father”of the parisian métro, Czar Nicolas II or Lenin. An
instant classic.
Jean-Philippe Depotte makes a roaring literary debut with this first novel tipped for success.
“Jean-Philippe Depotte maîtrise bien son projet, servi par une belle écriture.” Livres Hebdo
“L’auteur fait montre d’une grande habilité à entremêler l’authentique et le fictif. En somme, il capte
l’esprit d’une époque, l’art de conter des faiseurs de romans populaires, sans pour autant abandonner
complètement les procédés d’une narration moins rétro. (…) A cheval entre l’uchronie et le fantastique LES
DÉMONS DE PARIS se lit comme un thriller où l’auteur ne laisse rien au hasard.” Le Cafard Cosmique
“Un formidable thriller occulte dans le Paris de 1912.” Ici Paris

Lépée, Denis: LE CHEMIN DES FAUX SERMENTS
(Plon, March 2010, 260 pages)
Can one raise the son of the man one hates more than anyone in the world? This is the challenge Gabriel
accepts. Today, he is threatened with death.
Gabriel Beauvisage is a retired anthropologist who leads a quiet existence on an island off the Florida
coast, until the day a New York lawyer appears to deliver some startling news. He has inherited the substantial
estate of businessman Byron Grove, but only on the condition that he raise the deceased millionaire’s son
Conrad, who is eight. Gabriel is overwhelmed. Bryon was his best friend, his adopted brother. Their bond was
formed in the harsh childhood they shared in a series of boarding schools. But Byron ultimately became his arch
enemy, for, because of him, Gabriel was unjustly sentenced to five years in prison and, worst of all, lost his wife.
Haunted by his memories and moved by the vulnerability of the child, Gabriel accepts. Second thoughts occur
when someone tries to kill him, literally the moment he arrives in New York. It is then that he realizes this
inheritance implies dangers he had not foreseen. Hunted by both the FBI and a mysterious association of higherups, he is forced to walk in Byron Grove’s footsteps as he tries to figure out why. He must understand who the
man was and the nature and reasons for the threat to his own life, Conrad’s, and the lives of all those he loves.
From New Orleans to Switzerland, in and out of the world of arms trafficking and secret operations, Gabriel
confronts terrifying adversaries as he discovers, through the fate of a young boy, the truth about his own past.
After studies in history, philosophy, and political science in Paris, Denis Lépée worked in the public
sector for a decade before joining Veolia Environnement. He is the author of three novels (LA
CONSPIRATION BOSH, L’ORDRE DU MONDE, and 1661, -Timée Editions and Pocket- translated in over
ten countries) as well as biographical essays on Winston Churchill, Ernest Hemingway, and Frank Sinatra.

Baltassat, Jean-Daniel: ALEX
(XO Editions, May 2010, 350 pages)
An intense, unforgettable thriller about a search for origins and psychological manipulation.
Alex, at fourteen, is different from young people his age: he’s gifted, surprisingly well-behaved and
mature, and has an extraordinary artistic talent. Heis also adopted, orphaned by the Balkan war. He has forgotten
everythingabout the first few years of his life, and has no idea who he was back then.
When his foster mother, Lucy, adopted him eight years previously, she swore that her love would cure
him of all the hurts in his past. But one day Alex is kidnapped off the street in full daylight, and disappears
without a trace. His unimaginable, brutal, and cruel past is back to haunt them.
The experiment, begun ten years before on Alex’s brain, is about to bring results, and his kidnappers
will stop at nothing to finish what they started. While Alex tries to discover who these people are, what they
want, and to put together the puzzle of his birth, his mother becomes a pitiless investigator, overcoming
obstacles in her path with rage and sheer determination, to find the son who is her whole life.
They will both discover the unbelievable truth, and reveal an awful secret, instigated in the horrors of
war. Tense intrigue, everpresentemotion, original characters, intense and lively writing make this thriller into a
complete success! Studentin cinema, photographer, artisticdirector, gallerist, script writer…
Jean-Daniel Baltassat’s writing has ever been nourished on his taste for images, paintings and History.
A writer for more than 20 years, he published at XO the INCAS SERIES in 2001 (translated into 24 languages).
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Plichota, Anne & Wolf, Cendrine: OKSA POLLOCK
(Editions XO, 2010-2011)
Fantasy series in 5 volumes
Volume 1, THE LAST HOPE: March 15, 2010
Volume 2, THE FOREST OF THE LOST: May 17, 2010
More than 100,000 copies in France, already sold in 11 languages, this originally self-published
series has become a true phenomenon.
Full English translation of Volume 1 available
Thirteen year old Oksa Pollock used to think that she was just like everybody else, but everything
changed after that night... Nervous about starting her new high school, Oksa suddenly sets off strange
occurrences in her room. Her desk catches on fire, her unpacked boxes explode... She had always dreamed of
being a ninja, and all of a sudden she discovers that she has supernatural powers! Lost and scared, she doesn't
dare talk about it with anyone...
But the strange events are far from over. On the same night, a strange mark appears on her stomach. Her
eccentric grandmother Dragomira, who Oksa confides in about what is happening to her, reveals her secret
birthright: the Pollock family comes from Edefia, an invisible world hidden somewhere on earth. Oksa is their
last hope, their only chance of going back. Her life will never be the same again. Despite help from her friend
Gus, it's going to be really tough for her to reconcile her ordinary high school life with fulfilling her stunning
destiny.
Warning, this book is magical. Once we get to know Oksa, we can't live without her, or without the
amazing Pollock family and the extravagant creatures of their world...
The story of this book is just as fantastic as its content. Oksa Pollock's adventures were originally selfpublished by Anne Plichota and Cendrine Wolf, and immediately became an unprecedented success through
word of mouth among its young readers. Pollockmania is only getting started...
Anne Plichota: 41 years old, born in Dijon, has lived in the Vendée, Lyon, Bordeaux, Besançon... After
studying the Chinese language and culture, she spent some time in Korea and worked in China. She has had
several jobs: Chinese teacher, nurse’s aide, public letter writer, currently librarian. She enjoys working; English
and American literature; Gothic literature; listening to people and hearing about their stories, their destiny. She
lives in Strasbourg with her eleven-year-old daughter.
Cendrine Wolf: 40 years old, born in Colmar, she studied sports and worked in the socio-cultural
environment, in so-called "problem" neighborhoods. Dynamic, spontaneous and determined, she loves
illustration, which she discovered late and taught herself, speed in every shape and form, and fantasy literature.
She lives in Strasbourg.
"Quake Harry Potter, the Pollockmania is born." Le Point

Audouin-Mamikonian, Sophie: TARA DUNCAN, L’IMPÉRATRICE MALÉFIQUE
(Editions XO, September, 2010)
600,000 copies sold in France
Fantasy series
An animated version on air in the fall of 2010…
Nothing can stop Tara Duncan! Banished on Earth for almost destroying OtherWorld, Tara is entirely
cut off from her past life. With no news from her friends Robin the doe-eyed elf, Cal the Patented Thief, or soft
Sparrow, far from her MagicGang, the young girl languishes, trying to make time move faster.
The day she turns sixteen, however, terrible news reach her all the way from OtherWorld: Magister's
sangraves are conducting an attack against the heads of all the States, and against the members of the
MagicGang. Several have been injured, some seem to have disappeared.
Tara is terrified when she realises that Magister is trying to wipe out her loved ones. He knows she's
nothing without her friends. As soon as he has neutralised them, he will have her within his grasp. But Magister
is not the one behind the attacks. Tara uncovers a truth that is much, much worse. Driven mad by fear and rage,
she decides to operate in secret: she will enter the magical territory illegally, in order to save OtherWorld. Even
if the only way to get there, is through the the demonic Limbes.
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Love, Humour, Magic, Adventure: we are thrilled to find all the elements which made the success of the
young readers' favourite spellweaver!
Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian’s first writing attempts were feverish sketches of fantasy fiction. Since
then, the pen has rarely left her hand. She wrote Tara Duncan between 1987 and 1990, but only found a
publisher in 2003, when magic became fashionable thanks to Harry Potter.
Married with two children, Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian lives in Paris.
Russian rights are under option with Ripol-Classic
“The saga by French author Sophie Audouin-Mamikonian has become a cult series” Ouest France

Werber, Bernard: LE RIRE DU CYCLOPE
(Albin-Michel, October 2010, 500 pages)
Darius, a famous comedian and the toast of Paris, collapses in his dressing room just after a
performance at the Olympia theatre. Yet just a few minutes before he died, the fire-fighter on duty heard him
burst out laughing.
Journalist at the Guetteur Moderne, Lucrèce Nemrod is sure this death was not due to natural causes.
His sidekick, Isidore Katzenberg – who still lives in his water tower, surrounded by dolphins – is convinced that
in order for this investigation to be successful, they are going to have to go all the way back to the origins of
laughter… A Werberian novel, both clever and academic, in which we meet back up with two of the author’s
favorite characters: Isidore Katzenberg and Lucrèce Nemrod. After the missing link and the brain, the strange
phenomenon of laughter is at the heart of their latest investigation.
Werber comes up with tangled plots that are contagiously cheerful. It’s brilliant, disconcerting and welldocumented.
From FOURMIS to PARADIS SUR MESURE, a world-wide publishing phenomenon. Bernard
Werber, one of the most widely read writers in France today, has virtual cult status in Russia and South Korea,
where his books sells millions of copies
Russian rights are under option with Ripol-Classic and Geleos Ltd

Schwartzbrod, Alexandra: ADIEU JERUSALEM
(Stock, April 2010, 408 pages)
2017. Mounir is an employee at the Institute of Science in Kazan, Russia. The day before he leaves for
Mecca, his workplace is blown up before his eyes in an apocalyptic cloud of smoke. During his flight, he starts
having convulsions, and dies shortly after arriving.
He has unwittingly brought the most virulent plague to the Holy City: The Black Death, which was
believed to have disappeared in the Middle Ages.
The bacterium spreads with uncontrollable speed. Amid the panic, a rumour surfaces: the Jews have
poisoned the water in Mecca. This rumour crosses frontiers all the way to Jerusalem where the Palestinians and
then the Israeli Arabs take retaliatory action against the Jews. Israel is fraught with unrest, Jerusalem falls.
This catastrophe devastates the international political scene, toppling individual fates in its wake: from
the Egyptian Youssef Chedid, a volunteer doctor at the hospital in Mecca, to the Estonian Rein Laristel, freshly
appointed as UN Secretary General; from the American Susan Rice, the United States Secretary of State facing
the most perilous challenge of her career, to the Arab Israeli Commissioner Eli Bishara struggling to overcome
the chaos; down to the beautiful Turkish Jew Ana Giiler, torn between Istanbul and Jerusalem. Their world - our
world - will never be the same again. And what if it were true'
Whether it is about a wake-up call or an act of conspiracy, this work of fiction sends a shiver down the
spine.
Alexandra Schwartzbrod is a journalist for Liberation. She lived in Jerusalem for almost three years
during the last Intifada, working as correspondent for this major French daily newspaper. She drew on this
experience to write the novel BALAGAN (2003, winner of the Prix SNCF du polar). Since then she has written
PETITE MORT (2005) and LA CUVE DU DIABLE (2007).
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Marguerite, Jean-Claude: LE VAISSEAU ARDENT
(Denoël, June 2010, 296 pages)
Yugoslavia at the end of the 1950s. In a small harbour on the Adriatic Sea, Anton and Jak, respectively
ten and eleven, fulfil their piracy fantasies by stealing at night jewels, cash and navigation instruments aboard the
ships they scrub by day –a loot they store in a derelict basement.
As they are forced to give up their burglaries, as local fishermen and militiamen are all actively looking
for the now notorious harbour thieves, Anton and Jak come across a drunkard. In exchange for booze, the old
man tells them about the adventures of the Nameless Pirate, a scoundrel with no equal who disappeared without
a trace, and took with him into oblivion his treasure, the most fabulous one in the whole of the history of piracy.
This tale most likely based on nothing real soon becomes a reason to live for Anton. As he grows to become a
modern days pirate, he pursues this quest all across the world and discovers that behind the enigmatic myth of
the Nameless Pirate lies another much older legend, that of the Fiery Ship.
From pre-pharaohs Egypt on to contemporary America, including the golden age of the West Indies and
the icy Greenland, Le Vaisseau ardent embarks readers on the greatest treasure hunt ever told.
Jean-Claude Marguerite lives in the outskirts of Paris and works in publishing. His very ambitious debut
novel LE VAISSEAU ARDENT is the result of many years of work, and stands unprecedented by its scope and
epic quality in recent French literature.

Pevel, Pierre: L’ALCHIMIE DES OMBRES (Les Lames du Cardinal, vol. 2)
(Bragelonne, June 2009, 304 pages)
Continuation of the first book LES LAMES DU CARDINAL:
David Gemmell Legend Award 2010 !!!
The book got a Starred Review in Publishers Weekly for its US publication in September 2010: “[A]
breathless, swashbuckling tale of intrigue, spying, and swordfights. (…) A mostly straightforward adventure plot
leaves plenty of room for character development, drama, and excitement.” Publishers Weekly
A great historical adventure of fantasy, full of suspense and new developments.
Paris, 1633. In the one hand, dragons under a human appearance are using witchcraft in order to reign
supreme over Europe. In the other hand, Cardinal Richelieu who created a unit of elites with the bravest, the
strongest and the cleverest men he could find. Six men and one woman who are ready to risk their own lives for
the King: they are the Cardinal’s Blades. They just cannot imagine the dangers that are awaiting them and that
will force them to fight their most dangerous enemy: the Alchemist in the Shadows…
Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of French fantasy today. The author of seven
novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the Prix Imaginales in 2005, both for best
novel. He is the French translator for the James Bond series and an expert on TV series scriptwriting.
Foreign rights for the first volume sold to: World English rights (Orion Gollancz), Germany (Heyne),
Netherlands (Mynx), Spain (Edhasa), Czech Republic (Albatros), Russia (Geleos), Estonian (Varrak) and
Finland (Gummerus) – Offer from Poland

Clavel, Fabien: LE CHÂTIMENT DES FLÈCHES
(Pygmalion, September 2010, 377 pages)
This amazing fantasy fiction with elements of history reminds also Western.
The novel describes the confrontation between paganism and Christianity, each of which has its own
“magic”: shamanism versus prayer and the intercession of the saints. The fantasy only comes in to fill in the gaps
in the historical narrative.
For historical part the book is well documented and follows the timeline of true historical events
faithfully. Only two characters are fictional. Alliances and court intrigues grow in importance. Besides the reader
will recognize the plot of classical Western: Horses, shamans and the celebrated Hungarian archers, as well as
the setting, on the hot, sandy Hungarian plains, all contribute to the Western feel. Some episodes even echo
Western motifs: the attack of the diligence, the cavalry to the rescue, an Indian attack, etc.
Born in 1976 Fabien Clavel is a professor of French literature and lives in Budapest. But he devoted
himself to his true passion - writing. He became one of the best French writers of Fantasy series and thrillers
with the elements of fantasy.
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Gaborit, Mathieu: LES CHRONIQUES DU SOUPIR
(Le Pré aux Clercs, November 2010, 320 pages)
The incredible journey of a group of misfits rebelling against a divine authority.
Lilas, a flamboyant redheaded dwarf has decided to leave her position as chief of the guards of the
Palace of the High Fairy. She opens an inn with her lover. One day, her son, Saule, arrives at the inn with a very
ill little girl. He’s being pursued by a group of militia who work with the High Fairy. Despite feeling the danger
that radiates from the little girl, Lilas decides to help her and Saule…
Mathieu Gaborit has written several fantasy novels for Mnemos Editions. He is also a videogame
editor.

Sire Cédric: DECHIRURES
(Le Pré aux Clercs, November 2010, 252 pages)
Nine short stories that artfully blend fantasy and horror. This collection is full of evil twin sisters,
romantic ghosts, demons and strange hybrid creatures on deserted highways…
Sire Cédric mixes beauty and horror, fears and dreams in these mesmerizing and chilling tales. Sire
Cédric has written two collection of short stories and two novels for Le Pré aux Clercs.

Sire Cédric: DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG
(Le Pré aux Clercs, March 2010, 456 pages)
A race against time to defeat a deadly force in this fast paced supernatural thriller. At the term of an
investigation led by inspector Vauvert and Svärta, an albino profiler, the Salaville brothers are killed. The
twosome had perpetrated sadistic ritual murders on young women. One year later however, the killings start
again, but in Paris this time. All forensic evidence point to the brothers, but how can that be? Their investigation
leads Svärta and Vauvert to Judith Saint-Clair, the deathly ill patient of a mental institution that also housed the
Salavilles. They discover the incredible truth: Saint-Clair had manipulated the Salavilles into killing young
women in order for her to accomplish magic rituals to stave off death. Nothing and no one will stop her from
reaching her goal…

Sire Cédric: DREAMWORLD
(Le Pré aux Clercs, November 2009, 288 pages)
A selection of nine short stories in which Sire Cédric explores the world of dreams and nightmares.
Sire Cédric is a figure in the French Goth world. He is the singer in a rock band, a translator and a
novelist. He has already published four novels, DÉCHIRURES, ANGEMORT, L’ENFANT DES CIMETIÈRES
(2009) and DREAMWORLD (2009) by Le Pré aux Clercs.

THE LITTLE TREATISES COLLECTION
Designed like ancient books of spells , this collection revisits the worlds of vampires, fairies, angels and
werewolves.

Pozzuoli, Alain: BIBLE DRACULA
(Le Pré aux Clercs, January 2010, 432 pages)
The ultimate companion to Dracula. The emblematic figure of Dracula and its myriad ramifications are
comprised in this comprehensive lexicon. The author lists all of the films inspired by the famous vampire or
depicting vampires (from Polanski’s Fearless Vampire Killers to Twilight and back to Nosferatu).There are the
obvious entries such as “garlic”, “crucifix” but, also, more surprisingly references to “Queen Victoria” or
“anagrams”.
Alain Pozzuoli is the French biographer of Bram Stoker and he has written several reference works on
vampires and vampirism.
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Brasey, Edouard: LE SOMMEIL DU DRAGON
(Place des editeurs, 2009, 408 pages)
The king of the Nibelungen has cursed the magical ring which has been cunningly stolen from him.
This malediction will bring about the inescapable fall of the glorious gods of the Asgard.
Magical rings and invincible swords, valkyries, dragons, giants and dwarves, passionate gods and
heroes… The curse of the ring will soon bring about the twilight of the gods. After THE RING OF THE
NIBELUNGEN, Richard Wagner’s famous tetralogy, and JRR Tolkien’s LORD OF THE RINGS, LA
MALÉDICTION DE L’ANNEAU is a multilayered saga inspired by ancient Norse legends and mythology,
whose writing is both epic and heroic.
Volume 1 : LES CHANTS DE LA WALKYRIE, October 2, 2008
For love, Brunehilde flees the universe of the gods and discovers the Human world.
Volume 2: LE SOMMEIL DU DRAGON, May 2009
Siegfried, a free hero without fear is destined to wake the Valkyrie from her deep slumber; he will have
to fight Fafnir.
Volume 3 : LE TRÉSOR DU RHIN, to be published: Spring 2010
Brunehilde and her rival Kriemhilde fight for Siegfried’s love at the court of the Burgondes.
Volume 4: LE BRASIER DES DIEUX, to be published : 2011)
After Siegfried and Brunehilde’s death, Kriemhilde takes revenge on the Burgondes with the help of
Attila, king of the Huns.
Born in 1954, Edouard Brasey is a renowned specialist of folk tales, Celt and Norse legends and the
imaginary universes of fantasy and fairy tales who has written over thirty works on the topic.
For LES CHANTS DE LA WALKYRIE rights sold to: Europa-America Publicacoes (Portugal)

Fetjaine, Jean-Louis: LA CHRONIQUE DES ELFES. Series
(Fleuve noir, 2008-2009)
Volume 1 : LLIANE, Published 15 May 2008, 300 pages
Rights sold: Portugal (Europa America). Excerpt available in English language
Volume 2 : THE ELF OF THE BLACK LANDS, Published 9 April 2009, 300 pages
Volume 3 : LE SANG DES ELFES, Published 8 April 2010, 276 pages
For this fourth foray into the world of the Elves, after the Trilogy that made him famous for his the
enthusiasts of the genre, Jean- Louis Fetjaine goes back to the origins of the story and that one of its characters,
the princess Lliane. Lliane, heiress princess of the elves of Eliande, is being held prisoner in the Black Lands.
Horrifi ed by the savagery and cruelty of its inhabitants, she manages nonetheless to survive and discovers little
by little that the Orcs, Goblins and other monsters who serve He-Who-Cannot-Be-Named are closer to her than
she would have thought....
Born in 1956, Jean-Louis Fetjaine has diplomas in Philosophy and Medieval History. Journalist and
editor since 1985, he has written numerous works. With the success of his Trilogy, The Twilight of the Elves,
The Night of the Elves, The Hour of the Elves (Pocket, 2002), Jean-Louis Fetjaine has quickly imposed himself
as one of the main representatives of French Fantastic Fiction.
The previous Trilogy of the Elves has been translated into 11 languages.
“Jean-Louis Fetjaine, the master of French Fantasy, has started a new chronicle of elves. With two
magic strokes of his pen, we are transported to the magical Middle Age, where the world is shared among men,
elves and other dark creatures.” Le Dauphiné Libéré
“An efficient writing style, capable of reviving the magic and the fury of ancient times.” Le Monde
“A marvelous voyage, a saga that avoids the clichés often found in fantasy fiction. To be read.”
Science-Fiction Magazine
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Robillard, Anne: THE KNIGHTS OF THE EMERALD SHIELD
(Michel Lafon, 2009-2010, 230 pages)
This amazing saga in the vein of Lord of the Rings, Harry Potters or Eragon will take you through a
gripping and fascinating fantasy adventure that has already captured a huge and enthusiastic fan basis (from 11
years old).
World no 1 French language Heroic Fantasy series The Knights of Emerald written by the Quebec
author Anne Robillard, already called the JK Rowling of Quebec. This series made of 12 volumes, has sold over
1.3 million in Quebec on the 11 titles published - in a country of 7 million French speakers only! An average of
100,000 copies sold for each volume in France, each new release stays no 1 best selling children novel in France
for weeks.
“Five hundred years ago, Enkidiev, a land populated with men, elfs and fairies, is battling against the
attacks of the armies of the wizard Amecareth, the emperor of Irianeth and his insect-army Empire. Now the
threat of a new invasion is awaking within the land of the men. The only hope of survival for Enkidiev, is the
resurrection of the order of the Knights of Emerald by the 1st king Emerald. These magic warriors must protect
the land until the fulfilment of the prediction telling that a Child of Light would break forever the threat that the
dark emperor makes weigh on the free world.’
The cover designer was the artistic director of the movie the Fifth Element and Arthur and the Invisible
by Luc Besson.

BACK LIST BEST-SELLERS
de Vigan, Delphine: LES HEURES SOUTERRAINES
(J.C Lattès, 2009, 300 pages)
Finalist of the Prix Goncourt - Awarded the Prix Découverte-Figaro Magazine - Selected by Le
Point among the 20 best books of the year 2009
Best-seller in France: 100,000 copies sold in France for all editions!
in UK published by Bloomsbury Huge success!
Everyday Mathilde makes the same gestures, takes the same corridors, the same trains. Then at exactly
the same time every morning she punches in the time clock at a place where her colleagues no longer even notice
her arrival. For the past few months, although nothing has been said and for no obvious reason, Mathilde has
nothing to do. So she just spends her time watching time go by. Thibault works for the Parisian center for
Medical Emergencies. Every day he drives his car to the addresses he receives through dispatch. In this city
which spares him no grief he is well acquainted with the symptomatic illnesses, the major disasters, the hustle
and bustle and the immense, pervading loneliness of the city. Mathilde and Thibault never met. They are just two
anonymous silhouettes in a crowd. LES HEURES SOUTERRAINES is a novel on quiet violence. In the heart of
the ceaseless movement of a metropolis, it’s easy get lost without a sound.
Delphine de Vigan is the author of four previous novels among which NO ET MOI (J.C Lattès, 2007),
revelation of the year for the magazine LIRE , 2007, Prix des libraires 2008 and multiply awarded. NO ET MOI
sold more than 200.000 copies in France and has been sold in UK (Bloomsburry), Sweden (SEKWA), Norway
(Cappelen), Danemark (Phabel), Germany (Droemer), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Suma), Catalunia (Ediciones
68), the Netherlands (Mouria), Greece (Ichnilatis), China (Shangai 99), Vietnam (House of Literature), Korea
(Gimm-Young), Canada (Random House), Russia (Phantom Press), and Japan (Japan Broadcast publishing).
Rights sold to: Germany (Droemer), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Suma), Catalonia (Ediciones 68),
Holland (Nieuw Amsterdam), UK (Bloomsburry), Greece (Ichnilatis), Norway (Cappelen), Sweden (Sekwa),
Poland (Sonia Draga), Korea, China and Czech Republic
Film rights sold to Epitet film (France) – The shooting started in January 2010.
“Delphine de Vigan monte en puissance. Elle fait preuve d’un réel tour de force dans l’écriture et le
propos. Brillant, poignant, attachant, un roman parfaitement maîtrisé et une auteure qui fera sans nul doute
beaucoup de bruit.” Page
“Un texte d’une grande justesse, où le trait n’est jamais forcé. Une manière légère de dire la
profondeur de la détresse.” Le Monde des Livres
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“Delphine de Vigan a le sens du rythme, elle mène ce concert fortissimo. Et après la grand silence de
fin, on entend encore une petite musique, celle du battement des cœurs perdus.” Marie France

Foenkinos, David: LA DÉLICATESSE
(Gallimard, August 2009, 201 pages)
Short-listed for the Prix Renaudot and the Prix Interallié - Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt,
the Prix Médicis and the Prix Femina
Over 40,000 copies already sold!
Nathalie is definitely a happy woman: she lives a blissful life with François, the man she has always
loved. But life is not a fairy tale, and François tragically dies in a car accident. Nathalie is shocked and
devastated. François' death is as sudden as their love was strong and flawless. While she seems unable to
confront this loss, and her woman’s life seems almost over now, she distractedly kisses Markus, a Swedish
colleague of hers. And this man she barely knows is going to surprise her.... a lot!Once again, this new novel
asserts David Foekinos’ humorous and accurate style. He astutely produces absurd, yet light and touching
situations giving a charming, expressive quality to this beautiful romance novel.
A writer and a musician, David Foenkinos lives in Paris. Gallimard has already published seven of his
novels, including ENTRE LES OREILLES (2002), INVERSION DE L’IDIOTIE (2002), LE POTENTIEL
ÉROTIQUE DE MA FEMME (2004, Prix Roger Nimier) translated in German (Beck), English (Telegram),
Arabic language (Le centre culturel Arabe), Bulgare (Supermarto), Korean (Munhakdongne), Spanish (Kailas),
Greek (Kastalia), Hungarian (Europa), Polish (Wydawnictwo Sic), Portuguese (Rocco), Romanian (Humanitas),
Russian (Azbooka) and Czech (Nakladatelsvi), QUI SE SOUVIENT DE FOENKINOS? (2007, Prix du jury Jean
Giono) and NOS SÉPARATIONS (2008). His novels have been translated in fifteen countries.
Rights sold to: Greece (Ellinika Grammata), Lithuania (Tyto Alba), Vietnam (Nha Nam), Italy (E/O),
Finland (Gummerus), the US (Harper Collins), Spain (Seix Barral), Turkey (Turukuvaz), Korea
(Munhakdongne) and Germany (Beck)
“L’auteur réussit là comme jamais l’alchimie du grave et du léger, du drame et de l’espérance.” Lire
“C’est comme le charme, ça ne se raconte pas, on y succombe. LA DELICATESSE, roman exquis sur la
beauté cachée, réjouit comme une chanson de Souchon et touche comme un dessin de Sempé.” Elle
“David Foenkinos a écrit une jolie comédie sentimentale qui illustre avec habileté, et ce charme qui
n’appartient qu’à lui, les nouvelles surprises de l’amour.” Journal du Dimanche
“Plus grave que les précédents, ce huitième roman de David Foenkinos reste une merveille de fantaisie
et de drôlerie.” Atmosphères
“On est séduit par la subtilité du style de l’auteur, par sa gravité légère.” Le Nouvel Obsvervateur

Carrère, Emmanuel: D’AUTRES VIES QUE LA MIENNE
(P.O.L., 2009, 310 pages)
300,000 copies sold in France!!
In few months, Emmanuel Carrère witnessed two of the most dreaded events: the death of a child for
parents and the death of a young woman for her children and husband. Then, someone suggested that he wrote
down their stories. Emmanuel Carrère accepted the commission. He relates how after the tsunami in Sri Lanka in
2004, his wife and himself helped and tried to comfort the parents of a little girl who was swept away by the
wave. He tells how a man and a woman, both judges, cancer survivors and affected with a limp, became friends
and passionately devoted themselves to cases of excessive indebtedness. In recounting an event that has been
given massive publicity in the media or in depicting the fate of anonymous heroes, Carrère’s writing is always
precise, without being tear-jerking, and extremely convincing. Full of humanity, it links different events together
and gives them meaning and depth. This book, in which everything is true, is about life and death, illness,
extreme poverty, justice and, above all, love. It achieves what Literature seeks: it recreates reality.
Emmanuel Carrère received the Prix Femina in 1995 for LA CLASSE DE NEIGE. In 2000, he wrote
L’ADVERSAIRE, sold to 24 countries, and in 2007, he published the most-acclaimed UN ROMAN RUSSE
(130,000 copies sold).
“Un livre renversant. (…) D’AUTRES VIES QUE LA MIENNE est un livre qu’on ne lâche plus une fois
commencé. Plus important : cette forme, littérairement très maîtrisée, est mise au service de questions
cruciales.” Libération
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“Un très beau livre sur le sens de l’existence.” Lire
“Le nouveau livre d’Emmanuel Carrère est certainement son plus beau, son plus juste et son plus
poignant. (…) Un livre ambitieux et nécessaire dont on ne sortira pas indemne et dont on n’est pas près
d’oublier les protagonistes.” Livres Hebdo
“Autant que sur la mort, ce récit unique et magnifique est un livre sur la vie qui l’emporte et sur la
manière dont les morts portent les vivants.” Elle
“Il y a de l’amour et de la souffrance, des sourires et des nuits blanches, de l’espoir et de la terreur.
Emmanuel Carrère vient encore d’écrire un grand livre.” Madame Figaro
Rights sold : Brazil (Objetiva), Korea (The Open Books), Croatia (Algoritam), Czech Republic (Mlada
Fronta) Spain (Anagrama), Greece (Ekdoseis tou Eikostou Protou), Italy (Einaudi), Netherlands (Arbeiderspers),
UK (Serpent’s tail), Rumania (Trei), Slovakia (PT), USA (Henry Holt-Metropolitan books), Vietnam (Nha Nam)

Mauvignier, Laurent: DES HOMMES
(Minuit, September 2009, 288 pages)
Awarded the Prix Virilo
Short-listed for the Prix Goncourt and the Prix des Libraires 2010
Long-listed for the Prix Femina, the Prix Décembre, the Prix Médicis and the Prix France
Culture–Télérama
Selected by Le Point among the 20 best books of the year 2009
90,000 copies sold in France !!
On a winter day, everyone is gathered in the village hall of a small community in Northern France.
They are here to celebrate Solange’s birthday, when her outcast brother Bernard, dubbed Wood Fire because of
his smoky stench, intrudes into the merry reunion. He simply wants to give his sister a present, but this kind
gesture unleashes a series of dreadful events. Worse, it unearths the terrible past of most men of the same age
group, when they were sent overseas to fight a war that was by turns invisible, brutal, boring and nerve-racking.
This war was in Algeria in the 60s. It dug a terrible hole in the soldiers’ chests, in which they deeply buried and
silenced their memories. But no one can prevent the past and its lot of resentment from resurfacing. In his vibrant
and nervous style, Laurent Mauvignier tells the universal tale of grief, the weight of silence and the sufferings of
modern war.
Laurent Mauvignier was born in 1967. His previous novels were DANS LA FOULE (2006, Prix du
Roman FNAC), LE LIEN (2005), SEULS (2004), CEUX D’À CÔTÉ (2002), APPRENDRE À FINIR (2000,
Prix du Livre Inter 2001) and AU LOIN D’EUX (1999).
Rights sold to: Italy (Feltrinelli), Germany (DTV), the Netherlands (De Geus), Spain (Anagrama),
China (Art et Littérature du Hunan) and Algeria (Barzakh editions)
“DES HOMMES, magnifique et bouleversant lamento collectif, n’est pas un roman sur la guerre
d’Algérie, c’est un livre où parlent tous ceux qui ne trouveront jamais la paix. C’est un livre sur la guerre qui
continue après la guerre.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“Laurent Mauvignier n’a pas son pareil pour faire danser les fantômes, traquer la souffrance des uns
qui se confond avec celle des autres.” Le Monde
“Une maîtrise impressionnante des mots et de la phrase, chaque signe s’agençant avec fluidité et
précision.” La Croix
“C’est un art faulknérien d’une dignité très rare. Un admirable livre, qui plane très haut.” Le Point
“La langue puissante et juste de Laurent Mauvignier emporte tout sur son passage.” Lire
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